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RED CROSS NURSE
CLOSES HYGIENE
CLASS ON JUNE 25

-bodes Scholar
Visits Relatives

Attorney General Hubert Mere- agers, is planned to Outdo all
The annual Fourth of July picDr. Shepard Jones, Harvard
nic at Pine Bluff will take place Demonstrations 'Will Be at Hien dith of' Kentucky will speak he- p,revious efforts, even that famous Jack Eisin Parks, One
graduate and Rhodes Scholar
Year
Old.
School Friday Night, June 25,
fore the Backusburg Homecoming first year when the eyes of people
Saturday, July 3. according to W
with a Doctor's degree from OxDies Nine Hours After
Says Sponsor
Fourth of July Celebration at 200 miles around
were turned
ford University. visited his sisCourt Asks WPA for Addi- T. Steele and his son Lowell, sponExposure
Backusburg
Saturday
morning, toward Backusburie in color, in
sors of the yearly affair.
ter. Mrs A. Franklin Yancey
Twenty-five Enrollees Will
tional Funds for Street,
According to Mrs. Bea Melugin. July 3, at 11 o'clock, C. R. Dowl- variety of entertainment,
The day will be one of thrills,
in Murray from Wednesday to
and in
A stewer of boiling water which
Receive Diplomas Is
Road Construction
of
the
Murray
chapter
secretary
of
ing,
general
manages
of
the
just as every
home- sheer glamorous appeal.
other Pine Bluff
Saturday of last week, June 16
There he overturned from where it set
Report
Fourth of July picnic has been, of- the American Red Cross, the dem- coming, said this morning.
comes a soft, silvery. whispery on the table was responsible for to 19.
With scarcely more than a week breath from Hawaii, that Pacific
BODY ISSUES TAX
ficials say. There will be surf- onstration of Home Hygiene and
Dr. Jones is an instructor in
the
death
Jack
of
Parks,
Ewin
SUPPORTERSRATES FOR TOWN board riding, swmiming, boat rac- Care of the Sick, sponsored by the remainin before Western _Keal. garden _spat,.
-soctatesetertee department
more Then- a year old- sOn
arid-the Boy and tucky's greatest Fourth of July from Old Mexico; and hillbillies a:
,aifdp en y o d
ARE ENTHUSIASTIC
Harvard University. and wil
of Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Parks of the
Girl
Scouts
of
Murray
at the city jubilee at Backusburg, merry- fresh as if they stepped from the
teach there during the summer
•In a special meeting Monday licious edibles.
Sinking Spring community, who
high schotil Friday night, June 25, makers from more than 10 states threshold of one of
the feudist died at the Keys-Houston Clin:c
and continuing semesters. He
Miss Bess E. Dalton, national
afternoon, June 21 the town counMusic will be furnished by Prenwill include the following demon- and enthusiastic picnic devotes clans of Kentucky or
the Alvin Monday night. June 21.
received his Doctor's .Degree
Red Cross nurse from Washington,
cil of Murray made it unlawful for tice McCeiston and his radio artists
strations. from as many more, are eagerly York door stools of Tennessee's
from Oxford University, EngD. C., will close the series of perany person, firm, or corporation to from station WPAD in Pa4ucah,
Mrs. Parks was not in the room
Bed - makers. Mrs. Margaret awaiting the dawn of Saturday, mountain region. 'Range riders,
land, in July 1936, concluding
sonal health classes she has been
construct or to "establish any gas- the Kentucky Yodelers. In addithe
when
baby
overturned
the
July 3, when they can attend one yodeling cowboys, the Texas Driftconducting here for the last month,
his Rhodes Scholarship study
oline filling station, ,service sta- tion, p band will come down from Oglesby and Mrs. Ophelia Martin;
bed bath, Mrs. Lucy Coleman; bee of Kentucky's most princely cele- ers, musicians, and color will fea- water. She heard the child scream.
there.
with a demonstration in first aid
tion. pump, or other equipment on, Tennessee to perform.
The steaming liquid had poured
bratiens.
•
makers
with
ture
the
patient,
Mrs. Alton
grandest of grand Backusand home hygiene at the city high
young
Harvard
The
man
above .or below the surface of any
At 10 o'clock Saturday morning,
over his chest and into his open
Barnett;
baby
bath, Mrs: •-• King;
The artists of radio and song, burg get-togethers and picnics et
formerly taught in the social
school Friday night. June 25.
sidewalk, street curbing . . . or Hazel_ will play Pine Bluff in a
mouth. As it aspirated, the hot
science department of Murray
any street, alley, or public place." bikeball game, and the winner will temperature and respiration. MISS the home town band and the Backusbarg on the Coldwater Road vapor went into his lungs. He was
Miss Dalton, who holds a degree
Neale; bed rest, Mrs. Miles and swingtime -orchestra, comedians of July 3, 1937.
State College 'and has numerfrom John's Hopkins University,
According_ to the ordinance pass- take on August F. Wilson's W.O.W.
carried to the hospital immediately.
Irvan; bed swing. Miss Rid, blarefaee and repertoire, limpid
ous friends W__this city and m
has taught six weeks in Murray,
He lived about 8 or 9 hours. Doced by the council, the purpose of team from
Lynville. Ky., at 2
tam. ,and - May Dell Luter; tray guitarists
College
from
islands in the
giving instructions for two hour
tors attributed his death to edema
the move was to prohibit here- o'clock in the afternoon. The hell
Addition,..
serve, Laurthe Cooper: irrigation Southern Seas, acrobats who learnperiods twice per week. Twentyof the throat and lungs.
after the construction and opera- games are free, according to ar- of eye.
ear, throat, and nose, Mrs. ed their trade on the chalk and
five students will receive diplomlion of curb service stations, and rangement officials.
Surviving the child are three
J. D. Rowlett:- plasters, Mrs. Lassi- the loop of the circus ring, senors
,
as. According to enrollees in the
with the calculated view of gradsisters, Norma Jean, 6 years old,
ter; 'cradle, Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor; and senoritas from warm blooded
eourse, the instructio* is not a
ually eliminating such stations.
Clara Elaine, 4 years old; and Rite
digital pressure, Maude King and romantic savannas of
Mexico-study in scientific 'nursing, nor
Lu. 3 years old; its grandparents,
Fine for violation of the ordiLeola Irven; hot water bottle and melodic accompaniments - and Health
Doctor Says Typhoid May -Mr.
even in practical nursing, but is
nanCe is not to exceed $15 nor be
and Mrs. Dave Parks and Mr.
ice cap. Miss Paschall; medicine thousands of people, good looking.
knowledge every adult, especially
Accompany Prevalent
and
less than $5 for any offense, and
Mrs.
Ed
Rogers;
and
a
greatgiving, Idfs. Risenhoover..
beautiful, indifferent, loving, rapmothers and home keepers, should
Epidemic
grandparent, Mrs. A. J. Parke.
each day of operation of such- a
Bandaging demonstrations will tarous. enchanting, bold, and glamPurpose Is to Stimulate Interest In know. The course, entitled "Home
station shalt be considered by the
be conducted by Mrs. Wright, orous - people' from everywhere
The Reverends R. F. Gregory
Dr. J. A. Outland, "Calloway
Hygiene and Care of the Sick", hasSouthern or Confederate
court a separate offense.
Anneal Fourth Sunday in June shoulder; Rene' Witcy, collar bone: and of every'age
will be featured County health doctor, declared to- and J. J. Gough conducted the
been offered only .to counties
Literature
Affair
May
Attract
Large'
Mrs. Solon Higgins. chin and nose; In this, most magnificent of coiIn the Monday's session too, the
day that diarrhea was becoming funeral and burial services at the
stricken by the hood. Miss DalCrowd
May Dell Luter, sprained ankle; mopolitan groups the South nes prevalent
court approved the application of
ton teaches classes at four other
in Calloway county anti Sinking Springs church and cemeTo
stimulate
intereet
an
in
ConMrs. Puckett, broken arm; Clara ever known.
the city to the Works Progress
urged that extreme care should be tery at 11 o'clock Tuesday.. June 22. federate or Southern history and places besides Murray. including
The annual Fourth Sunday in Ievan, head; Mrs. Miles, crushed
Administration in Washington for
The pallbearers were Wallace literature, the local chapter of
From KMOX in St. Louis te taken in expediting its control.
the Hickman and Clinton. Her headadditional funds for street and June Singing in Murray will be hand and Laurine Cooper, eye.
He estimated that more than 100 Rogers, Will Stanton Rogers. Ru- United Daughters of -the Confed- quarters during her Southern stay
WSM in Nashville come the radio
Mrs. Miles will give a demonroad projects in the city of -Mur- held this year Sunday, June 27. in
luminaries, and from Backusburg cases are now active throughout dell Parks and Edgar Purdum eracy will sponsor a reading con- are in Union City, Tenn.
the vast assembly hall of the Mur- stration on hove ao make one comry.
Parks.
around, the world to Backusburg the county.
lest for the pupils of the city and , Enthusiastic mothers in support
ray
State
College
auditorium.
fortable
with
pillows;
the
Boy
A general tax of 75 cents on
again come the entertainers that
Stressing 'thestatement that diartraining School' during the summer, of the course taught by the Red
People are expected, officials clairr., Scouts will demonstrate the Fireevery $100 worth of property, the
will make the program famous. rhea and typhoid fever are cloite
Cross nurse were confident that if
it was made known today.
from all. over Western Kentucky. man's Crawl and show the Stretch.,
revenue from which' willbe used
When you see Angelina, that little companions, Dr. Outland emphaMiss Dalfon is asked to return next
awards
Two
Southern Illinois.
will
be
given,
and
ofNorthern
er
Bearer,
and
the
Girl Scouts will Miss from Mexico
for municipal purposes. 'Was set up
who plays the sized the view that extreme care
ficials said. ofte to the boy or girl year for similar instructional duties
Tennessee.
The auditorium ,will give a live wire revivification
in an eardiiaance approved by the
accordion while her orchestra does in drinking and eating might
l
should and will have a
aid
in the grades who reedit the. most 'aere.„_She'
seat 5.000 persons.
• demonstration.
town teelliell in its regular twicethe -swingtime; the Lakeland Sis- in the prevention of an
The basement of the Church of
epibooks on a Southern or a Con- class numbering 75 persons rather
At the close of the -demonstra- ters,
The singing will begin promptly
monthly .meeting Friday' 'night,
or Al Hick's' blackface show; demic.
Christ is being renovated this
federate topic; the other to the than 25.
.June 18, in the assembly room of at 10 o'clock Sunday morning. Ac- tion. all of which will take place Red Mason and others, including
week into rooms which' will be
A Southern lady, Miss Dalton
high school pupil who fulfille
Dysenteries, 'typhoid, and diarcording to sponsors. some of the at approximately the same time the
the Miirfay City Hall.
world
available for Sunday school classes. similar
acclaimed
comes from North Carolina. She
Delmore rhea he catalogued as being
office.
in different rooms of the building, Brothers,
disbest
singers
of
Western
KentuCky
and larger group programs such as
Robert Lunn and CornA tax of 20 cents on every $100
has taught in nearly all the states.
eases born of filth. and naturally
The contest begins Thursday,
and Tennessee nave promised to A. B. Austin, local merchant will pany, and DeFord Bailey
prayer meetings, etc.
and oth- in hot weather, he asserted,
worth of property was also levied
Her particular type of service 13
their
July 1, and ends Wednesday. Sepappear on the program. There will give a three minute talk, and Sen- ers, .you will have seen
available for high schools and colthe best spread is more rapid. Flies
for the purpose of creating and
The project, when it is complet- tember
are
1. All book lists must be
singers from .Benton. Parie ator T. 0. Turner, chapter chair- thet,entertainment has to offer.
maintaining a sinking fund for the be
happy mediums for the transport ed in about 10 days, will make submitted on or before the expira- leges, according to her supporters.
.Tenn., Mayfield, Fulton, Dover, man, will present the certificates
This yeaes program, say its manliquidation of outstanding electric
usable five
different . basement tion date to officials
of the germs, he declared.
to those earning them.
of the local
ght and water works bonds of the. Tenn., and - other towns noted for rooms, two of which are now being
The
program
chapter, along with a short synopis
entirely
Though of the opinion that alarm
free.
singers of high quality.
issue .of April 1, 1917.
•
utilized. One is used by the Young sis
sponsors urge-, and there will_be no
of 50 'to 100, words of each
Was unnecessary, Dr. Outland yet
The committee in cberge of arMen's Bible Class for study ses- book
Also, the court---placed a 20-cent
collection in any form.
read, and with the name, adurged care in the preparation ot
sions and also by the Rev. C. L.
.rale per $100 on the assessed valu- rangements said today that a pubdress, and grade of the pupil who
milk for food and in ,the drinking
lic address system will 'be InstallFrancis,
minister.
ai
a
library.
The
ation of bank shares, the bank payWHAT'S THE NEWS?
did the feeding.
of water.
ed. At noon, basket dinners will
other room has been and is a stor• ing the assessment for andULbehall
Mrs. W. P., Roberts is president
, .
.
age chamber for materials and
of its stockholders. Revenue ttels be served. with 4311Eit- person' atScott-Lassiter Implement Comofthe Rice chapter- of the UM.' - Is Named President el State Body
tending having charge of his own
cc al.
obtained will go to the general
At First Annual Meet
pany will move soon into the conbasket.
fund.
The basement rooms under conThis Week
The firm of W. T. Sledd
crete building now occupied by
struction will feature a 30 by 24
In. addition. a geperal municipal
prominent Murray men's. etc:enters, the Willard Transfer Company,
James
Miller
to
Fill
Two
Prof. W. B. Moser. instructor in
tax of 15 cents per $100 valuation
completed today the installation of pending the movement of JohnPrcperty on which is located the foot entrance hall for general asAppointments Sunday brand new natural oak fixtures
the Murray High *hoot and a
was placed by the same ordinance
son-Fain Appliance Company - into Murray Loose Leaf Floor, formerly sembly when it is not necessary to
prominent churchman, was elected
on manufactured Products in the
for about 40 feet along the right the building which they now oc- known as the Hood-Moore Lumber use the auditorium upstairs; and
A house cleaning which beganin
James Parker
Miller, Young wall of their store
city not in the hands of the proas one enters. cupy. J. D. Sexton, owner of the Shed, was transferred from the two 15 by 12 feet apartments the Sheriff's Office at the Callo- president of the first annual Adult
Church of Christ minister, who reConference for Leaders of Chrisducer. Property not coming under
The fixtures aid the appearance building, recently rented it to the ownership of the Bank of Murray which will be partitioned off for way County Court Muse
has tian Churches hel dat
Midway. Ky.,
the provisional $100 assessed valu- cently returned to spend the sum- of the store remarkably. -Accord- Applicance Company, it, is repot-- to Robert Swann for a monetary' _Sunday school class work, accord- spread via 'County Attorney
Hall June 14-2f.,
mer with his parents. Mr. and
ing to information released by
ation will be taxed proportinately
ing to W. T. Sledd, Jr.. the oak ed.
consideration Monday. June 21.
Hood's
business
domicile to-theofthose in charge of the work. Most
_
with the foregoing provisions on a Mrs. J. R. Miller, at Hazel, will panelings will perhaps later be
The body henceforth will meet
fice of the County Judge.
Tremon Beale, president of the
It was further stated that Dr. A.
preach at Blood River Sunday
of the labor, officials said, is em$100 basis.
stained a light oak.
yearly at about the same time.
D. Butterworth will use the loca- Bank of Murray, signed the corpMaybe
it's
morning at 11 o'clock and at Wilnot
a
housecleaning,
ployed; although a small quantity
The court also levied an assessChurches in all sections of"- the
Cubby holes and apartments for tion now occupied by
Johnson-Fan oration's ownership release. The of it is donated.
but any-way the walls are being
liams Chapel, Lynn Grove. Sunday
m'Pnt of $1.50 on each male resishirts, hats, ties, caps, and other for an office, subject
state had representatives at the
to its interior lot is situated between Fourth and
washed, and to watch the men at
afternoon at two-thirty.
dent of Murray as poll-tax.
dress goods are included in the decoration.
conference.
Fifth streets on the south side of
their work_ one would think they
Young Mr. Miller attended Union space made available by the renoOther officers elected were Mir3
the square in the city of Murray.
were
applying
white
paint rather Ray
University. Jackson. Tenn.. last eaten..
Franklin. Waddy. Ky., vicethan
soap
and water.
Johnson-Fain are demonstrating
year and
made a phenomenal
The old paneling was torn compresident; and Mrs. R. E. Roberts,
According to Court House of- Paris. Ky.. secretary.
record as a debater and public pletely away. The new fixtures the 75 pound freezing capacity of
the Frigidaire this week. The digspeaker on all occasions, winning are
Several important announce- ficials, all offices in the Court
Important speakers included ofimprovements of
which
high honors and a number of patrons of Sledd's store may be play is at their store, North Fourth
ments were made in chapel Mon- House, with one or two exceptions, ficers of the national, state. and
street. The Frigidaire "Ice-Abilreceive
are
to
the
scrubbing.
prizes and trophies.
The
day, June 21, by Coach Roy Stewforeign missionary societies.
justly proud.
ity" demonstration shows you the
He has been engaged for a numart, head' of the Physical Educe.' office of the County .Court Clerk
The convention was held at the
Thieves Lont Murray Plant of
astounding
quantity,
it
can
freeze
ber of revival meetings in Cala- GOES TO TEXAS FOR HEALTH
County Agent J. T. Cochran and tion Department, concerning the is one of the exceptions, Since its Kentucky Female Orphanage at
200 Dozen Pairs;
in
a
day,
the
Gigantic
Ice
Cube--way and Henry counties, beginAssistant Kelly Cromwell, along opening of the new swimming pool interior walls are calcimined, water Midway.
Reward Offered
the largest ever frozen in a Frigidning about August 1.
with his secretary and staff, swap- which is in the John Wesley Carr would ruin them. The walls of
R. A. Wilkinson, Puryear, Tenn..
aire. They invite you to come and
such room, authorities said, instead
ped offices with the staff of the Health Building.
well-known -- in Murray _•and h
^
au71'n
- Je Jilin
a dernonatcation_
of being washed will be renoArat
tturat-conservatiert program -The-pool birth a Calloway countian, left
all
hosiery, valued at approximately
p • • • •
the early pa
of the week. They faculty members and their families with a new coat of calcimine.
Tuesday. June 15. for Steaveneville.
$150,00, were stolen last Thursday
The famous W. T. Sledd & Co. just moved things right across the of Murray
Texas, a small town 65 miles from
State College from 7:30
night from the Murray HosierFort Worth, where he will recuper- is adding a series of new wall fix- hall-on the third floor of tne to 8:30 p. m. on Tuesday, Thursday. SCOTS GROVE REVIVAL
The City Board of Education electMill by thieves who affected an
tures
to
their
store
WILL START SUNDAY. JULY 4. ed Dr. A. D. Butterworth, medical
this
week.
With'
Court Houseate from el prolonged and weakenand Saturday -and for mixed swimentrance thrOUgh - a windove'- .
this.
addition
much
more
display
ing illness of asthma.
practitioner' at the Keys-Houston
Both
parhes seemed satisfied- ming of Students on Monday. WedThe 'Toot consisted of Chirdren's
Prof. Richard A. Johnston of the
..
The Rev, Clarence Walker, pas- Clinic, to serve as a member
According to his wife, who did room will be had rather than the with the trade.
nesday and Friday- from 7:30 to
of the
undyed 'three-quarter socks.
chemistry department returned to
shelves
tor'
that
'61"
did
the
Emmanuel
Baptist
karry
the stock
8:30 p. m. Mr. Stewart also said
board at a meeting Monday-' night,
William Egolf, manager, said the Murray June 15. after spending the not accompany him but will follow
Church,
Lexington,
Ky.. will be June 21. Dr. Butterworth's electhe intramural softball would be
mill woulitpay a reward of $25 for year at the University of Indian's later if a suitable location is found,
with us to start a series of ser- tion-came after the resignation
Lloyd and Elmo Workman have
discontinued for the summer.
of
information leading to the appre- where he completed his M. A. de- he suffered an attack from the disvices July 4, 1937. He will preach Geeorge Hart, who
ease immediately after his arrival acquired the Aurora Lunch, just in
did so in the
Dr. J. W. Carr presented Pref.
hension and. conviction
of the gree this spring.
for us twice daily tor a period 'of interest
front of the post Office, and after
there. He Is a tirott%r to
of his
candidacy, for
G. B. Pennebaker who said a few
thieves. He also said that the mill
While on the campus Mr. Johhstwo weeks. The morning worship Mayor of Murray.
a complete renovation and decorat- The Calloway County Health De- words to the faculty and
'
would repurchase-the-hosiery from ton, was elected to the Phi Lambe -Wilkinson, local barber.
student will start
at 10:30 and the evening
ion will open the popular restau- partment will
Members of the board after the
anyone Who had bought them in- Epsilan Fraternity, an honorary
hold a series of body. "I am very happy to be
session at 7:45.
rant. Painting and redecorating is Child
Churchil
•
lect
l.n
nio
rma
highth
'saie
id
Health Conferences through- here today, and if it does not get
nocently.
society composed to students whn
well , der way this week. Lloyd opt the county,
We are indeed ftupate to have
W.
beginning at New too 'hot I hope to get my Ph. D.
have done outstanding work in
now owns the Day-Nite' Lunch, a Coupord
a
man
of Mr. Walker's calibre,
' to
J. W. Outland,
RaomnLuther
Vernon
High School *Friday, June ,at the end of this summer school,"
chemistry.
'
popular restaurant ih Mureay.
come
to us, and the church and the Hale. apd Dr. A. D. Butterworth.
25, Dr. J. A. Outland, county, stated Mr. Pennebaker.
In closing the interview Profespastel"- cordially -invite the public . Dr. Butterworth: a native of
health physician announced today.
sor Johnston said with his genial • Barber EdWards, well known
Mr. Pennebaker is in school at to
attend these servicee'
Callowpy county, served a number
smile, "It's certainly good to be singing teacher of Kirksey. is on
Other conferences will be at the University of Wisconsin. He
his fifth 20-night singing school in
Rev. D. W. Billington, pastor of years, on the school board at
Lynn Grove High School Tuesday, was one of the first students to
back in Murray."
By Robert Carlton
Stewart county at Big Macedonia
Scott's Grove Baptist Church Egan, Tenn., where he practiced
The Coldwater 4-H Club met
June 29. and at Hazel Thursday, enter summer school in Murray
for a number of years before rechurch, near Big Rock.
July 1. The first two meetings State 'College in the summer of
Thursday, June 17, at Cook's Creek
Sheriff Carl Kingins and Deputy
turning to Murray in 1934. lie has
He reports high success In all
will be called at 2:30 in the after- 1924.
where a marshquillow roast was
A. W. Parker captured a 250 galalways evidenced a deep interest
these schools.
greatly enjoyed by everyone.
Gen. but the ene at Hazel will
1 •
..
Mr. Edwards advises that he will In still • in a tatoCceoded raIfek°915
- •Plarte for a--441 eommunity-day
'.
"*-Irie'cleckee,
'
•
be here Sunday fOr the annual vii known
Jones'
roc ala-.
were discussed. The program conThe annual meeting, picnic, and
The llialth
doctor
urged all
Fourth Sunday in June Big'Sing- tie east of Faxon Tuesday afterH.
C.
Waldrop,
Mayfield
insursisted of songs, a discussion on get-together of the Embalmers and
mothers to bring all children under
ing in the Murray State College noon. June 22.
ance man. has announced his can"Topping arid Suckering Tobacco" Funeral Directors of Western Kenthe still was deserted when the 6 years old to the clinic.
didacy for mayer of that city in
by James Carlton and a report on tucky is being held today (Thurs- auditorium.
The
Girl
Scouts
will
meet
Friraid occurred. The sheriff said he
activities during Junior Week in day. June 424) at Bob Noble Park
day afternoon at four o'clock at the August primary.
•
thought he tight locate the operaThe Rev. Hugo Allmond, former-Lexington by the club delegates. in Paducah. Undertakers and Emthe
city swimming pool for inMr. Waldrop is the son of Este
tors.
ly Church of Christ minister at
Several packages of marshmal- balmers from all over Kentucky
struction
for
both
Mrs.
and
Waldrop
A.
of
,
H.
Five
beginners
and
More than 25 gallons of mash
Wipchester. Terin., began an. outlows and a box of crackers then and their. guests are taking part in
advanced swimmers. Classes will Points and is a brother to Postwas with the still, but little whisdoor night meeting .. in,liOni 'of the
disappeared iti short order.
meet
every
the picnic.
two
master
weeks
Waldrop
H:
on
T.
Wesley
arid
alternate
Near the east entrance to the
Miss Christine Holloway, sener• ky-not more than a gallon and
duerin and Farris Store on the
It is with pleasure that we welAmong those from Murray at- in Murray State, has been elected a half-was
Courthouse in Murray, a little to Fridays at the city high school for Waldrop. of this city.
discovered.
Concord Highiiiay Wednesday
come into our club- the following tending the festivities are Mn, and a delegate to the
the
regular
Girl
Mr.
Scout
Waldrop
went
Mayfield
Work.
to
the right -of the concrete walk as
National Educanight. June 23.. The revival will
new
Carter. Mrs. Dave Churchill, J. H. Churth- tional Association
members: Rupaine
The special committee of Betty 18 years ago lie'first engaged in last, according to
which will conMiss Virginia Nell Wilfard has you go in, is a little plot of pesponsors, in the
Ophelia .Sanders, Sue Adams; Jua- ill. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Churchill, vene in Detroit June 27
the
estate
real
business
and later,
Pogue. chairman, Dixie May Beato July 3 returned from Akron, Ohio. where tunias in bloom.
Sernita Adams and Gene Potts. Gene Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill. 'Mt.
traveled for the' Woolen Mills. He neighborhood of 10 days.
Miss Holloway has been a teach- she has been visiting her relatives
Their boundary is an old stump, man and Caroline Johnson, is 'plantransferred from the Kirksey club. and Mrs. Boyd Gilbert. and Mr. er in the Paducah school system and
has suceessfully engaged in the in- vices are at nighf only.
ning
sunrise
breakfast.
a
,
The
friends.
the rim of which is still.firm. and
Tillman Taylor, holder of an A. '
Several girls have completed the and Mrs. Garnett Jones.
surance business since 1929.
for the past several years and will
sound. The petunias are growing scouts will assist the home hygiene
B. and M. A. degree from Murray
first ueit of their sewing.
The get-together. an all-day af- receiver.her B.S. degree in August - Caldwell
group
on
25
-June
demonwith
a
county
homemakers in- the space inside the stump
State College and who preached
Those . present at the meeting fair, was held last year dt Kut- 1937.
plan to can at least 100 quarts of which has rotted away. The di- stratibn of first aid.
his first sermon at New Concord
were: County Agent J. T. Coch- tawa. 'Fred Roth, Paducah funeral
Miss Holloway is one of seven 12 kinds of food for each mereber ameter of the stump is approxi'Any- girl 10 or older may join
Sunday, June 20, and did • baptne
ran. Mrs. Sherwood Potts, git Is' director and chairman of the corn-' delegates from
Kentucky who have of the family. .
mately 30 inches.
the Girl Scouts. No registration
Lampkins. 55.
cottage mal service in tie% afternoon, will
Tom
leader; Mr Sherwood Potts, boys' mittee, is in charge of ethe day's been selected
to attend the NationOther Plots of flowers are cared fee will be required until neat Grove. Tenn.. to Lola Bradley, 42, be in attendance (Airing the meet:r
leader and 18 members.
program.
al Educational Association.
es
Read the chummed txnumn.
for in the courtyard.
October.
'
Farmington, Ky.
ing, it Was learned,
,
-•

DIARRHEA WIDELY
SPREAD IN COUNTY

BIG SINGING TO BE
IN COLLEGE HALL

UDC WILL SPONSOR
READING CONTESTS

Church Of Christ
Adds to Building

MOSER IS TO LEAD
RELIGIOUS GROUPS

Your Business

New Fixtures Add
To Sledd's Store

Local Loose,Shed
Sold to Swann

County Offices
Receive Cleaning

Colge Pool

S150 IN HOSIERY
TAKEN FROM MILL

Agricultural Men
Exchange Offices - But Not Duties!

Open
to'I'aculty Members

Dr. Butterworth
on School Board

o nston Receives
M. A. Degree at
Univ. of Indiana

Health Officials
Willipold Clinics

duty

ium gas and
nn serving

h minimum

a are safer,

irable..

r low-priced
Hydraulic

11111 Styling,

construction

rrnlet dealer
6cm-today!

rse.

111MT. MICH.

Edwards Is Teaching.
• Singing in Stewart

'Coldwater 411I Club
- Meets June 17

Sheriff Captures
• Big Whisky Still

Embalmers Picnic
At Bob Noble Park

Waldrop Candidate

- --Enjoy Swim Class

Miss Holloway Is
Delegate to NEA

Minister Holds
Outdoor Meeting

Flowers ftlossom
In City Courtyard

Marriage Licenses

- .••••••
• .1.'"-•t

"

lb

4

•
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()CAL
If you luive statures of whom
your are not ashamed, fakleallt
rePoet theta (of this
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Rowlett. Mr.
Clarence %Vintager, and
4entibtees4tre, and Was-Ws Fs
Spicelasid,
. of River Rouge.
Mich.. are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
P. C. Walker, Mrs. Bryan Phillips.
and Mr. V. F.. Ruwlett. Mr. Rowlett has been guile ill for several
weeks.
R. H. Falwell. Jr.. is in Sturgis
assisting In a two weeks meeting
--there. ate teff- Murray Friday,
June 18, fur Sturgis imraediateis
after his return .frum Ridgecrest.

0••/•••

borough.
Gaston McKee'. who was graduated- rassotly. trcan-erficol of ern
gusoerusg at-- -thee- University of
Kentucky. will legve next week
for Cleveland. Ohio,. where_ be has
aeeepted•• a. position with the National- Carbon Companyr-------- - Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Curd left
Tuesday for their home na Hotly
Springs. •filios after having spent
several days with Mrs. Curd's parents- Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McKecl.
Mr. and Mrs. Curd were returning
to their home from a visit to relatives in Bowling Green. Glasgow.
Cave City and Louisville. They
were present at a Curd family reunion at Old Kentucky Hume at

TIIE LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCKY. THURSDAY AFTERNOONT JUNE 24, .1937.
-r-•••-•
county detectives. He and family Evans is having a beautiful new eral years when he represented his
mother and sister, moved to
writ leave July 1 for Denver. Coles home built on his large plot of the Forbes Menufacturiog Com- New Mexico
g few years ago for
Io 'visa for a -Pew weeks and then itsound in the village of Dune. p:my here.
'the benefit of the latters health,
return here for'a Sew days before this summer.
• s Mum JacQuighle-liaomas, of Ring- sad many friendithere will be glad
going back to Detroit.
Amelia- those from Murray at- gold. La_ is the guest of
her to learn that she has completely
Prof and Mrs. T. A. Sanford ar- tending the American Legion dis- aunt, Mrs. Hall Hood. and family recovered.
ina.'d last weetirrio visit old friends trict convention in Cadis last Sat- for a few weeks.
Paul Perdue, ssn of Mr. and Mrs.
here and their parents. Mr. and urday and Sunday were Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. ssarasn Vi'hitnell F. Me
Perdue, has been named a
Mrs. D. P. Sanford. at Milburn. Mrs. George Hart Commander V. visited relatives and friends in
i menther of the faculty of Canna
and--ae. aod Miss
.runs'a. -Claude Anderson, Noel Fulton Sunday.
'high school for _next year. NAIL
Benton. - Pr. f. Sanford, formerly Curd. Nix Haiti; and Joe - T.
Mrs Samuel PyWt, of Dadticah who was nn,
the staff of Memorial
principal eff Murray High School, Lovett.
slid Seattle. Wash., visited
her High School at Hardyville,
- Ky.,
has resigned his position as prindaughter.
Mrs.
Hal
Houston,
here last year, was captain of the MugMrs Marlin F. Anderson and
Ciseil.uf the Danvilte schools to
Sunday.
son. Martits Jr.. have been visitula
ray
,44;11010* ftralhall....talln
I the auperantendency 'id the
Mr and Mrs. 1:-/rnTerffril/Pr1tithe in hisTh011
"the home of Mis, W. J. McCoy
senior year at the college.
Carrollton, Ky., school, a nice pro- et
apartment in the home
since Saturday. June 12. Mrs. An- taken
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baker and
motion. ,
derson, who is the mother of Mrs. Oil West Main, owned by Mrs. John family moved
Tuesdat to their
T. Skald, Robert Willianis. Press
an. in which Mr. and Mrs. Roy
McCoy. Will go to Jackson, Tenn.,
summer home on the Tennessee
ten Holland. Nat Ryan Hughes and
Stea•art
andt
children
are
also
to visit relatives and friends there
River at Pine Bluff. They were
Ted Sanford attended the ball
located.
soon.
moved by Lowell Steele, Mr. and
game in Nashville Sunday between
"Die W-ocelman ss.s.rele, Grove No.
Mrs.,-Frank L. Teuton, Holly
fits. Baker have been making their
the Vots and Little Riar:k.
126. will hold their regular monthFord, Fla., with her two children,
horn!'" on the river during the past
J. B. Walker, of the east (side
ly .meeting June 29 at 7:30 p. m.
Frank L.. Jr., and Mary Jo, have
several summers. Mr. Bgker is
of the county, will leave Saturday
All • members and candidates are
been visiting at the home of Mrs.
the Calloway distributor fur Gulf
for Gtanite City, Ill., to spend a
requested to be present.
MeCoy since Sunday. June 13. She
Refining Co. products.
month 'with his ssin. James Lucius
Mr and Mrs. Arlie Beach, Kirkarts to return home •

tut Student Retreat. 11. R•is /fadMr. arictolair16..ffix Crawford and
Miss Mamye Vick of Red Banks. has not seen them for more than
ing the student devotional in the Miss., who has been the guest
son, Bobby Nix, Princeton, visited
of three years.
Sturgis meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop left Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Crawford at
Mini Jessie Sherman for the part
R. H. Falwell. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. 10 days, returned home Tuesdan. Sunday morning for Louisville to their hOrne in Murray Saturday
Ralph Churchill. Miss Martha Neils
Mr. and Mrs, Clatus Dodds left spend a few days with their adti Sunday, June 1940.
Wells. Miss Evelyn Hammack. Miss Tuesday for Detroit where
daughter. Mrs. John_ W. Frest. and
James Robertson, his wife and
Mr.
Mary _Lou _Out/ands_ _Miss Evelyn Dodds has -beensemployed -for the Mr. Frost. Mrs. Froinswas Miss baby, and Maud Robertson, all of
Ruth Gingles. .Miss Della France:: past year..
Marylcona Bishop before her mar- San Francisco, Calif.. who have
.
Belt- Miss Geneva Outland, David
-rtage.
-been 'visiting at the h'cisne of Mr.
Dr. arid Mrs. C. S. Chadwick
Watcher and Pete Gillespie reMrs. PaW -B_ Willis, Atlanta, Ga.. and 'Mrs. Johnny Robertson,
Murand Bettie Ann Chadwick. arrived
turned Friday from Ridgecrest, N.
is visiting with her parents. Mr. ray. left last week
fur Detroit.
from Nashville
list ,Wedneaday
C.. where they attended theniveek's
and ,Mrs. H. P. Wear, North Fifth Mich., where James
afternoim, to spend some few days
will visit his
street. _ _
meeting of the Southwide Baptist.
sister, Mrs. Charlie Radian. From
'with the parents of Mrs. Criadwick.
Student Retreat of the '- Sintithera
Mrs. E. If. Haley. of Memphis. Detroit
they will return to .San
Rev. - and Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins.
Baptist .. Convention.
is. I/tatting her breeher. MSS Francisco. Virgil
Dr. Chadwick is - one - taf the teacERobertson, adoptFarley.
family,
and
north
of the
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Maddox and ers at Vanderbilt University.
ed eon of Johnny Robertson. accity,
for
several
days. Mrs. Haley.
daughter Jackie Ann of Savannah.
Joe T. Lovett and son, Wells widow of the late E. H.,Haley who companied the party to Detroit for
Tenn.. were seek end guests. of
a short visit.
Thomas.
left
today
for Lexington was one of Murray's leading citiMr. and Mrs. Ray Maddox ol.Nor
Mre. Bob Humphrey and stan,
where they atill
represent the zens and business men before rnoyFourth street.
Ledger & Times at the annual ing to Men:phis 7:Iany years ags Bobby- Jardelle,
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Morgan of summer
meeting of • the Kentucky IS accompanied by her daughter. Mrs. Hubert Howard. Owensboro;
Louisiana. were guests of Mr. and Press ,
Asssaciation. They will be Mrs., Bi uce Graves and little son. and Mrs. L. A. Rains and son,
Mrs. RayMaddox and Mrs. Viola accompanied
-Larry. Jr., Livermore, are visaing
as far as Bowling Bruce. Jr
Maddox last week.
Green •by John Daniel.. who will
Mrs. Lula Kelly, Mrs.- Marvin at the home of Mr. and Mrs. JohnDr. A. .Y. Covington.'
sit the family •of. C. W. Kirby. Howard and Marvin Dulaney, all ny Robertson. They came last
Morgan"
field.. and a fcsmar Murray phy- former Murray residents.
They of Veal-burg. Graves county. and week.
Claude Anderson will attend the
sician. h.is retufned from Boston. will be accompanied on the return Mrs. Ellen Yarbrough. of• LouisMans_ where be received his mas- trip by A. Robbins. former editor ville. visited their brother, J. A. annual fonvention of county tax
ters degree from Harvard. having of the Hickman Courier and now Dulaney. and family, east of the cenunissioners Monday and Tuesmajored in public health. He and publisher of the News. at_ Hope- city last Saturday.
day at Frankiort.
Mrs Covington are welt.,known In well. Virginia. who will visa old
William Egolf, manager of the
Miss Pearl Evaits, who returnei
MtheraYsand- rieirlitY.
friends- in 'Western KalittiekY for
Faxon froni- an -extended visit Murray Hosiery Mills, will leave
Miss Ailey, field repieSentative several days.
Stith her brother, Prof. Onas Ev- Sunday for New York on a busn_
ssotslilatiOnal Red -Cnosin visited the
Prot akad-lirs. G.13. ans.- -CorYderi-,7-knisTio -bee'-at :
the
: seof- trip.
Murray chapter Thisrsday. June 17. and 'daughter. Martha Lee, have bedside. of .her aunt. Mrs. Narinie
Mr. and Mrs. James Robertson
Mrs. D L. Rurnmaker and little 'returned
from Madison. Wisc.. ts & Falwell. is remaining to care and son, Jimmie.: Jr., and - Miss
--daughters -Ma-Ann of J.sasen.
Mr. Petinebaker• has been for Miss .Audie Lt Folwell, who Maude Robertson have returned to
Ohio. ate. the guests of twr parents. doing research towards his doc- severely
injured. her -foot
last: their home in San Francisco after
Mr. aril Mrs. Will Starks, North
es degree at the University. Mrs. Thursday.
Miss Folwell is im- g visit to Mr. and Mrs. J. B. RobFifth stseet.
Pennebaker and Mart ha -Lee-. w:11 peoving. elowly.
.
. .
•
ertson._ Mrs. W. Rs Briggii - of Memphis remain-1n Murray this summer. 'Mr. and • Mrs. Onas Evans, Mrs.
Mrs.
Bonnie Houston. Chas.
spent a,few daya this wcek wen
Pennebaket returned Tuesday B. W. Springer. Mr. and Mrs..R. Boyd Houston,
Zane and John D.
Mrs.
to
Parker.
continue
JoeTs
and
his
Mr
studies:.
L. Emily. little. Ruth Emily. and Houston left today for Los An"Mrs. Joe. Campbell .of Tullahuma.
Miss'Lucile Motley returned last Master John L. Evans, of Hender- igeles
where. they will make their
Tenn.. is the guest of Mrs. Rob Thursday to her home in 'Corpus son. Ky . attended ..the funeral of
home.
were accompanied by
Mators
Chrutt, -Tex.. after a visit - to Mrs. - Rennie Fotwett
Juno Jim
d ifiuguid and Rebert PolMr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott, John_ Mrs. W. S. Swann. She was ac- 12.
lard and will spend some time
Ed ancf Buist Scott, and John companied to Paris on the 'retsina
Mr. and Mrs, R,„ L. Emily. in
Herman; Trotter spent Sunday in trip by Mrs. Swann, Misses Frances whose home Mimes Audie Falwell there.
Mrs. W.-)S.. Hubbard is the guest
Clarksville. Tenn.. with Mr. Scott.; Amelia - Waters. Eleanore Gatlin. and Irene Brantion' lived while
of her sister, Mn: E. B. Ludwig,
staerinsfirrot-'Who - rontinues-miniu_111.J. B. Robertson_
Mrs. Walter- Blackburn left Wed- Miller.
Little Miss Ruth Carolyn Emil
ve as their guests their daughnesday for e visit in Chattanooga.
I.t 'ogue Outland of Greenville.
Mrs.
Springer 17isi
Tenn.. and Somerset Ky. .
Miss... spent a fete Ways this week in the Folwell and- Brandon homes. ters, Mrs. •Hubert Howard, of OwMr. and Mrs. Clarence Collins with his paredts. Mr. and Mrs. F. after .the funeral of Mrs. Nannih ensboro, Mrs. Ls-A. Haines. of Livermore, and Mrs.'Bob Humphreys
are thn_parerits of a son bsrn Sun- B. Outland.-Folwell. Saturday. June 12, and
day night At the Clinic. He has
Miss Mary Msore Windsor is attended church Sunday at Friend- and son. of Detroit!,
Loren Putnam, son of Prof. and
been named Clem Reitl.•
spending this week at Reelfoct ship.
The Messrs. Emily and
Mrs. W. S. Ssvann
Jeave_ I Lake as -the Ziseat_
frierida front Springer are elders in the- Charch M. Leslie R Putnam; left this
week for Madison, Wis., where he
June 36'14 New York from whics.1 Fulton.
of Cluist at Henderson. Ky.
port she will sail on the 2Stth en
Mr. and Mrs Trenton Mcriermstt
Prof. Onas Evans.' principal 'of will work on his master's degree in
biologe at the University of Wisthe S. 4. Rotterdam for a cruise of L and :baby. of Detroit, were -in the Dixie Consolidated . Schaal..
with
noransna •'•nnon
--/Tne and to anstnciaturday visiting Old
friends. Mrso- Evins and John tinzey, re- consin daring the summer term.
friends ,Sn Holland.
!They arrived. last week to visit i turned to the county for the funer- tie was accompanied as far as
Mrs. hearcellus Jagots and baby! Mr. McDermott', parents.' Mr., and al of his aunt. Mrs. Nannie Fal- Merriion,
by his cousin, Miss
of Port Arthur. Tex_ are. sperani Mrs.
McDermott. of Calter well. Saturday. June 42. o They Marian - Sioeum, a student in the
Ins twig weeks with Mr. and Mrao City. The elder McDermott ova; iL visited in the home of .his uncle; college, to spend*the summer vaClyde Bewns.
one tithe a deputy sheriff and jail- V. B. Fonwell and.an'ended -nhurefi cation with her parents. Mr. PutMrs.
E. _Smith of New -0r7 'en of- Calloway --eounty. 'Trernon at Friendship. Sunday, June 13. nam has been named a member of
leans is spending several weeks . has been in the sheriff's Office of: called on his' sister. Mrs.
Jesse the faculty at the Golconda:
with ner daughter. - Mrs. C. L. Wayne county. .Michigan. for the Fair. and Mr. Fair at Murray Sun- high school for next year and will
.-s
- past -:s ,•ars and. is now. chief '•
day as they -returned tame. - Mr. teach biology and ,music. Mrs. L.
R Putnam and daughter, Miss
Louise, have arrived in Spokane.
Wash., where they Will spend the
the summer with relatives.
Mr. and, Mrs. Wells Purdorn and
son, John Neal, we're visitors in
1 Louisville last week.
Mrs._ is_ ons.scrawfond
S.014
.
Pat and Phil, have, returned from
•
Camden, Art., where they vl'sited
...
frs..
-rotative* ler -a
few weeks. Dr. Crawford drov
*a
'4"4
111.°6,
.
o--7.t
,
airadert Iftir them Sunday.
' 4:7
.,.:----;-— A--Mrs. Edward SudhoffT Cincinnati, and Misses Anna
Juliet Holton, who teach in Louisville. are visiting their parents.
Mr .and Mrs.- M. D. Halton.'
• Mr. and MrSo Lewis Conner of
Hopkinsville. were the-guests Sun-of, Mr.''anti Mrs. Bs
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Canner r(rt•
--thretr-th Murray for Sev-- 1

tbey

_.

_
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,
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,
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Fax
Little
.ionl Miss Peggy Steele, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cully Steele,
of Detroit. Mich., and formerly of
ise Bluff in Calloway county,
is ill with diptheria.
Miss Corrine Thurman, daughter
of Rev. J. H. Thurman, top accepted a position in the- high- school
at Lebanon Junction for next year,
beginning in September.
.
Mr. Joe Hicks. of Red River
county, Texas. is visiting his sister, Mrs. • Rufe Lassiter arid Mrs.
Burnett
Lassiter, and brother,
Perry Hicks, all 'of the courtly.
Mr. Hicks, who is past 83 years of
age. is a retired brick mason and
helped to build many of the business houses in Murray. This is his
first visit back tisane in three
years.
Will Mayer returned to his home
in Roswel N. M., last Thursday after spending a few days here viaiting his aunts, Mrs. J. H. Thurman. and Mrs: Amanda White, and
his uhcles, Jake and Olhis Mayer,
at Hazel. Mr. Mayer. together with

BRAN DANCE
EAST PINE
BLUFF

BASEBALL

(Just across the
river)

— HAZEL vs. PINE BLUFF
10:00 A. M.
'

,
.-Winner of HA2EL - PINE BLUFF
,
i
GAME vs. AUGUST F. WILSON'S
41 W.0. W. TEAM from Lynnville
. _
2:00 P. M.
•
,
'
Free Parking : Fret Exhibitions

—-

NTION

to buy, let us see you in our store.

DEUCIOUS
DESSERTS

THESE PRICES FOR FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
A FAN FREE WITH EVERY PURCHASE

DOMESTIC Reg. 12c value, LL quality, per yd. Vac
_BOYS'KNEE PANTS,values up to 98c, per Pr.49c
SHOES, SHOES- and SHOES, Broken
VC
f129
iii White, Red and Pink, Extra Values
-MEN'S WORK SHIRTS Geed Quality' Each 49c
SHEETING Brown 94 Best Quality, Yard - - • • 31c

000

Sizes

-1-

BED TICKING, 8-oz.-Feather Proof. Best Grade. Now
is
the time to make yaw new tick. Per yard
a_

19(
Soft Finish, Best Grade 99,
BIRDSEYE DIAPERS 27x27
Per Dozen

runs on Kerosene o —,1 (hi
for a few cents a day

One Lot REMNANTS, all kinds
1
HALF PRICE
KNITTED PRINCES SLIPS, regular §„1.00 values 79c
WHITE DIMITY,36 inches wide, regUlar iitC value,
fine for Summer Underwear and Gowns, yd.
12c

•Protects fond perfectly
•Seven work and money
•Needs no daily attention
•No water or electricity
ac.

:tam y Tailaiact

modern kerosene refrigerator
%t..is identical in
important miipaiMI With the famous Gas BeIngerstor that has been serving fine sity
homes during the past ten years. You
can buy Seryel Fassirolus
im
on an easy purehaae plan. CAl
Write for free literature.
--

If You Want. to ,BUY Come to See Us!
PLENTY OF'FRESH ICE WATO FOR YOU

ALL DAY
Johnsen-Fain Appliance
Murray, K.
▪

-SATURDAY
JULY 3

with friends in

These items are not junk, but.unusual,valnes in seasonal merchandiFe,
Just glance at the samples below and judge for yourselves. If you want.

at

Music by Prentice McCuiston and
His Kentucky Yodelers —Radio
..
Artists from WPAD 'in
.
Paducah

—

FREEZE
JCE CUI3ES...

Serve! Electrolux

SURFBOARD RIDING, STUNTS,
RACING, THRILLS

•

couatillrt.3',%and 'Mrs. Lake- -Hall, Mary
alccs Beaman,. Dudley Hughes,
Katherine
Hugnes,
and
Fred
Hughes spent the week-end in
Chattanooga, Tenn.. and Lookout
Mountain,
Miss Ea Hale of Murray spent
the week-end - at her home near

I

Pin
e
Blu
ff
„
.
,
,
,
„,-., Sat. July..rd.
• ..

_

Mrs. Evelyn Cobb and daughter,
Miss Velma Cobb, and Mrs. John
Hunter, of Browns Grove, Miss
Letty Mills, Noah and Frank Mills.
Backusburg„ and Mrs. May Lawrence were visitors Sunday at the
'swine of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Mills
at Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Clayton Rogers of - Detroit,
Mich.. is spending several days
with friends and relatives in the

_3
Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill visnod in Nashville Friday and SatMiss Jacqueline Thomas of Ring- iurday, June 18-19, and attended
gold, La., is the guest of her meat, Rite graduation exercises at the
Glipton-Jones School of EmbalmMrs Hall Hood, and family. '
Tuesday 'ng. While in Nashville they' visHood left
Durwood
morning for Detroit after a viatt ited friends,
Miss Ruth Richmond has as her
with Murray relatives.
Misses LUctle Pollard. Sue Wade. guests Mize Mary Helen Barrett
Matey Nee Forniorand alesere. Bill and Hobert Coleman uf FrankPollard. Pat Wear, Henry Fulton fort.
Mrs. Ralph Jones and mother,
and James Dale Clopton are sperm-nig this week at Kuttawa Springs Mrs. Cora Lockhart, mottoes! to
•
a cianIarouge of young Fulton nasesday. - •
people from the Christian churches
Mrs. Ella alrittaln and daughter,
of west Kentucky.
Etna. are moving from 599 North
Mrs. Enunett Tuggle and lit- Fourth...street to 592
North Fourth
tle daughter and Mrs. Leroy Keith street.
of Orlando. Fla.. are the guests Of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed ACCei. and 10.Mrs.' Tugglea parents, Mr. and
tie daughter Anne of Chicago.
Miss
Mrs. Dudley Johnson.
Lydia Acree at St. Louis, Mr. ant
Granville Cook of Cleveland,
Mrs. W. J. Wilson, of Mayfield, MS t.
Ohio, is the guest of his mother,
J. D. Peterson of Benton, and Mrs.
Mrs. T. P. Cook, and his sister,
Constance Lester pf Princeton we'd
Mrs. E. J. Beale.
guests of Mr. --ahd Mrs. F. In
Mr. and Mrs. Torn Morris have
-Aerate last-laridays-returned from Chicago where-they
are the parents of twin boys born
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Hale, of
visited Mr. and Mrs. Pat Morris.
Tuesday at the Clinic Hospital.
Dr. and Mrs. Chas. Hire have as Sarasota, Florida are visiting Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdom,
their guests this week Mrs. Hires Hale's son, W. V. Hale, and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Foreman Graham,
mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. A. Hale's mother, Mrs. Dan Owings
and Dellon Purdom spent Tuesday,
W. Swain of Liston, Ind., Mr. and of this city.
June 22, at Pickwick Dam.
Edward Freeman visited friends
Mrs. John M. Swain and daughters
Nat Ryan Hughes, W. T. Sledvt. erf Duluth. Minn.,
and Mt. and in Dresden, Tenn., Saturday and
Jr., Ty Halland, Preston Ordway,
Mrs. J. 0. Swain if Lansing. Mich. Sundays .
and Ted Sanford spent Sunday,
Miss. Thyra Story of Pails, Tenn.,
Mrs. Ella Jones returned tot her
June 20, in Nashville. Tenn.
home in Paris Sunday after spend- spent last week with Miss Mary
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sharborough ing a week with her daughter, Mrs. Lou Gibbs.. Miss Gibbs
returned
and their guests, Mr. and Mrs. ry. Geo. Gatlin.
home with her to attend the Jack.
E. Sniith of New Orleans. spent
Dr. J. H. .Richmond and Miss Staulcup dance • and a few days
Saturday night and Sundayat Reel- Anne 'Howell Richmond spent a visit.
foot. Lake as fineats. of Mr. and few Ain! the first of the week,m
Mr. ant4sMrs. M. T. Morris, acMrs. j?aul Philips of Paducah.
companied by Mason Ross, returnLouisville.
Mrs. J. R. Outy spent the week
Mrs. Lois Tuggle and daughter, ed Tuesday from Chicago where
end in Memphis with relatives.
Gwendol. Cletus Broach, and Mrs. they visited their son, Pat G. MorRalph 0. McIntosh of Charles- Myrtle Keith, of Orlando, Fla., are ris. Mrs. Morris and little
son.
ton. Ill.. is. spending the summer
Murray people hasie.been invited
visiting with relatives in Murray
with his sister, Mrs....M. G. Carto see a combine in action Friday
and the county this week.
man. and Mr.. Carman.
Rev. Carroll Hubbard, of the by H. T. Waldrop, who will cut
Elder and Mrs. Paul Brown, of
1Stamiwtal Baptist Church, was in his wheat and kspeciesa eerecia
Clay. Ky.. accompanied by a party
Paducah Tuesday attending a pie. with this implement. Mr. Walof friends, were in Murray Sunday
drop's farm is just a mile south of
to bring their daughter to enter nic In Noble Park for all West Murray on the Hazel
highway. A
Kentucky
Baptist
pastors
and
their
Murray State College. '
combine is being operated in CalCity" Clerk and Mrs. Charlie B. families. This picnic is to be an loway couitty this
year for the
Grogan visited Mrs. Grogan's rela- annual meeting. Rev. Hubbard first time.
delivered the sermon
this
for
tives in Paducah Sunday.
Mrs. -Marshall Berry and little
Pat Ryan. Jr., seri of Pat Ryan. year's- session. Dr. A. M. Parrish, son. Billy. are spending
the sumJ.acksultaville. Fla.. a spending the- 01 the Immanuel Baptist Church, mer with her parents,`Mrsand
Mrs.
summer with his grandmother, Paducah was Chairman of the com- B. F. Schroeder.
Mr. Berry, -ors
Mrs. Joe Ryan. and uncles, Joseph, mittee on arrangements and . pre- the Marlon, Ky.,
high school facut=
sided at the meeting.
Charles andFrank Ryan.
ty, is working on his Masters, deMrs. J. B. liay and small daughMrs. Cleburne Adams. Mrs. Lena
gree at the University of. KenWatkins, and daughter Miss Irene. ter, of Irvine. Ky, have beep vis- tucky.
iting
home
at
the
of
Mr.
and Mrs.
spent last week ir St. Louis. )4o.,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Holcomb
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Everett Ray'. Ed Filbeck since saturday. June have moved into
then- PrettY new
19th.
and daughter, Miss Thyralee.
home on North Fifth street.
Miss Elaine Mutt, supervisor of
Ed FilAreck, Murray. left Tuesday,
Parvin Blalock 1s unable to be
the WPA Sewing Project ,in Mur- June' 22, for Louisville to 'attend at his store this
week on account
ray. attended the state sewing ex- Pis brother. Clyde Filbecks at the of illpess.
hibit of WPA projects in Paducah Baptist Hospital there where he is
Robert and Dan Banks, novelty
Saturday afternoon. June 19. '
being operated on' for appendi- agents, have been traveling -in
Jim n
Hart. Bub
Hester. Pat citis.
West Kentucky and Tennes.see this
Gasket-a, and Salon Hale are en- . Mrs. Arthus -Ls Shaw, Rickman, week, rhey
have !visited Nashjoying a camping trip near . Pine a aister-in-law to Mrs: John Mil- ville, Memphis and
towtis. in Ten-Bier( this week.
ler. visited Mrs. Miller in her nessee as well as Kentucky. makMrs. 0. K. Bennett of Padiscah apartment in Murray last week.
ing Murray their headquarters.
- .
spent last week
Murriy.
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Max Chun;h01 visite Friday and Sat.8-19, and attended
exercises at the
School of EmbalmNashville they • vii-

Births

ichmond has as her
tary Helen Barrett
uleman of FrankJones and mother,
cichart, motorist to
Main and daughter,
ing from 509 North
Lo 542 North Fourth
.• Ed Acree and Wane of Chicago, Miss
f St. Louis, Mr. and
501/
1
4 of Mayfield, me..
of Benton, and Mrs.
er pf Princeton wirie
. Ind Mrs. F. F.

Dr. D.

Siress Enters Race
for Calloway Representative

'man visited friends
coin., Saturday and

Of Land for Delinquent State and
County Taxes

Pine Bluff Nine Tops
Crossland CIpb, 7-3

ft

itory of Pails, Tenn.,
:•k with Miss Mary
/Liss Gibbs returned
to attend the Jack'
e and a few days
M. T. Marrts,
Mason Ross, return-0in Chicago where
sir son, Pat G. Moris and little son.
le have been Invited
lie in action Friday
drop, who will cut
1 lespedeza serecia
dement.
Mr. Weljust a mile south of
Hazel highway. A
ng operated in Calthis year for thu

Curlee Softball
Team Will Play
World's Champs

Political
Announcements

Clinic Hospital Notes

11 Berry and Mlle
spending the sumerenisr Mr. and Mrs.
,er. Mr. Berry, ,of.
s, high school facut=
on his Master's, deUniversity of. Ken-

M-50

"s. Frank Holcomb
to their pretty new
Fifth street.
ck "is unable to be
is week on account

?Aim'&Pa'7/ow2.7'ame

•

Dan Banks, novelty
been traveling - in
and Tennessee this
have ?visited Nashand towns. in Ten.
as Kentucky. maksir hisoisss:.,

CRASS'IF.1 ED
AIMERMS1

Tolley & Carson

S.

FOOD MARKET
WE DELIVER
PHONE 37
•
HE BEST FOODS for MONEY SPENT
We have a full line of Fresh Vegetables,
Cantaloupes, Watermelons.

IN

1 P.--G p 6

Ju want.

3NLY

1

Hales Travel in
North Carolina

SEE OUR MANY
BARGAINS!

F.

AND

1._

Murray Used Car
Exchange

SOAP 6 for 25c

s E Lox

• 9'/2c
r• 49c
$1.69
h 49c

9c

4

S 23c - - 9c

wiling to Motorists!

mister Speaks on
South Sea Islands

1651

3,400 People Killed in Motor Accidents
in One Month!

31c
19`
le 99c

v

IN0

WHITES

We Pay Highest Prices for Eggs and Hams
.
_
_

3,400. This is a -New All-Trine
High Record

'RICE
. 79c
- _

•

. 12c
t-

Re Us!

In Memoriam

SHERIFF'S SALE

a

drs. o. T. Hale, of
da are visiting Mr.
V. Hale, and Mrs.
Mrs. Dan Owings

Fr-Rial2M
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Herschel Warren, of Bruceton.
Rowlett. Lee, 1 tor'
3.80 land's factory.
See John Lamp- plea and sends several thousand
Tenn.. was admitted to the Clinic
BRINKLEY
kins or Dewey Lampkins at Tur- each month to a drunkard's grave.
Saturday
night
for
treatment
of
inPat
Mrs.
Rogeis
Mr. and
are the
Beach,
Mrs.
I.
A..
34
A.
7.50 ner Store.
ltp Calloway voters, won't you on
T. W. MORRIS
pal ents of a son, David Assn, who juries received in an automobile
Griffith, C. T., 29 A.
3.00
next Saturday take time to go to
Nineteen long weeks ago today
was born at the Mason Holasital accident.
JUST
RECEIVED
carload
of
the
My dear Dad 'Seemed to be sleep- Singleton, W. R. (Dec'd) 32 A. 900
the polls and vote "Yes" for LoElmus Jones of near Murray, was
Friday night. June 18. •
This is not an over-night ambition of mine in getting into this
best
wagons
built
(2
3-4
and
3
in.)
WADESBORO
ing so sweetly and passed away.
cal Option" thus helping to resS.
Monday,
Billowing race for Representative. I have studied the situation from every
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Wyatt. who discharged
6.00 Bought before the last 15(ç, was move temptation from youth and
As the clock marked the time, 15 Barnett, Jno., 63 A.
angle and, ,at the earnest request of many frinds throughout the- counput
on
them
and
for
cash
live in the Fair Precinct near To- treatment. .
can
6.2S
mincites past three, he drew two Cream, Roy, 1 lot
age!-Several mothers.
1tp
are the parents - or a boy
Joe, the small son of Mr. and try, I have definitely decided to make the race.
11 76 save you $10.00. as long as they
long breaths and passed away. Kemp, F. P., 50 A.
My
candidacy
is
not
s
being
last.
sponsored
night,
by
Thursday
any
J.
particular
W.
Denham, Hazel,
group
born
June 17. The Mn. Obie Darnell, of near Shiloh,
29.00
FOR SALE-one Milk Route and
Although we know you have no Lassiter, C. A., 51 A.
Ky.
6/as admitted to the Clinic Hospital or combination, nor have I any political position to in any way interchild's name is Ora Franklin,
J 1 p one Chevrolet truck cheep. Terms
COLORED. WADESBORO
more
fere
with
a
free
hand
in
representihg
the great common people.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Outlandrof Saterday for treatment of intestinal
9.00
if desired. See or write Barber
Pains or aches on this earth below: McCall, Charles, 1 lot
I have only one objective in mind and that is to make the
FOR RENT-Three rooms
with
near Concord. are the parents'of Ri obstruction.
LIBERTY
Ky.. at
Edwards.s.K irkse y.
So
we
hope
to
meet
you
on
bath, garage. In front of High
Burkeen, E. H., 25 A.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Collins, best Representative possible. The voters are entitled to know how
baby girl born Tuesday meta. June
7.43
once.
ltc
Heaven's bright shore.
candidate stands on tne major Issues and my platform, in part, will
School
Mrs. Bill Aden, 810
Lee,
Mrs.
M.
J.,
40
A.
Murray,
3.76
announce the arrival of
22
-A daughter, Dora Burkeen SuthWest
Main.
ltp
McDaniel,
a five pound boy born at the Clin- appear in next week's issue of this paper.
Hellen,
17
A.
1 83
•
FOR RENT-Building en 3rd St.
erleen.
I want to take this opportunity to thank the people who
Outland, Elmus H., 12 A.
NIFM0RIAL BA1P1IST CHURCH ic Hospital Saturday. The baby
10.00
4675. for garage or warehouse.
AUTO LOANS-stritcly confidenwas
me
supported
when
I
defeated
by
only
65
votes.
Walker, Eunice L., 60 A.
has been named Clam Reed. Both
Carroll Hubbard. Pastor
Possession July 1. Holland-Hart
8.50
tial. Your car or truck only sewill
see
all
I
the
voters
possible
election,
before
the
but
if
for
Willoughby, Mrs, N. J., 67 A. 4.50
mother and baby are doing nicely.
Drug Co.
Ito
curity, no endorsers, payments reany reason I fail to see you, please accept this as a personal appeal
CONCORD
Sunday
he
School opens
The small son of Mr. and Mrs. for your support in this race.
duced. N. A. (Asher) Klapp, Tel,
Allbritten, F. W. (Dec'd)
ICE CREAM SUPPER-Saturday
promptly at 9:30 a. m. G A. Mur- Conn Scott is in a serious condi374W, 503 S. 6th. St., Murray, Agt ,
D. 4. SIRESS
92 A.
night, June 26. at Dave Burkeen's,
11.23
phey, superintendent.
tion at the Clinic Hospital.
Guaranty Finance Co.. Paducah.
Crittenden, Mrs. Audie. 54 A
near Vancleave School, also cold
2.28.
Morning Worship at 19:45 o'clock.
Ben Crider, Murray, was dis•
Ky.
tic
Malcolm, C. W., 75 A.
The Reverend Mr. Turner, who
drinks and barbecue,
ltp
12.00
Sermon subject: "THIS GRACE charged from the Clinic Hospital ing that interested parties meet at
Malcolm, Noel 0.. HI A
the _Wad Saturday and help
ALSO."
,S
6 hautri7wenetsara-1-Thursday norbow-ing-Treas
ii
Pine-EirgeT.
FISH FOR SALTL
bleachers in shewed technicolor slides of scenthe grounds and
CITY OF MURRAY
wagon wagon, good bed and side at all times and all kinds. See
Evening Worship at 7:45. Sermon
I will sell for delinquent state Arnold, H. B. (Shorty); 1 lot 19.46
Mr. and Mrs. George Ed Overbey proper cendition.
ic localities in the South Seas,
Lassiter,
D.
boards,
B.
Mursee
subject: "AN UNFULFILLED DE- announce the arrival of twin boys
.ltp
McClure & Barrow.
where he has been working on and (county taxes, property of the Brown, Freeman, 1 lot
4k0 ray Route 7.
tie
SIRE." The pastor will speak both born at the Clinic Hospital Tuesmissionary duty for the last two following named persons on June Clopton, Donnie, 1 lot
32.30
small
one
large,
RENT-one
FOR
morning,and evening.
28, 1937, same being fourth Mon- Ellis, Henry E., 80 A.
day. Both mother and babies are,
years.
1288 FOR
RENT-Apartment. Steam furnished apartment. Electricalday, at the county court house Hart, C. H., 1 lot
Prayer meeting each Wednes- doing nicely,
14.90 heated and electrically equipped
ly equipped. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett,
door,
between
the
hours
of
day evening at 7:45. _Wo_are now
ore
Patmon, Vivian, 1 lot
1.41 Well-furnished.
It Pays to stead the Classified..
tic
College. 721 W. Main.
Near
and four o'clock P. M. A more Phillips, Linza, 1 lot
engaged in a chapter- by chapter
15.20 J. G. Glasgow.
tfc
description
complete
of
the
lands
study of Paul's epistles to - the
United States Clay Co., 38 A. 6.78
WANTED-3-room
near
house,
Curlee Clothiers softball
The
and lots may be found in the ofThessalonians.
The lessons for
COLORED, CITY OF MURRAY
FOR SALE-Kroehler cak daven- town. Will pay cash rent. El!a
Mayfield
team
the
of
will
play
fice of the county court clerk of Blanton. Columbus. 1 lot
next Wednesday night (June 30)
J24st
10.16 port bed, upholstering hie new. Elkins.
Calloway..county.
will be 1 Thessalonians third chapBoyle, Eli, Est., 2 lots
With timely hitting the fea- World's Champion Eastman Kodak
bargain. Also good
1 43 A
Royal
softball
squad
Rochester,
good
from
rooms
furnN.
of
Amounts due for taxes shown Carter, William, 1 lot
ter. Come and- bring your Bible! ture of the day, the Pine Bluff
7.30 typewriter and Ranger bicycle. FOR SALE-5
Y. in Mayfield .at 8 o'clock Satbelow to not include penalties, in- Chance, Buster, 1 lot
1.90 See Mrs. W. H. Lemons this week. iture, consisting of 2 op_ stoves
The order was placed Mondey baseball club defeated Crossland
The
Ledger
&
Times
is
authorurday night, June 26. according to
dining table, buffet. IresSer, beds
terest, advertising costs, etc.
Curd, Wallace, 1 lot „
ltc
3.80 North Twelfth street.
night for the brick to be used in Sunday afternoon by the score of
an announcement made today by ized to announce the following
chairs, living room suite, rugs etc. t
CARL h. KINGINS,
Dixon, Taft, 1 lot
3.80
the completion of our church 7-3. The Eldridgemen, after the
candidates,
subject
to
the
action of
Acree Austin, former Murray State
Also one Delco Light Plant with
Sheriff Calloway County Gammon, Laura, 1 lot'
950 FOR RENT - Furnished garase
building. The work will begin. the first inning in which the CrossCollege athlete- and manager of the Democratic primary, Saturday,
HAZEL
Gleason, Connie, 1 let.-7.70 apartment near Col:ege. J. G. new batteries and Radio. Any
Lord wilting, at the close of our land club pushed across their three
August 7, 1937.
tic reasonable offer accepted. C. F
the Clothiers.
Douglass. Chas. E., 50 A.
$ 10.83 Grogan, Artie, 1 lot
4.75 Glasgow.
annual revival meeting the last of runs, were never in danger and
Penny. Wiswell, Ky.
Jylp
Kemp, Mrs. Grace. 60 . A
7.50 Hardirik,. Bert, 2 lots
The champions boast or having
scored in different innings by be•
9.20 FOR RENT-3 tooms most desii August.
FOR MAGISTRATE
Mason, Amanda, 23 A.
22.87 Hudspeth, Minnie, 1 lot 4.76 able part of my house. Mrs. FOR SALE-Model "A" John Deere
You are cordially invited to at- ing able to connect when it count- the greatest pitcher in softballLiberty District
Roberts. C. B.. 6 A.
5.26 Hudspeth, Viola. 1 lot
"Shifty" Gears, whose twisting deed.
5.70 Notia Maddox.
tend any or all of otir srvices.
J. F. BRATTON
ltc Tractor, air tires as well as steel
-- •
Vance, E. J., 74 A.
14.84 Hudspeth. Dave, Est., 1 lot
Willoughby and Melton formed livery is as deceptive as his name
6.65
HARDIN MORRIS
wheels. At a bargain price. J.
. CITY OF DEXTER
Ingram, Hazel. 1 lot
the battery for Pine Bluff and indicates. In 15 years of pitching
9.20 DRINK_ wrecks automobiles, hearts.. c- T. Taylor, Hazel. Ky.
ltp
Hazel District
Ernestberger, J. 0., 13 A, 1 lot 3.83 Martin. Chester, 1 lot.
Patterson and Wilson for Cross- experience, he has won 613 out of
health and homes. It shortens
11.05
J. W. UNDERWOOD
PROMISCUOUS
----Af,arvel, Will, 1 lot
land. Pine Bluff collected 10 hits 883 games. He has pitched 265
Good as
826 life, makes orphans and sends FOR SALE-Baby bed.
E. W (Wert) ALDERSON
Hart, Vernon, 1 lot
492 Marvel, Quitman. 1 lot
while Crossland connected for 7 shut-outs, 48 of which were no-hit
weakens nets,. Call 298, or Mrs. 0. T.
1 78 souls to hell. Druids
The small sun of Mr. and Mrs. safeties. Both pitchers issued
Heisler, Mrs. H. G.. 1 lot.
33.25 Meadow, Ellen, Est.. 1 lot
games.
no-run
ti
854 morals and brains, makes crip- Skaggs, Murray.
Wadesboro District
two
Isaac Brandon of near 13randon walks each and each hurler struck
Knight, B. Ls 80 A.
•'
11.50 McGehee, Ella, 1 lot
3.80
L. A. BURKEEN
In the 683 games in which he
was admitted Thursday fur treat- out eight men. The East Siders pitched. Gears has struck ,out. 10.Moor
‘
e, Ralph E., 25 A.
3.99 McGehee, Lon, 1 lot
W. H. (Herbert) TREVATHAN
10.15
ment.
Outlaati, J. P.. 65 A.
23.25 Palmer, David. 3- lots
0.55
completed two double plays. The 522 men.
W. C (BILL) ROBINSON
"Uncle Billie" Martin, Hazel, was Bluff team was strengthened by
Patton, Andrew, 1 lot,
- SUPERVISORS
9.20
According to Austin, the ClothSwann District
admitted to (hi Clinic Hospital the return of Elkins from Detroit
Barnes, Geo., 1 lot
1.50 Perry, Fred, 1 lot
11.10
iers will send either "Wake" TripAUDIE MILLER.
Thursday.
Burkeen.
Joseph
A.
6
74
L.,
Mrs.
80
Rowlett, John, Est, 1 lot
who hit safely three 'times and lett, Freddie Weldlather, or "Two
12.35
J. GRAHAM DENHAM
C.avender, James (Dec'd) -„1 lot 3.80 Scruggs. Alice. I -lot
Charles
Richardson. of near covered his left field position with
'1*
Gun" Hart to the mound to op3.75
Hazel, underwent an appendix ease.
Murray District
Cole, Charlie l(Sil_ts_
Singleton, Jno. B. and
pose the New York team. _MayD. P. (Plenty) BARRIS
Crabtree, Mrs. Myrtle. 15 A.
1.50
operation at the Clinic Hospital
James, 1 lot
9 50
Manager Otis Eldridge announces field's squad has been practicing
Crass. Mrs. B. T.. 45 A.
6.75 Stubblefield, J. W., 3 lots
Thursday, June 17, and "vas dis- that his club will meet the Sulphur
Concord District
.95
strenuously, and fans believe they
Dodd, Muncie. 2 lots '
4.12 Wall, Elmo. 1 lot
charged today.
1390
I. A. WILKINSON ,
Well outfit at the Bluff Sunday may be in a position to surprise
2.24 Warfield, Mary Alice, 1 lot
Dyer, T. Grey. 31 A.
Prof. Forrest:C.,Pogue, instruc- afternoon. Thomas, a right-hander,
8 55
L N. MOODY
the Easterners.
Eastman. E. R., 1141 Oil leases 6.76 Wells. Hezzie, 1 lot
tor at Murray, State College, -as will'toss'for the East Siders.
C. A. McCUISTON
98)
Mayfield's iiaro /utters, said AusEastman. Fred W., 10848 OH
' admitted to the Clinic Sunday for
Willis, Marvin. 1 let
3 97
JOB B. McCUISTON
Work . is being done - on the field
wilt require Gears to be at his
leasOs
65.02
treatment.
rat Pine Bluff and Eldridge is ask- tin,
Compare our cars and prices before you buy. We
best in both shiftiness and form. FOBSITY JUDGE OF MURRAY Geurin, C. H.. 4 A.
1.61
themselves
Mayfield's
pitchers
offer you used cars at TREMENDOUS SAVINGS.
Graham, Luther, 20 A.
5.26
C. C. DUKE
have marvelous control, and at
Hendon, C. Enoch, 421
2,25
/
2 A.
R. BURGESS PARKER
times flash lightning speed.
Jones, P. L., -15 A.
5.25
C. R. LEE
Knight, R. F.. 35 A.
3.37
J. H. ORR
Lynn, Conn. 21504 oil
J. F. (Flem) HAYS
129.00 FREE! If excess acid causes you
leases
J. R. (Rudy) OURY
4.50 Stomach Ulcers, Gas Pains, IndiMizell. B. H., 13 A.
--ETHAN IRVAN
McCord. Mrs. Martha, 102 A. 29.25 gestic)n, Heartburn, Belchieg.
THESE CARS ARE IN A-1 CONDITION AND
FOR
COUNTY
COURT
CLERK
Calloway countians will, be
3.00 Bloating, Nausea, get free samples
Orr, Marion (Dec'd) 20 A.
pleased to learn of the splendid
PRICEP, TO SELL
LUBTE
THURMOND
Parlor, Joe T., 5 A.. 7 lots
109.88 doetor's prescription. Udga, at
MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS
and enjoyable itinerary taken by
Paschall and Hays, 60 A.
7 50 Dale, Stubblefield Co.
Jy22p
Mrs. Florence Holland Hale. her
MRS. MARY NEALE
300
Peeler. J. Mat, 113 A.
•
husband, and children. Rella and
8.50 CLOSING OUT SALE-Greatly reRowland, Harry, 24 A.
DRIVE IN
LOOK OVER OUR BARGAINS
FOR
SHERIFF
Roy Boyer.
3.76 duced prices. Others to occupy
Shecket Eunice, 27 A.
DAY OR NIGHT
J. IRA FOX
In a letter to the Ledger &
Skinner..Mrs..L-I-L. 25 A.
3.74 building. C. C. Duke
J24s
C. W. DRINKARD 0
Titnet... this week, Mrs. Hale de6.37
Stylsti,
A.
M.
B.,
60
OPEN ALL DAY-Lot lighted by Super Floodlight
FLOUR-Lynn Grove's Best, 24 lbs.
,A79C
P. F. (Bud) WARTERFIELD
scribe& the scenic beauty of the
Thomas, Mrs M. A. 37 A.
6.00 Singer Sewing Machines, Vacuum
MEAL-Murray Mill or Mayfield, 10 lbs.
29e
landscape over which they were
Walker, Adolphus A., 217 A. 15.00 Cleaners, accessories and parts. N.
•
'BEECHNUT BABY FOOD in glass. 6 for
55e
traveling.
On a mountain trail FOR'STATE REPRESENTATIVE Walker, Mrs. Harry. 1 lot
1.9
(1 A (Asher) Klapp, phone 374W,
LEE CLARK
WE
BUY
SELL USED, CARS
AND
Hart
Farmer
Dress
tic
from Lynnville. N. C. they travel&
Shop.
Winters, John M. Jr., oil
C. A. (Callie) HALE
WHITE
led to the towering 6.000 feet alti4.50
leases 776 A.
D. 11. SIRESS
FOR RENT-Sdodern three room
NAPHTHA
tude of Grand Father Mountain;
Winters, John M., oil
apartment, private bath, elecI
AND
thence across the national scenic
14.55
leases 2430 A.
FOR .COUNTY ATTORNEY
trically equipped kitchen. Cad
parkway where more than 800
COLORED, SUPERVISORS
WILL L. HUGHES
Butterworth. tic
WHEAT KRISPIES, i for 25c and Plate ....FREE
acres Were purple with blooming
6.13 100. Mrs. A. D.
Perry, Everett, 18 A.
WELLS OVERBEY
WHEATIES, 2 for 25c and Bowl
rhodoendrons. All along the Lynn- -.
SWANN
FREE
DENTIST-Dr. F. E. Crawford,
FOR COUNTY TAX
ville highway. she said, are many
17 76 First Nat'l. Bank Bldg. Telephone
LIGHT BULBS, 60-watt
Cole. 0. L., 12/2 A.
3 for 25e
J. K. FARMER, Manager
COMMISSIONER
beautiful flowers, profuse
4.88
and
Jnb,
A.
W.,
I
Dick,
27
1 LAMP CHIMNEYS, No. 2
192-J.
tf
3 for 25c
DEWEY CRASS
prodigal
in
color.
4.50
Kirks,
Doublin,
74
A
LOCATION on Vacant Lot West Main Street
TOILET TISSUE, &mites(
6 for 25e
CLAUDE ANDERSON
At an altitude of 4.350 feet, she
18.31 siFOR SALE OR RENT - 5-room
Miller, Orlando, 40 A.
TOILET TISSUE, Northern
(Next to Bus Station)
3 for 23c
house and 4-acre lot. Pasture. On
stood on Blowing Rock Mountain,
6.26
Shankle. J. H., 34 A.
FOR COUNTY JUDGE
North Highway. just beyond Out- 5.
sailed her hat into, the breeze, and
2.26
Shultz. Christopher. 20 A.
JOHN W. CLOPTON
caught it when it came back to
15.00
Turnbow, Fred, 98 A.
1
SeW.4
W. A. "Bill" PATTERSON
I.
her.
WEST MURRAY
T. WADE CFtAWFORD
. According to Mn. Hale, tourists
.95
Beale and Holton. 1 A.
who have never experienced the
6.74
Hale. Mrs. Mary, 1 lot
WASH BOARDS
MAYOR, CITY OF MURRAY
35e
.
unbelievable rhapsody of touring a
.94
Kelley, John. 1 lot
GEORGE
HART
FURNITURE POLISH, half pint
9c
mountain trails their hunger for
. 24.00
McWhorter, C...._C- l_lot
- STEEL WOOL,-2 for ... . ..... 2. . .......:. . . ,
FOR JAILER
glamour and romance will be ap800
Parker. Thos. E., 1 lot
FRUIT JAR TOPS *.
23e
CONRAD C. JONES
peased when they travel the moun9.87
Rogers, T. Glen, 30 A.
FLY RIBBONS
5 for 10e
tain trailways to Lynnville. in
RAKE large
western North Carolina.
aged
• ,s
WOO
I l'..()Ii.• my
L:61 BEACH
CONGO CLOTH
19,1POPLIN, LINEN
SEERSUCKER
FLY SPRAY, Bee Brand, half pt 20c; pt. 59c; qt. 65e
COTTON
MEATS are higher, but we will keep the same high
The Rev. G. W. Turner, WashingSILK
and EASTAll
kinds
quality Armour's Branded Beef.
cold meats
ton. D. C. vice-president of the
MAN
and cheese, dressed friers, country ham-sliced or
General Adventist Conference, adALL 5'I ISTHE'ele
dressed attachees and staff memwhole. Picnic supplies of all kinds.
FABRICS
bers of the Mason Memorial Hospital Wednesday night, June 18.
Automobile Accident Fatalities in the United
His subject was 'The South -Sea
States in the Month of April, 1937, Were
Islands';
Or

Special Used Car Prices on Chevrolets and Plymouths.
SEE THEM BEFORE YOU BUY!

It was 20 per cent more than were killed in
the same month last year.

The many new FABRICS now on the market CANNOT BE
LAUNDERED.

You might have hit one of those unfortunate
persons. If you had, the chances are a lawsuit
agatit‘You Nabuld have resulted.

WE USE THE FORMULA AUTHORIZED BY THE MANUFACTURER QE THE FABR1C-assurina longer life.

Every bit of property you own is subjectecrtd
any judgment obtained against you.

Avoid that washed-out look. OFTEN suits wear out,before
their time, not from wear but by being washed out.

To avoid this financial disaster, all you have
to do is to take out a liability policy. When you
have such a policy, the insurance company, not you,
will pay the damages.

SEND THEM-TO US-To decide just what process is bett'er
for your suit. The laundries use only one method. We know
and use the right method for each fabric.

And there are over 35,000 persons injured in
accidents during the same month. Our policies protect you in injury cases, too. Let us write your
policy today. Tomorrow may be toe late!

See our new cars before you buy-...

1937

SUITS
Results Guaranteed

FRAZEE & MELUGIN
DODGE
West Main Street
•

PLYMOUTH

:

OLDSMOBILE
Phone 233

Boone Cleaners

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes
Your Insurance"
PHONE 331

60c

Telephone 234

GATLIN BUILDING
ciff

-.5

•..,•••••••

;

•

•

MP

s

4

•
•

•••..

var.
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ET
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tues4aS
afternoon each week.
Double Wedding Ceremony
Unites Muria) ISouples.

•

Melugin, Miss Margaret Overbey,
Miss Marilyn Mason. Miss Patricil
Mason. Miss Madge Patterson, and
Miss Jo Robertson.,
Tea guests were Mrs. Gus Robertson. Miss Martha Robertson. and
Miss Maude Robertson, Ser Fran-

A double wedding of much interest to their many friends was
that idslediss Jo Robertson and W.
,C. Elkins, and Miss MEM Evans
and Fred Robertson, Which took
cisco.
place June 18 in 's Shawneetown.
III. with the Rev, Angus Phillips
performing the single ring cere- Mesdames Yancey, t'arman And
Branch Entertain
mony.
Rsiberstoon wore a
black
ansi w
r crepe W
C
accessories. Miss Evans' costume
was of light blue crepe with white
accessories.
After the ceremony the young
-couple motored through Southern
Illinois and Indiana before returning to Murray where they will
make their homes.
Mrs. Elkins is the popular young
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gus Robertson of Murray. , She and Mr.
Elkins, who is'the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Canoe -Elkins of--Unieus•City,
formerly of Arurray. will "'continue their- Alai:lies at liftir
-Fa-y-State
College. ,
Mrs. Robertson is the attractive
young daisehter . of . Mrs.. 'Roy
'Vaughn ..of Rochester. - KY. Mr:
Robertsom -son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Robertson of Murray. has many
. friends who will welcome
his
bride to this city. • •
.
•• • • •

shail Berry, Mrs. D. H. Stress. _Bridge_guests. were Mrs. Smith,
Mrs. Carlisle Cutetnii. Mrs. B. 0. Mrs. Hagan, Mrs. Hinton, Mrs
Langston. Mrs. B. F. Scherffius. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr:, Mrs. Nst
Mrs. R. R. Meloan, Mrs. Henry Ryan Hughes, Mrs. Will H. VlittHolton, Mr-s. Charles Hire. Mrs.' nell, Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield.
Herbert Drennon. and Mrs. George Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Jr., Mrs. C litHirt.
ford Melugin, Mrs M. G.' Carman
Prize winners were Mrs. Charles Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs. Carl FraHire first. Mrs. R. H. Johnston sec- zee, Mrs. 0. D. k.ciffmedirk
orid-Langston ciit Harry Sledd, Mr& R
and- Mrs. 13. 0:
Mcloan.
prise.
- - - - Mrs. Nat Ryan,'Mrs. Herbert
DrenThese calling fivi- tea .on Friday non. Mrs. T. H.
Stokes, Mrs. Roy
were- Mrs.
evibean. Mrs. C. A. Stewart. Mrs. G.
B. Scott, and MM.
Bishop. Mrs. Annie H. Younk:Miss
Ben .Davis.
Suzanne Snook, Mrs. R. M. McTea guests were Mrs. W. E
Gavern, Mrs. Mary McCoy Hall,
Smith of New Orleans, Miss Luta
Dr. Floy Robbins. Mrs A. D. ButThornton, Miss Margaret Graves,
terwOrth, Mrs. Jack Kennedy. Miss
Mrs. John
Rowlett. Mrs, Hall
Cappie Beak. . Miss Betty Beale,
Miss Desiree Beale. Miss Ruth Sex- Hood.
• • ••
ton. and Miss Frances Sexton.
Rkthday.Cbab
_
linnaca..._
The hostess's served delicious reMrs. Bennett
freshments.
Mr. Max. Miller Honors
Miss Motley

her husband to Detroit where they
will make their- home.
Huth Mr, and Mrs, Dodd are
popular young people of Calloway
county and have many friends
here who wish them much happiness.

above guests were Mrs. NM Ryan, Mrs. Diegaid And Miss Graves
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs. E. J.
Beale, Mrs. Ben Davis, Mrs. R. R.
Mrs. Ed Diuguid. Jr., and Miss
Melon, Mrs. Will H. Whitnell.
Mrs. J. H. Richmond, Mrs. Ed Margaret Graves had guests for
Diuguid, Jr., Mrs, G. B. Scott, Mrs. luncheon Wednesday at the home
A. F. Yancey. Mrs. H. I. Sledd, of Mrs. Diuguid In compliment to
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, Mrs. Jack Mrs. T. E. Smith of New Orleans,
Elizabethtown,
A Surprise Birthday Dinner
Farmer, Mrs, Clifford Mt:login, Mrs. Dick Hagan of
Miss Luta Thernton. Mrs. W._1•1.: Mrs. W. M. Hinton of Alton and
.-Mrs. -Andtew *Her of Murray,
Mrs. 0. D. Edmonds. Lovely corMason, and Mrs. Rob Mason.
entertained relatives and neighbors.
The hostess served a salad plate. sages of gardenias were presented
at-her home in honor of her hue...
the honorees on their arrival,
S-• • •
band's birthday Sunday, June 20.
A three course luncheon was
Bridge
Club Meets
A bountiful dinner was served.
served on beautifully appointed
With Mr& Beale
Those attending were Mr. and
tables centered with small bowls
Mrs Freeman Johnson, and son
Mrs. Rue Beale was host to of nasturtiums. Multi - colored
Bobbie of Stf LOuis, Mo.; Mrs.
members of her bridge club and summer flowers -brightened the
Jesse Johnson and two children,
several guests at her apartment in rooms where the luncheon was
Joan Marie and Lee Richards of
the men's dormitory Wednesday served..
Evansville, Ind,
afternoon.
Inciudede in the hospitality in
Albert Johnson, of Paris The club prize for high score addition to the honorees were Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Dorris H. Futrell and
little daughter, Pricilla Dean. of was awarded Mrs. Gee. Hart and W. H. Mason, Mrs. Ben Davis, Miss
Murray; Richard Johnson of St. the guest prize-went to Mrs. Will Anise Diltz Holton, Mrs. A. M.
Wolfson, Mrs. C. L. Sharborough,
Louis, Mo.; Rev. Weston of Parts, H. Whitnell.
An ice course was served at the Mrs. T. H. Stokes. Mrs. Mark
Tenn., Mrs. Newt Fufrelle and
COM US 00ol the games.
aU
a%
0
urray;
Members present were Mrs. L. nati, Mrs. Henry Holton.
and Mrs. Andrew Miller and son,
Mrs. E. J. Beale. Mrs. G. B.
J. Hortin, Mrs: Geo. Hart. Mrs.
Junior. of Murray.
In the afternoon. the Rev. Mr. Wells Overbey, Mrs. Gingles Wal- 'Jr..Scott. Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield,
Mrs. M. G. Carman, Mrs. R.
Weston, of Paris. delivered e very us, Mrs. Waylon Rayburn. Mrs.
John Miller. Mrs. Will G. Swann, R. Melissa,' Mrs. Frank Stubbleinteresting message.
Mrs. Elmus Beale. Mrs. Hugh field, Mrs. J. H. Branch, Mrs. A. F.
Yancey, Mrs. Gordon Johnston,
Houston, Mrs. J. H. Richmond.
Garden Club- to Meet
Guests Were Mrs, Carlisle Catch- Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes.
Miss Carrie Allison. Mrs. Nat
The Garden Club will meet in, Mrs. Will H. Whitnell, Mrs.
Thursday, July I, at the home of Russell Coulter, Mrs. Roy Stewart, Ryan, Mrs. John Hewlett, Mrs. K.
C. Frazee, Mrs. Hall Hood, Mrs.
Mrs. Carmon Graham at 3 p. m. Mrs. Annie*Young.

Members of the Birthday club
met at the home of Mrs. Rev
Farmer last Wednesday evening
_a _buffet_ supper in- *inner
Mrs. 0. K. Bennett of Paducah
who is a member of the club.
A pleasant evening was enjoyed
by the following: Mrs. Bennett,
Mrs. Robert Jones, Mrs. Myrtle
Wall, Mrs. John Farmer, Mrs.
Gingles Wallis, Mrs. Waylon RayMmn. Mrs. Garnett Jones.: Miss
Estelle Houston, Mrs. John Whitnell, Mrs. Burgess Parker. Jr.
Mrs. Graves Sledd. Miss Kathryn
Whitnell, Mrs. Rudy Tyree, MI,,
Ronald Churchill and Mrs. Farm..
Mrs: IL A. Johnston will enterer.
,
tain the Magesitie Club Thursday,
June 24.
Mrs. Rsucisjages-Entertained

Mrs. A. F. Yancey. Mrs. M. G
-and Ism.. -.T. H. Branch
Mr. Max Miller entertained inentertained at a series of bridge formally last Wednesday -evening
parties last week at the home of honoring Miss Lucile Motley of
Mrs. Branch.
Corpus Christi, Tex. Music and
Thursday afternoon they had dancing were enjoyed at the home
guests in compliment to Mrs. 0. of Mr. Miller after which the
D Edmonds, who leaves soon for guests were served refreshments at
LaPort. Ind. to reside. A sur- Collegiate Inn. Guests were a few
prise shower of handkerchiefs was close friends of the honoree.
presented the honoree. At the
conclusion of the games high score
Popular Murray Lady
prize was awarded Mrs. Gordon
Marries in Nashville
Johnston. second to Mrs. H. 1.
Sledd, 'cut prize to Mrs. Eugene
Mrs. Sadie Scott was married to
Hughes and Mrs. Edmonds reeeiVed JOe Harrell of Trigg county Thuis- - -. day -afternoon. JunE 17,
the guest prize'.
- by de
Bridge 'guests were..Mrs. Nat Reverend - Haley in Nashville,-Tenn.
The bride has been a popular
Ryan, Mrs. Will •H. Whitnetl, Mrs.
Mrs. William. Whitnell had guests Mettle Belle Slays Circle
Vernon Stubblefield. Jr.. M. Nat employe of She If. o. Turner stores for a ,buffet supper Tuesday evenMeets
quite a while: _Ste- tiss. a wide ing -at--tier home- M
Ryan-Hugheca-Mrs.-Gordon
--'corn
'circle
of
friends,
here.
The Mettle Belle Hays Circle of
ton. Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mrs. 0. D.
her sister. Mrs. D. L. Rummager of
Mr.
Harrell
is
engaged in both Jackson. Ohio.
the Alice Waters Missionary SoEdmonds, Mrs Walter Blackburn.
•
Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Jr.. Mrs. H. I. farming and the mercantile busiThose present were Mimes Vo- ciety met Monday evening at the
nesses in Trigg county.
Sledd. Mrs. W. M. Hinton of Alt
line and Clotile Pool, Misses Emily home_ of Miss Dorothy Robertson.
They wilt make their home in and Oneida Wear
Ill." .
and Mrs. Paul with Miss Mary Lassiter assisting
host.
Mrs, C. L. Sharborough. Mrs. Trigg county.
Willis_ of Atlanta. Ga.
.Bsidge Shower Honors . .
John Miller. Mrs. F. P. Inglis, Mrs.
Mrs. Roy Farmer had charge of
Miss Roberestos
W. H Pox. Mrs. Joe Lovett. Mrs. Pally Honors like Thomas.
the program. The subject studied
. I
Diuguid-Elrod Wedding
was. "Christian Missions and the
- litimes...Isobel Waldrop and. Jane Clifford__Melugin. Mrs. Wells PurIn Detroit
Miss Jacqueline Thomas, of RingSocial Leaven." Topics of this
,-Veal _entertained Thursday after- dom. Mrs. Hisle. Mrs. Frank Albert
gold, La. was honoree Monday
noon if the home of Miss Waldrop Stubblefield.- Miss Daisy Hinkle,
Before an impror4sed altar of subject were discussed .by Miss
with a bridge shower honoring Mrs. Dick Hagan of Elizabethtown. night when her aunt, Mrs. Hall van -colored flowers Mjas Laura Frances Sexton, -Miss Lucy Lee.
.8. Robertson whosemarriage Mrs: C. S. 12iatit. -Miss Margaret Hood, entertalned at an informal May Elrod became the_ bride of and TiftS. Farmer who also gave
4- Miss 3
-So. Mr. W. C. Elkins. •took •place Graves. Mrs. T. H. Stokes. , Miss party. Games were played and re- James A. Diuguid of Detroit,' son the devotiohaL She read a porNaomi Maple. Mrs. Ben Davis. and freshments were served buffet of Mrs. Effie Diuguid Mul../he late tion of thedehapter of Ephesians.
s
_,,' __. _ _ •
..June 18. _
style. Those present S'ere - Miss
.
Three tables were placed in the Miss Myr1a7 Peck.
Beckham Diuguid of Murray. Ky.. -4Safficienr money was raised to
Tea guests were Mrs, John Rosy- Thomas, Jim Ed Diuguid, MISS at four o'clock Sunday afternoon cle* the organ aebt. It was deliving rove' for the games. Miss
Jane Melugin was presented with . lett. Mrs'. Eugene Hughes. Mrs. W. Marilyn Mason. John Ed Stott, in the home of her parents. Mr. cided that the July meeting be
high score prize and the honoree T. Sledd. Jr.. Miss Mayrelle John-. Miss Patricia Mason, H. B. Bailey. and Mrs. Seines T. Elrod, 611 Last held at the -Baptist picnic grounds.
s‘..si. Mrs. As M. Wolfson. Miss Car- Jr.. Miss Eleanore Gatlin, • and 'Hudson . avenue.
received many lovely gifts. The ceremoay Mrs. Myrtle Farmer has charge of
A salad plate was served by the rie Allison. and. Mrs. Preston Ord- Robert James. Stubblefield.
was performed by the Rev. Claude the arrangements. '
way.
Delicious refreshments were
hostewees. F. Witty, pastor of_ West Side
Friday's 'bridge guests were Mrs.' Mrs. Fallon and Mrs Farmer
. Those playing were' Miss WiniCentral Church of Christ, Detroit, served to the members, one guest,
fred Keys. Miss Alice Nunn. Miss W. J. Caplinter, Miss 'Berne
before a group of forty friends and Miss Jameson, and one new, memKeep Open House.
ber, Mrs. J. B. Wilson.
Mary Moore Windsor. Miss Sue Manor. Mrs. James H. Richmond,
relatives.
Mrs.
Marvin
Fulton and Mrs.
Purdotn..Miss,Mera- Frances John- l-Mrs..A. Carman. Mrs. R. H. JohnsPreceding the wedding Mrs.
son. Miss Jane Seay. - Miss Jane ton. Mrs_ Jack Farmer. Mrs. Mar- Arthur Farmer entertained infor- Howard Galbreath. soprano. sang Mrs. MeEirath Entertains
mally. Tuesday honOring their sis- "I Love You Truly" and Mrs.
Al Luncheon
ter, Mrs. Bonnie Houston. who has George si,butt, aunt of the bride.
One of the most delightful eVents
rbeen visiting relatives in Murray. played "The Wedding March' froin
of the past week-was the lunc,heqn
Summer flowers brightened the "Lohengrin".
trooms, and a party plate was
The bride was lovely in a white at ,which Mrs Hugh McElrath en!served to about 50 istrasts who can.- organza over moire taffeta gown tertained on Saturday. June 19._
led during the day. Out of town of floor lengths She wore a White honaring her house guest, Mrs.
i guests were Mrs.'
Leroy Keith and tiara in her hair and pink roses Duke Pettit of -Princeton.
The luncheon table was covered
Mrs. Emmett Tuggle of Orlando. were in her corsage. 'Miss Maude
Fla., and Mrs. W. S. Hubbard, of Elrod. who was her sister's maid with a lace cloth and held for its
Memphis`
of honor. wore a blue chiffon gown centerpiece a lovely 'bowl of lark• •• •
of fldor length and a corsage of spur.
Covers were laid for Mrs. 'Pettit.
red.roses. Lloyce Elrod, brother of
Woman's Society Meets
Mrs. Hugh McElrath. Miss Reamey
the bride, was the best man.
With Mrs. Hicks
-- 16;1-reception followed the cere- Hamlin of Danville. Va.. Mrs. P. A.
Circle Number 3 of the Murray mony.
Hart. Mrs. J. H. Coleman, Mrs.
Methodist Missionary Society met
McElrath, Mrs. E. J.
The couple will be at home at Barber
at the home of Mrs. G. T. Hicks
Beale, and Mrs. J. D. Rowlett.
1138 Putnam avenue. Detroit.
for its regular periodical meeting.
•• • ••
There were 20 members present
.Mrs. Frazee Honors "isltors
Shroat-Dodd Wedding
and two out of town visitors., Mrs.
Announced ,
Frank L., Teuton, of Hollyford.
Another in a series of lovely
Fla., and Mrs. Martin F. AnderMr. and Mrs Charlie Shroat sh- parties honoring -several visitors in
son, Chicago.
nounce the marriage of their daugh- Murray was that at which Mrs. K.
Miss Mary Shipley had charge ter, Mary Virginia. to Clatus Dodd C. Frazee entertained at her home
.isof the devotional. and Mrs. Mary in Paris. Tenrss April 25. 1936. The Wednesday evening.
Ed MeCoy Hall was in charge of Reverend Mr. Fain read the cereFive tables were plsced for the
the program. The subject 'of the mony. Miss Elizabeth Askew and players. High score' prize was
discussion group was "Art in the Stanley Dodd were the only at- presented to Mrs. T. E. -Smith Of
Bible".
second high to Mrs
New
tendants.
•
After a salad crsursti, the patty
Mrs. Clyde Jones, Mary E. Hob- Nat Ryan Hughes, and guest prizes
repaired to the art studio in the son and Mrs. Lonnie Shroat enter- to Mrs. W. M. Hinton of Alton.
Training School of Murray State tained with a miscellaneous shower Mrs'. JOE. Carnpbell of Tullahoins.
College where Mrs. Hall displayed in the home of the latter Monday Mrs. Dick Hagan of Elizabethtown
art-slides.
of Fu,t Ma t-1,onrr. June 21, in huassrsuf the and Mi-s----Y-crtx cart see thew Styler-rIn additisn to these ressasss.
bride Who returned T.irsday with
only
but
trairle. their' workmanship,
•
. Mrs. Sha r resiessagh..is
..
host at Party.
motinuiti
of
months
and
months
after
M1h.S.

•

•
•

t•

Miss Stress Entertains

Miss Lanelle Silvio"
tertiane
with. a lovely dinner it her hem
on West Olive street, last evenin

for Miss Ruth Richmond, Mtu-rc
Irad her guests of Frankfurt, Ky
Misses Mary Helen Barrett an
Bobbie Coleman.
Covers were laid for eight. Al
tending were _the guests of hono:
Misses Richmond, Coleman an
Barrett; Air. and .Mrs. W.
Swann, Pogue Outland, Greenvill
Miss., and BoodY Russell.
.
Following the dinner the part
motored to Paducah and attende
"A Day at the Races" showing
the Columbia Theatre.
-06

411-4,
-411.-

To Have Fish Fry

The Hire-Austin Sunday &hoc
class "of the
Murray Methodii
Church South will picnic thl
evening, Thursday, June 24. wit
a fish fry to be held at Jeff Fat
rig' Camp.
From 50 to 60 members of th
class and visitors are expected, t
take part in the outing.

REGAL DRESS SHOP

Mrs. Scott's

Printed Crepes and Sheers!
Here is a sale you have becn waiting for. Beautiful printed crepe
dresses and sheer dresses in one-piece' arrd -coat-styles-smartly styled
dresses made to sell at higher prices are offered-in this sale.

98

,Brooks Shoppe si
Mayfield, Kentucky
Presenting

Clifford Melugin, Mrs. J. R. Our
Mrs. Rob Mason, Mrs. Joe Camp
bell of Tullahoma, Mrs. Waite
Blackburn,. Mrs. Vernon Hale an
Mrs. H. I. Sledd.

These Dresses sold
at $4.95, $6.95 to
$10.95

DRESSES FOR:
• Street

• Afternoon

•

• Sport
.
• Business

• Evening

BARBIZON SLIPS

New Shipment
of
COTTONS, LACES and
SHEERS

The test of

arbizon

quality is in

at regular prices

the wearing

SPECIAL
SALE OF

arleans.

-.

Wear and washing,cap you know how
well Barbizons wear. Made of pure dye,
strongest
all pure silk ONLY ... the
fibre known . . that's v. hy they outlast any other make.
•

MADE IN 3 LENGTHS
•

Mrs. C7-1.---5rborouiVentertamedT al- bridge -ativ-her hale,Tilesday afternoon, honoring her guest,
Mrs, T. E. Smith, of New Orleans.
Five tables of players took part kali
the „gismos_ Mei_ IL IL Mt-loan was
the winner of high sccire prize, and
guest prizes were prikented Mrs.
-Mrs.: Dick-- -Hagan" of Elizabethtown and Mrs. W. M. Hinton
of A1ton,-.1.R..Tkie -hostess served's
salad

SHORT
to•43,

Sizes 29i

BRYN MODE

SMART!
ALLURING!

MEDIUM

Solo Dosche
Blush • white

Sizes 30 to 44

reo

LONG
Sizes '32 to

/-14>sithry
HEER . . . RINGLESS, in Summer Shades

-SAV1NGSH louru. you-su\-1

- HOW THE NEW FRIGIDAIRE
WITH THE METER-MISER CUTS
CURRENT COST. EVEN IN
HOTTEST WEATHERS. WHEN
MANY OTHER REFRIGERATORS
ARE FAR FROM
TH RI FTY!

ket>iiihS

1

THREE PAIRS $1.15 Rollins
Hosiery for
THREE PAIRS $1.00 Rollins
Hosiery for
$2
."

HATS
One SPECIAL
GROUP AT .
Values to *2.93

50C

•

44

Orli SPECIAL ilk
GROUP at .. 013 1.00

Values to $5.95

•

Barbizon is also made
of Crepe Gartiere
A

line, pure dye, all
,Lit..hadow-pret,f

"true
iIk t repe.
t•!. in -11-ait,.-ht and half sizes..

$2.25

..„

Newly Arrived

SUMMER HATS
AT

La Vanite Beauty
Shop

•

$2.95 to
,r

Msybelie sieobv Milkr
IWIONIE 199
Peoples Savings Bank

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE .CO
Murray, Ky.

North Fifth Street

'V

S

i

•

.s

.4
'

55.95

REGAL DRESS-SHOP

.
ess-i•-sseslies s-sseesssseersire.esss,,. :ass,`'T
'

2"sSsz.

t>

POPULAR PRICES

O11.11ATORS

yal_
_
snorter When
call -:No longer worry,niaTring
' buy true-shortand Bryn-half.

sses-

•

•
•

Fresh, cool, alluring
charm
that
wind' . and
-weather can't'harm . . . .
economicV, too.!

,

4.4'seeessies

+.1•;4
.

•
•••

I
.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Vlee

-

•
s

germs
I

•

-•

'

\.
THE
—(elugin, Mrs. J. R. Ouri,Mason, Mrs. Joe CampTullahoma, Mrs. Walter
1, Mrs. Vernon Hale and
. Sledd.
Is Entertahls
anelle Siress entertained
ively dinner at her home ,
Olive street, last evening
Ruth Richmond, Murray, guests of Frankfort, Ky.,
feu Helen Barrett and
!olemaii.
were laid for eight. At.
were the guests of honor,
lichmoild, Coleman and
Join and Mrs. W.
'ugue Outland, Greenvil
I BoodY Russell.
.ng the dinner the party
to Paducah and attended
at the Races' showing at
mbia Theatre.
Fish Fry
ire-Austin Sunday School
Murray Methodist
the
South will picnic this
Thursday, June 24, with
Y to be held at Jeff Far.).
•
50 to 60 members of the
i visitors are expectect to
in the outing.
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_
daughter, Nell Ruth, spent several 1in the Mason Hospital at ' rray
vote and your support and will do taloupes and -mush melons" is the tamed by writing the. State Entodays first part of the week in fur several days, has returnecN to
my best to see you in person be- squash bug. commonly but wrong- mologist, College of Agriculture,
Nashville visiting relatives and the home of his peirents. Mr. add
fore the August primary election. ly called the "chinch bug"., It it at Lexington. Direotiesas,for mixfriends.
Mrs. Gaylon James of Crossland.
Should I fail acsipt this card as a sucking insect, whose stings ing Bordeaux in garden Size quanMyers Bros. and Brannon Bros.
The Rev. W. P. Prichard of
my iiersonal plea for your vote.
"scald" the foliage and ultimately tity will gladly be sent by the
WPAD - radio stars, will join with Murray, was in 'Hazel last. Saturday
kill the plants, the fruits under- writer, same address.
Yours to serve
tirade and Drain on Higheay le Farmington High School band in a on business.
P. F. (Bud) WARTERFIELD ripe and worthless. For the hard
Paris is Virtual')
musical entertainment at Hazel
shelled adults, only handpicking
(Political Advertisement),
The old home of the late J. T.
Saturday night, June U. There
can be suggested, but if observed
White which was one of the landWill beno admission fee.
In their' soft-shelled stages, they
marks of Hazel, has been -torn
The grade and drain work on
L. K. Pinkley, Jr., and Bob down and a modern bungalow is
may be killed by contact sprays,
the highway from Paris to tne Ttumbuw left Tuesday for
a busi- being erected . on the site. -Miss
as recommended for the lice.
Kentucky-Tennessee line at Hazel ness trip
into various towns tn Verna White is having this work
The melon crops suffer from two
is almost completed and the see- Southwest Missouri.
done.
diseases. Because the effect of
teal of the road from Hazel to
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mayer were
The following -aisormation by both is to spot the foliage, ultiMr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron and
Puryear which has been unu
John S. Gardner, Kentucky Col- mately cauxing it ta turn .brown
consturction and closed -fur several daughter, Annie Lou, apd their in Hpdgensville, Ky., to visit their
house guests, sister and niece of daughter. Mrs. Frank Melton, and
lege of Agriculture, Will be of in- and drop off, they are grouped
weeks is now open for traffic.
terest to the gardeners and many under the colloquial name of
Wyoming, left Tuesday for a fish- Mr. Melton.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Mayer and
farmers of the county.
"blight". The leaves in the midElgtby-Third Birthday ing and outing trip on Reelfoot
0
'elebrates
1
Mrs. Lots Waterfield left last week
Lake.
... AN OLD FAVORITE
Things that are worth enjoying die- of the 'hills are -first iffected;
r. Chess Scruggs of hazel was
for
Logan and Charleston. W. Va.,
are bought with struggle; the same control must -be begun- when -the
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Hill were in
IN THE NEW
y
touch surprea when his
for a several days visit with relaapplies to the- watermelons; canta•- first signs of spotting are observed
_soil: and relatives greeted him Paducah on business Tuesday.
tives in those cities.
loupes, cucumbers and squash that there. The material to use is
with a surprise birthday dieser. . Tax Commissioner, Claude iceMr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown, of
gardeners try year after year to 4-4-50 Bordeaux
mixture, whose
This occasion was held on the lawn derson and Miss Jewell Hill were
near Mayfield, are Haze/ visitois
raise but do not always achieve, making has been described in an
of the beautiful country home of in Mayfield Thursday afternoon atthis week.
because of the pests that attack earlier article of this series. As
tendin the state convent/tat
Sitar
theni. The pity of it is that while many ,as three sprays may profitV. F. W.
table
long
fairly groanA huge,
certainly they are aggravating, ably be given, and though absolute
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann of
ed under the weight of many decontrolling is by no means freedom from the blight cannot be
their
Murray,
were
guests of Miss Jewell
licious dishes. • A four-layer birthdifficult or uncertain, though it guaranteed, at least the life span
day cake beautifully decorated arid Hill Sunday afterncon.
of the plants can be lengthenCi
dues take some forethought. Miss Relma Ross, who had an
lighted with 83 candles . funned
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely were
The first insects are the black a few weeks, long enough to mathe center piece.
Murray visitors Tuesday afternoon. appendectomy recently at Mason
and yellow striped beetles that ap- ture a reasonable nruntiernf fruits.
Mrs. Marion Wilson was in Mur- Memorial Hospital, is doing so well
The three sons were %lilt ever
pear in swarms when the weather
A discussion of this sort cannot
that
plans
she
to
return
her
to
ray
Tuesday
afternoon
taking
- father which made the o,,a,ien
has
become
definitely
warm, go ono the detail that may be dehome
Wednesday
of
this
-week.
treatments
at the R. M. Mason
iore complete. Claude Si use.,
though their real time of aerival is sirable, but full information cooMrs. Rovine Walker anll baby,
"
and family. of Hutchins is Kan., office. •
lung before that, actually, when oareg—iteericisies may be otiJames
Hughes.
of
Detroit,
visi-t
are
Miss Laverne Hill of Nashville,
•
Dr. Elroy Scruggs and family,
the seedlings begin coining up.
ing her. parents, Mr. and Mrs. RayPill' ?i, Tenn., W. B. Scri.7.7.
ALL
, and Thin., is In Hazel spending her
Control, too begins at that time,
mond
and
Phelps,
other
:
relatives.
family of Hazel. and
oilier vacation with her parents. Mr. and
MODELS
and consists of dusting with a mixMrs. N. G. Hill and. while here ' Cull Holland •is- for the third
re I a ti yea were present.
ture of calcium
arsenate and
summer
an
making
extended.
visit
visited her brother, Hobert Hill,
gypsum or land-plaster, one pound
Our congratulations go out to
with his nephew, W. K. Holland,
in- St. Louis.
to -;0. No duster is needed, but
Me, Scruggs for the useful he• lie
at the late John Holland old home
,
J.
W.
McCutcheon
of
Paris
was
the Material need merely be sifted
has lived during his four M',,Ft. and
place.'"
in Hazel Tuesday on business.
over tile middle of the hill, At
three years and trust he 11,,v
live
Wayne. the middle sons of Mr.
•,__ ...
'Mrs. Doshie Tyler and niece.
leaSt fi-Ve.„, applications three days
II I liC h longer'.
Alexa Outland, spent a few days and Mrs. Obed -Darnell. was taken
P. F. (Bud) Warterfiglehas been TO THE CALLOWAY VOTERS:
apart, should -follow, giving 14
recently visiting relatives at Cher- to the Clinic lal last Saturday
days of protection, but as many as
M. E Missionary Society Meets
With locked bowls. but be re- convinced after a fair canvass of
ry:
I place before you today my an- 20 are cliOinetly worthwhile makThe Missionary society of the
opinion throughout the nouneernent for the
Miss Clarence Nelson of Benton sponded so, well to the tretment public
office
of ing,
Hazel Methodist church held itS
.
-operation
that
•
an
was
found
not
spent over the week end in the
county that he can be nominated sheriff of Calloway County. I did
A more insidious insect is the
regular monthly meeting at the
necessary
lie
was
and
disto
he
home of Mr. and Mrs. Dumas
not
reach
this
conclusion
hurriedly
pickle
worm, often found embedchurch Wednesday afternoon at
missed to return home on Tpesday. in the August primary election to
Clanton.
but
fter considerable delibera- ded in apparently souhd cucumbers
2:30 o'clock. On account of the
Mr. and Mrs. Con Scott took the office 'of sheriff of Calloway
Imogene Underwood and brother,
tion
and
not
until
I
had
consulted and squashes, or in tantaloupes
hard rain, there were Only "Tour
Walter Lee, of Paducah. are spend- their infant son. Dewey. to the county and has fully determined' with voters from.every section of ready to
pick, but vehieh On cutting
members and one visitor present.
Naroed after the 1.1:h Avenue
ing a few days this week visiting Clinic Hospital last week for treat- to wage a contest for that nomina- the countyconvincing me
that my are discovered- sour and worthless.
The program follows:
of tropical Havana. there is
their grandfieher, W. D. Kelly; ment of a severe bronchial trouble. tion and places his announcement candidacy would be well
The
worms
hatch
received
from
egge,
laid
After
a
week of treatment, he was before the voters of the county
-Song. "My Jesus I Love Thee," and family.
nothing more fashionable or
and tat I had friends who would on the rind of the developing
.Mrs. W. B. Scruggs eonducted
Practical in the whole range of
Me. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisman of dismissed much better, but he is this week.
..fruits,
these
suppott
eggs
with
laid
their
votes
right
and
at
their
the
•
the devotional.
'Washable summer clothes.
Paris, Tenn., were in Hazel _Sun- not so well, again.
Mr. Warterfield is widely ac- influence.
ground line, out of-- reach of any
Charles McClure, second son of,
Prayer. Mrs. K. G. Diihn.
day to visit their patents.
quaiuted thrqueb.out _ the county,
spray,
Cool and trimly tailored . . .
if
spray
could
be
effective.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford McClure,
I realize that the office of sheriff
- Miss Ann Herron gave the rnech- .-Mrs, W. B. Milstead,
having made_ several races for
Mrs. H. I.
crisp and airy, they combine
is responding slowly but surely to
is one of the most Important of all which is doubtful. The worms eat
tali n which was very interesting. Neely. Mts. 0. B. Turnbow.
sheriff in the past. He has friends
Mrs.
subatantial
appearance
with
offer yoti.:.
treatment- at the Clinic' Hospital
offices and should be filled by -a their way into the fruit and maMissionary Bulletin 'News. Mrs. Ella Mayer, Mrs. A. M.
in every section of the county who
Hawley,
ture at about the . time it does.
lightness in weight and long,
somewhat
for
a
infeeted
foot
person
.K G. Dunn.
hurt
who
is
-honest
fearless
and
Miss Eva Perry, Mrs. W. H. Miller.
Four
will be glad to support him in the
Trainyears'.College
Growers
durable
of
wear. The stripe effects
cucumbers arid cantasome three weeks ago.
Mrs:- Dunn, who is superintend- Mrs. Lela Wilson, Mrs. Grace
knows how to serve the people.'
-Willoupes have found partial relief by
Ire -ever pleasing. Single and
ing in Murray State ColMiss Audie Folwell is slowly re- August primary.
ent of Mission. and Bible Study, son, Mr's. Lottie Farris and
All money coming into the hands
daughincluding. hills of squash, here and
double- breasted, also sport
lege (B. S. degree)
Mr. Warterfield has had a long of the sheriff for the support
elected delegate for the Sun- ter. Sadie Nelle attended the quar- ciovering, from a severe foot inof
hacks. The smart fashion is to
jury received 10 days ago during service as a public official, serv- county government and county there, to attract t4e worms, which
School and also the society to terly meeting of, the W. M. U.
of
seem to prefer squash,athen pickwear the jacket with all types of
ing for more than ten years as school's first comes into
Three years training in
at •Lambuth College, the Blood River Association at Lo- her -mother's illness.
the hands ing the fruits
still immature, and
slacks.
Wheat is cut in this 'community deputy sheriff, one term as chief of your sheriff. ,Since that is the
University of Kentucky.
Jackson, Tenn.
cust Grove Baptist church Thursand we are looking for the thresh- of police of Murray and some _eight case you are entitled to know how destroying them: and thus the School of Law (LL. B. de•
The Meeting was dismissed with day. June, 17.
worms that may have entered.
prayer by Mrs. W. B. Scruggs.
gree)
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gipson sivere 'ers soon. Crops are growing beau- years as a deputy police. In these he will handle your funds. If I What lovers of squash
may
do
is
called to De:treit.:Mich.. Saturday tifully and farmers are busy from various capacities he demonstrat- am elected your sheriff I will open not clear..
daylight to dark of these long days ed that he knows how to conduct an account as such officer
Mr. and Mrs. Dolphais Brannon on account of the illness of
and evtheir
Another insect; that is trouble- State and Federal Law
trying to care for-the crops.—Alf. the public's business in a Most sat- ery dollar
kave is their guests this week Mr. daughter. Mrs. Leonard Garrett.
of county and school some, coming late in the
License.
summer
"Where Men_ Trade",
isfactory way. He is qualified in funds will.go into this account and
mar Mrs. G. B. Younger and chils. L. A. Erwin, whoshas been quite
..and particularly on theNater can•
eery respect ,for the place and will remain there
dren. Jo Ann and Elmer of Catt- ill for'the past few weeks, is slow.•
until your Fiscal ._ s.
should the people of this county Court calla for it. This
, and Miss _Ole , Younger,
-linProvimgis the way
hock, Tenn.
-•Mrs. Zora Cochran of Paducah. No brighter, .day can heaven's see fit to nominate and elect hint I will begirt my term of office if
to the office _there is no doubt in
Mrs. 'Polly Prichett of Gleason. was in Hazel Sunday to visit her
-eind t
lamps afford
Tenn.. spent Sunday in the home stepmother, Mrs. Bettie. James, and Than night's sharp brilliance in the minds of his friends that he it.
will serve with credit to himself
of her daughter. Mrs. Mary 'Wil- family.
my lady's eyes.
In addition to the duties of tax
son.
Little Misses Barbara and Peggy In sunlight she is cold, and I am and satisfactory to the general pub- collector
the next important duty
lie.
Mrs. Constance, Acree Lester of Walker. daughters of Dr. and Mts.
bored;
of the sheriff is to enforce the laws
Hester
Acree,
Welker,
Peineetoh and brother, Edd
of'-. /delifiPhis. re- At twilight she is sweet with cool
Mr. Warterfield realizes that the of the state and county. This I
of - Chicago. were in Hazel Satur- turned to their -home. after spendsurprise;
.
two important duties' Of" a sheriff promise to do to the very best of
log several weeks in Hazel with In moonlight he is warm with are collection of
day afternoon. visiting friends.
taxes and enforc- my ability. That I will enforce
Sam Boyd Neely and Thomas P. their mints, Mrs. Gertie Grubbs
warmth that sun
ing the law. In his card which he these laws without fear or favor
Turnbow • were in Hopkinsville. and Miss Maude Walker.
Her flaming brilliance cannot imi- issues herewith he calls specific
and see that all offenders are
Mrs. Homer Jones was in MurKy.. last Thursday and Friday attate;'
atttention to these matters. Read brought to justice.
tending a Sunday ichuol cOnven- ray Tuesday.
At midnight still her race iescarce his card and should you suppoit
These two duties embrace the
Mrs. C. A. Singleton and Mr. and
Lon.
begun.
him with your vote and support lerpor'tant demands made upon
Isster Wilson and 'Fink Myers Mrs. Charles Wilson were in Mur- But with the dawn, all heaven's
he will show his appreciation by your sheriff and I again pledge you
v,•;‘, in Benton Monday on bust- ray Tuesday evening on busineas. ' her estate.
making one of the best sheriffs faithful service to rich and poor
G. R. McConnel. who hes been My lady is net „fair, else night
the county ever had.,
alike if you elect me.
ask your
and Mrs. William Hull and located here as section foreman
would hide
filly, of Paris, were in Hazel since the retirement of J. E. Pat- And 'Solitary day would pine for
-eseesay afternoon to visit Mr. and letson, has ,been transferred to
rest.
Neely. Tenn., and Jack Haynes of How fair she is is not the fairest
.0. B. Turnbow and family.
SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Don't be fooled by any last-minute propaganda put out by',thosi who
guide,
-le Miss Joyce Mae Hill of Murray has been assigned to the
it makes more people
Since fairest fair's entitled dull in
is' a guest in the hone- if work here.
favor its sale.
independent each year
jest.
grandparents, Mr. 'mot Ills; Paul Vaughn of neat Los AnN G. Hill.
geles, Calif.. who has been here .The blackest streets may be of
than were freed from
•
I
Sherrell Hendricks of Florida. is visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
purest stone:
foreign rule by the Decvi:sting relatives and friends in, Frank Vaughn. left for his home What's in a face is not in stain
laration of Independence
Tuesday morning.
alone!
Mi and Mrs. Edgar Outland and . PriTsTead—Jameg:
h-as
en
—Edward Freeman

HAZEL-PURYEAR
ROAD NOW OPEN

F. Warterfield Is Candidate
for Calloway County Sheriff

State Ag College
Names Measures
For Pest Control

lie

PRADO

4

Lorraine-Haspel

SUITS

Faxon Facets

Vote for

HOP

3111
Sheers!
eautiful printed crepe
styles—smartly styled
A.in this sale.

,e Dresses sold
4.95, S6.95 to
$10.95

WELLS OVERBY
for
County Attorney
-I

Corn7Austin Co.

My Lady

ily

1

•

LOCAL OPTION ELECTION

Saturday, June 26

TO VOTE DRY--VOTE "YES"

X

A

SAMPLE BALLOT

Are you in favor of adonting fhelocal-option rawc-in
Calloway C.nunty, Ken,
_
tucky? •
•

Limmer Shades

13.5
$2.85

HOP

1934 Chevrolet Master Sedan, low mileage, new tires, in
excellent condition

3400.00

1934 Chevrolet Standard Coach, new tires. a bargain at

$350.00

U. S. Senator, Morris Shepherd (Deni.)- of Texas.
says:
-I arraign it'as a poison side by side with morphine,
opium, and cocaine.
"I arraign it as a destroyer of life, reason, self-control, endurance, skill, and moral fiber.
. -I arraign i,,t as an executioner of 'soul and body.
-I arraign it as a promoter of disease.
"I arraign it as a producer of insanity .
-I arraign it as the enemy of youth.
-I arraign it as a wrecker of homes.'
-I arraign it as a(defilex of motherhood and virtue."

1935 Plymouth Deluxe Coach, low mileage, _in good condition $425.00
8.000 mileCis clean car in
1936 Ford Delus.
the pink of condition
1933 Chevrolet Master Coach. This car is in .good condition

$500.00

1931 Chevrolet Coupe, lace new, in good condition.
new paint. A real buy at
1930 Ford Sedan. A bargain at

$235.00

$325.00

$165.00

Savings
Account

There is no real argument for liquor. "To balance
the budget," is weighed and found wanting, when weighed with the best interest of all concerned, including innocent women and children, as well as our young people.
Remember the recent tragedies in Calloway ounty.

$85.00
$85.00

Porter Motor Co.
Telephone 97
West

It has never made any life purer, nobler or happier.
It has never made a better citizen. It has never contributed to the peace of any family or community.

Start a

$95.00

1929 Ford Truck
1929 Ford Coupe
1931 Chevrolet Coupe

Murray, Ky.. •

Maple Street

-YES

Peoples avings Bank

Calloway County Local Option'Committee

Murray, `Kentut ky

•

-AO

•

s
s

•
-

#

^

PACE SIX
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FIRST IRAPTfST CHURCH

LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAY. KENTIICXY. THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 24, 1937.
attended as
. Mrs- Andy Lee Griffin.
this Estelle Hayes who
regular
at
War Ace Pilot and Plane
appointments
Union City. Tenn.: Mrs. E. 1./.1 City Business Men
Pleasant Grove
church Sunday morning and even- delegates from S.
Bob
Here
and
Don
•
Sunday,
June
May
27
Miller. Hazel; Mrs. Jeste M BracPicnic at lierry
League to the Epworth League taling
ken Huntington. W. Va.
Take Over Office
Jackson. Tenn.. recentty..u&
i)
W. Garth Gates. English war ace
Mrs. %folly Latimer of Tennes- , at
Patients . dispussed during *4lC
aritesestaig. meeting.
A group of from 25 to 30 Mif?
an
port
Soon,.Eh George? pilot. will be at the Murray Air- see. mi. Raley, of near Murray who
past week:
ray business men picnicked aid
League of this
Epwurth
The
•
port Sunday. June 27. with his were visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wiley
Howard Heath, Grand Rivers; entertained themselves with a fish
spontor an ice -eresni
THE

Morning subject. "THE PROPER
TIME TO PRAY": evening subject. -THE OTHER NINE:.
Sunday School at 9:30. with
Classes for all -ages taught in sepThey call them Bob and Don.
arate rooms by experienced teacn- Mrs. W. D. Sykes, Murray; Mts. fry at Eggner's Ferry on the TenTheir mother says they ate
ers. directed by faithful officer:.-. Ralph
Johnson. Murray:
Mrs. nessee River Wednesday
night,
sweet; their father says titeolDr.'Hugh McElrath is superintend.- Mamie Goforth. Big Sandy. Tenn.: June 23.
•
matte great lawyers_
elle Mrs -Mettle E. Linsman, Paris,
Many of them-drove - directly to:
They were born in the ClinicsItaplfrt-TratnIncUlitan inettS V -Tenn Mrs. Veiora Hill, Mas-fieter. the ferry from the city, .but eight
HillPital Tuesday, June 22, and
6:40 every Sunday evening with a Wm. M. James, Hazel: Mrs. E. D. or more journeyed via Pine Bluff
they are twins. Their parents
deeply Eptritual program.
Each Maier, Hazel,
and rode a houseboat froth' Me
are Mr,
. end Mrs. George Ed
Union renders its program in sepBluff down the river to the FerOverbey. the father a practicing
arate rooms away from all chsry. With ceremony after the fish
young attorney.
n-acting noises. R. 'W. Church,11.
fry. the group christened the
Yesterday they were christendirector.
houseboat, it was reported.
/
ed Robert -Key and William
Mid-week meeting every WedAll, visitors reported an enjoyDonald after, their maternal and
nesday evening at 7:30, The memable and an entertaining evening.
paternal grandfathers respectbers with their families and friends
Mils' Lora FFrisby, who his been
.
ively,
are urged to attend. this meeting. teaching at Lendon Normal
Bouquets to Bob and Don and
Sehool
The- -Wericees- -Connell meets-- ins- In -Virrnont
Telr--for the past five years,
ettetions to the Overpeys!
mediately at close of prayer mee:- .has accepted a position
on the
,We
hope
everybody
is
feeling
Ifkg.
faculty of Murray State College for
fine, setting on the porch doing
Baptismal services prececes im- the coming year. She will teach'
, nything.
listening to the locusts.
_.mediately the evening service. A English and Latin in the Training
wish to thank, my people, and our
Miss Elvara Morrow of Mem- friends of the other congregations,
csirch.al welcome awaits all who School
ff-ITsItteg-het
mother.
worship with this church.
Miss Frisby received her B S.
for their loyal support of the meet:
Sam P. Martin. pastor
ing. Murray was fortunate to have
degree from Peabody in 1924 and Mrs. Mary Morrow..7
Allis Byars is disgusted. because had these men of God in our
M. A. from Columbia Teachers
the crab grass is growing so fast. midst..
College in 1931,
Miss Frisby is a Kentuckian. Her He is trying to get rid out it. We
-J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
told him to sit down in the shade
home is isa Henderson County.
and it Would quit growing so fast.
CARD OF THANKS-We wish
Patients admitted to the Wil- Mrs. Mary Morrow entertained to express our sincere apprecialiam Mitaon
Memorial
Hospital
Saturday in honor of the fifteenth tion to our neighbors and friends.
during the past week:
birthday of her daughter, Mary. who were so helpful and sympaOatman ,Beech. Lynn
Grey*:
Dorothy May Wells and baby:seed.).
EAST ST. LOUIS. Ill.. June =- The guests Were served ice cream thetic us as during the illness and
and cookies.
death of our little baby, Gloria
Murray; Mrs. Pat -Rogers,,Gilberts- Hogs: 4.500; 1.000 direct; active,
Mr. and Mn. Rupert Orr and Evelyn •Madrey. We extend our
ville; Tony Pullen. Farmington: M. 15-20c higher; sows strong to 10c
W. Harris, Mayfield( Miss Mary up; top 11.90:. bulk 190 to 250 lbs. daughter. Dorothy Jean. and Mr. thanks to Dr. R: M. Mason aril
Moore. Nashville, Tenn:: Miss 11.804-‘11.90; 170 to 180 lbs. 11.60 and Mrs. Robert Crockett motored Bro. K. G. Dunn. We also wish
to Nashville Saturday afternoon. to than Mr. Buren Poyner and his
Margaret
11 80; few 270 lbs. up to. 11.504i
Gilmore.
Springville.
Nearly everbody around here has employees for their nice donation.
11.65; 140 to 160 lbs. 10.904,11.50:
100 to 130 lbs. 9.85:i/10.75; good decided it is too late to make a -Mr.. and Mrs. J. C. Madrey.
1937 crop and are making an early
sows 10.00-.110.25.
start on a 1935 crop.
•
• Johnnie-Morris, Jr., Here
Cattle: 3.500: calves: 1.800: steers
Janies Hayward
K u y kendall
Wednesday, June 30
in light supply; receipts include 10 visited Densil
Paschall over, the •
cars Oklahoma grass steers; indi- week end.
Johnnie Morris. .Jr.. tras
You may have little
cations steady on steers. steady to
Mr. and Mrs. Arlis Byars attend- ambassador
ability to judge the
for Philip 'Morris C,,..,
strong_ on good mixed yearlings ed church t
worfh of our service.
North Fork Sunddy will be in Murray next Wednesand heifers and .lower on grass and also visited
Vou ma) knoo nothMrs. Byars' par- day rec.:ming. June 30. Johnnie,
ing
of
heifers: one short load light steers ents of that
cordparative
section.
the master of ceremonies on the
costs and values. In all
11.85; other class& steady; cows
Mr. and Mrs. August' Wilson of Philip Morris
probability. you have
radio program. will
5.25s)7.25: cutters and low cutters Mayfield
neither the experience
attended Sunday School be here in person. He is 26 years
3.75is 4.75; • top sausage bulls 675; at Oak Grove
nor the inclination to
and were dinner old, weighs 54 pounds and is 41"
Judge funerals from
top vealers 950; nominal range' guests of
Mr. and Mrs'. Collies tall. Johnnie will be driving his
their mote commercial.
slaughter steers 7.001/14.00: slaugh- Key. We
were glad t*have them own special built M. G.
aspects.
Morris
ter •heifers 6.004:#12.25.
If this is true, then
back at Sunday School. roadster. midget English make
our reputation 1S im-Grasshopper
riight hand -drive roadster.
nt . . earned hs
- CARO OF THANKS-We, the
C,
e;:ears of serving and
children, wish to express our deep Service
constant adherence to
Circle To Entertain
FOR SALE-Good , trailer
' with
-gratitude-So--the--host of friends. Invite
self-Imposed standards.
s -have been 'Sent- to practically
new tires. J. -C. Calwho showered our dear mother Murray
it becomes. in time of
ladies for the garden' tea houn, Jackson
Purchase
Aged a
buloark, a
Oil
,with loving attentions during her and
handkerchief bazaar., itiven by Station.
sourer of confidence d
itc
. last 411neses.--anct-- who -have com- the
satisfaction not estimaService Circle of the First
forted us so tenderly in oue be-'1 Christian
ble in terms of price.
Church. Friday'. June 25
reavement We greatly appreciat- in the
Sincerely,
garden of Mrs. Karl Frazee.
ed the lovely floral offerings. We West Main.
The
wish especially to mention Dr.
Extensive plans have been made
Hale's faithful care and Brother and
H. Churchill
are .practically corn{
r.
Porieg
tender
ministrations
to
her
this fashionable. social
Funeral Home
and to ma, We ask God's blessings
tomorrow afterncon from four 'till
Telephone 7
. upon you all.-Audie L. Claude
Murray'. Hy.
B.. and Oscar W

Miss Frisby Is
New Member of
Murray Faculty

Oak Grove News

L

Hospital News

Livestock

Our.
Reputation
is Important ..

great big. $20.00e
White ea°1"
monoplane.
Pilot gates has had. 14 years of
auccessful airplane piloting US well
as crack

war experience. The
plane will be at the Municipal
Airport. just west of Five Points,
all day Sunday. Passenger rides
will be at $1.00 for adults, children under 16 seventy-five cents,
and children under 10 only 50c.

METHODIST CHURCH NOTES

UTOTEEM
Murray and Hazel
Flour, the South's
best, 24 lbs.
.95c
Kellogg's Corn Flakes,
2 for
15c
Olives, 3-oz. bottle 10c
Peanut Butter, qt. 24c
TEA, fourth lb. Canova, 20c; Glass Free
Salmon, Chum, can 10c

Pickles, Sweet or
Sour, 9-oz. bottle 9c
Grape Fruit Juice,
Can
.
. ..
9c
Orange Juice, I-2-oz.
size, 2 for
25c
Jello, all flavors,
4 for
25c

FLOUR, Clear Lake, 24 lbs.

69c

Catsup, 14-oz. bottlel0c
Soup, 22-oz. cans,
3 for
25c
Tomato Juice, 20-oz.

Kraut, Libby, No 2 1-2
size, 2 for
15c
Green Beans, No. 1
can, 6 for
25c

Hominy, No, 2 1-2
size cans,.2 for. .15i

Pirnentoes, 7-oz. can,
2 for

'

• Sunday, June 27, 1937
The ,Rev. H. R. Taylor. presiding elder of the parts district, will
preach at the morning hour. Our
Methodist people should hear him.
At the -evening hour, 1:45, the
-MIT-Wire in a service of old hymns.' Also, the violin
will have a special place on- the
sarogram and there will be two
violin solos. All Who are interested in good singing should share
in . this service.
,
Church-school
at 9:30: witn
classes for all ages. The young
people Meet at - '7:15. Children
also meet at the sa me hour.
The revival meeting just closed
at the Methodist Church has been
a blessing to many of our people,
And AS the pastor of the church

Pay Taxes Already Paid
Thee* seems to be a lot of money
-floating 'around MeGrackers
ty sipce the flood, if business
transactions at the county sheriff's
office are a criteria. Two persons
appeared in the office tins morning
to pay their taxes. A survey of
the books revealed that they had
already been paid.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds

S. Pleasant Grove
Cottage prayer-meeting next Saturday evening at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Cooper Armstrong.
Bro -K. G Dunn preached by
special request at the J S. Smotherman home Sunday afternoon Mr.
Smotherman. after many months
illness, continues to improve slowly.
Some 54 persons were in attendance, Bro. Dunn ably filled his

PEACHES, Evaporated, lb.
24 per cent Keco Dairy
Feed, 100 lbs. $2.10
Coffee, Arbuckle,
pound
14c
Vinegar, gal. jug .25c
Scoco, 4-lb. carton 56c

10c
Cleaner,

Lightho9s
3 for .........
Soap,

7 bars

Wafers,
2 lbs.
. .. 25c
All-Bran, 2 boxes. 21c
Soda, Arm and Ham10c
mer, 3 for
Junip, all flavors,
THREE 10c bots. 25c
Tea Kettle, Aluminum,
69c
89c value

25c

Syrup, half gal
29c
Sorghum, gal. good 55c

SOAP, Palmolive or Camay
Vanilla

10c

Giant Yellow

Sc

Percolator, aluminum,
53c value
39c
Salt, 100-lb. bag
89c
Shelled Corn, 2 1-2
bu. bag
$3.15
Pig and Hog Feed,- -

_100 lbs.
Hen Scratch',
pound bag

JOHNNIE
MORRIS, JR.
Traveling Ambassador
for
PHILIP MORRIS CO.
You've Heard Him on
the Radio-See Him
In Person
111111111111•1111111111111111111

GOLDEN
YELLOW

The Complete
Food Market

DOZEN

10c
59c
Sc

Standard CATSUP,
THREE 14-oz. bottles 25c

Children under 16 .r 75c
Children under 10
50c

Jumbo 36 Size
Vine Ripened

SUGAR

EACH

1-0C

TOMATO PUREE,
6 NO. 1 cans -

25c I

PURE CANE
PEACHES, Rosedale or
:PEACHES100-lb. bag
$4175: Del-Monte or Country Club
Avondale,
81.25
29c 25-16. bag
33c
2 No, 2 1-2 cans
2 No. 2 1-2 cans
Fine Granulated
PEAS, Avondale,
PEAS, Standard,
23c 10 lbs.
47c
25c
2 No. 2 cans
3 No. 2 cans

•
SUNDAY
AT MURRAY
AIRPORT

COFFEE, C. Club Vac. Packed, lb. 29c; French, lb. 23c; JEWEL, 3-lb. bag
53c
FLOUR, Lyon's Best, 24-lb. sack 99c; C.Club, 24-lb. sack, 89c; Boka, 24-lb. sk. 65c

In the Great Big. White
$20,000. Cabin Monoplane
with W. Garth Gates,
English War Ace Pilot

POTATOES

10 LBS.

NEW

Embassy Brand
PEANUT BUTTER, 23-oz. jar

12c

Fancy Whole GREEN BEANS,
C. Club Brand, No. 2 can

. 23c

15c

Miss Lou TURNIP GREENS,
3 No. 2 cans
25c
25c" CIDER VINEGAR, quart jar
SARDINES, cans
Bulk, gallon
9c C. Club PEARS,
HEINZ BEANS, 12-oz. can
HEINZ KETCHUP, 14-oz. bottle 17c
2 No. 2 1-2 cans

35c

SUGAR CURED BACON, good quality, half or whole, pound
GENUINE SPRING IAMB, forequarters, 2 lbs. 25c; hind quarters, lb.

26c
15c

Fancy Delance- -PLUMS,
2 No. 2 1-2 cans

LIVER, 1 pound
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
Good SLICED BACON
SAUSAGE,2 lbs.
BEEFSTEAK, 2 pounds
CHUCK ROAST
RIB ROAST
MUTTON
OLEOMARGARINE
SALT BUTTS
BACON BUTTS
PURE HOG LARD

10c
25c
25c
35c
-35c
14c
10c
6c and 10c
15c
15c
17c
14c

Large Assvrtment Lunch Meats, lb.

SALT MEAT

MUTTON ROAST
PURE HOG LARD
2
HAMBURGER FRESH GROUND
SLICED BREAKFAST BACON r-B.

25c
POUND

Pounds

Shroat Bros.
- MEAT MARKET
Phone 214
.•-•••r`.

25c

2 LBS.
FANCY FOREQUARTER CUTS

$2.60

Free Delivery

10e 19c

23cj Creamed COTTAGE CHEESE 2 lbs. 25
30c Good Quality Large BOLOGNA, lb. 15c

PORK CHOPS, pound

•

25e__

27c

Fancy Milk Fed VEAL, Chops, lb. 19c; Roast, lb. 17c;Breast, 2 lbs.

WE 13U11 -RAGS and SCRAP IRON

100

Home Brand
2 Pounds

ME SWEET OLEO

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

•

2
BOX

POUNDS

95c

POUND

_

'
-

-
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25c
bars Octagon Soap
(10 extra coupons FREE)
id extra coupons FREE with 5 pkgs.
25c
Octagon Soap Powder
14c
Soap
Toilet
Octagon
3
1 No. 2 can American Lady Grapefruit Juice 10c---t---SOc
bib... Godchaux Sugar
5
100 lbs. Standard Granulated Sugar $4.90 or $5:069c
.
24 lbs. Good Flour
75c
24 lbs. Redbird Flour
$6.65
lbs.
Lard,
50
Leaf
Silver
Swift's
A nice bowl or a cup and saucer Free with
25c
Snowking Baking Powder
Whip.
us.
sale.
Improved
See
Peas
on
W-Kri. and
57c:
60c
White
Syrup, gallon red
A nice spoon Free with 15c package
12c
Post Bran Flakes
5c
Hershey's Chocolate Syrup, small can
10c
16-oz. can
Gallon Red Bird Apples for pies, fancy, gal.. 20c
20c
Gallon Good Peaches
Green Beans-Bush, 3 lbs. lOcc Pole, lb. 5c, sub-ject. to stock on hand.

Here Wednesday,
June 30

CANTALOUPES

.1•1•••=•••111.1•••111•!111

'$2.40

We have a small amount of Soy Beans
and Stock Peas we are closing out at very
low prices.

24--PHON ES-25

WATERMELONS, each
CUCUMBERS, pound

-TSc

Starting and Growing
Mash, 100 lbs. $2.95
High Kick Mule Feed,
100 pounds
$1.85

SWANN'S GROCERY

IIIIIMINS1111111111111111111

-BANANAS

SUGAR, best cane, 1016:48c
'Cherries, /to: 2 Can,
Peaches, 2 1-2 can,.
2 for .
25c
2 for
25c
Pears, No. 1 Del
Monte, 2 for
25c
Salad Dressing, pt. 18c
Rolled Oats, 2
16-oz.boxes
. 15c

place Will et
Remember the
Local
Option
supper on the church lawn
election next Saturday for happiPleasant Grove.
Thampkinsor wrrow of many will be
Master J.-L.-F.1ns
by the way we vote!
ville,- Ky., is visaing with his decided

/
OGER S

•

•

'Eye riath not seen nor ear beans
neither have entered into the heart
of man the things which God hath
prepared for them that love hint."

5 giant

Times Are Getting Tsood_;__
Two Taxpayers Offer to

AIRPLANE
RIDES

J.

Cooper and family: Harry Coles
who was visiting at Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Waldrop, J. L. Ellis of
Thornpkinseille.ldre Dumas. StarkS
and members of her family of Wit-well attended the Sunday afternoon services at the Smotherman
home.
Frank Ellis of Washington. D C
is spending his vacation with hi'
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Eili,
and family.
Misses Leota Erwin and Me-

aunts. Mrs Dennis Boyd. Mrs. Bub
Doran- and Mrs. Roscoe Hayes and
their .families

•-

27`
25c
25`

inia, Boyd, Mrs. Bub
a. Roscoe Hayes and

seen nor ear heard.
itered into the heart
ags which God huts
win that love him."

he Local
Option
iaturclay for happi( of _many will be
way-we vote!

:ERY
25c

25c
14c
tit Juice 10c
50c
1.90 or $5.05
69c
75c
$6.65
e with
25c
sale. See us.
60c

12c
5c
10c
:y, gal. 20c
20c
, lb. 5c, sub-

Lrket

10d
59c

'try Club
33c
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Summer Session Opens with IMPURRAYANS LIKE Conrad
Satisfactory Enrollment; 700 THEATRE MUSICALS
f _Expected in all Departments SHOWMAN STATES
--Students 'May Enter 1 the country have returned to assume their duties throughout the
As Late As
summer term.
More than 150
courses in 14 different departments
June 21
will be open to the students ,this
- Murray State College opened Mon-a
day,' June 14, with indicatioris that
the total enrollment would be approximately 700 students in all departments of 'the college.. The office of the registrar Will rema,n
open to registratiOn. Monday,•
JUlk. 21, for the special benefit of
teachers whose schools- are just
(Mishit% their terms as a result
of last winter's flood.
President James H. Richmond
,
stated- that the enrollment • corn- pletely fulfilled his expectations
Of the total number presently
enrolled, 184 are students of the
Training 5çhool department. Both
divisions of the Training School=
the-grades- and the high school—
are an regular session for the summer. with the-TregUlar -faculty and
-usual facilities available. -graduating class of the
Apring stunester of this year at
elliturray State was the largest in
the history-Of--the college. About
60 additional_ students will receive
their degrees at the , close of the
summer, term, which will swell the
total numbg of graduates of the
college well- liver 7 the thousand
mark,The summer semester will,, continue over a period of 10 weeks.
awl-is-divided into • Iwo terms, thelast of which offers-several "double
courses". which, will permit the
completion) of a full semester's
credit in. certain courses. The Mid-,
semester opens- July 19 and this
entire summer sessnon will end
'August 20.
New Courses Offered
For the first time in thehistory
of the college, special courses in •
.physical education will be offered in the-newly --completed Joh.n
Wesley-Carn Health Building, in,. 'eluding swimming in the second
largest, indoor pool in the South.
,- All, nitisicat "Organizations about
the campus will be in operation
throughout the summer, and the
College News, official newspaper
of Murray State, will be published
regolarly. The college library will
he. availibre-to -the 'Students With. out extra fee. More than 25,000
_
volumes and about 200 current
Magazines are contained in the
library:
In addition to the regular faculty, _members of the teaching staff
of the college viha have been on.
leave for the past year to do
graduate work in universities about

Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers
Type is Liked Best; Comedies and Dramas Next

[

ACP WILL NAME
OFFICIALS JUNE 26

Musical's of ,the 'Fred AstaireGinger Ringers 'variety are the 01185'
that everybody seems to go for
mt. Specials, of course. such
County Agent Says Group Will
"The Great Ziegfeld"--find" uthei.s.
Help Formulate Policies of
might have been _larger single
National Program
drawing Cards.
District committeemen for the
Calloway county Agricultural Conservation program will meet in the
office of CountY- Agent J. T. Codsran it 10. o'clock Saturday, June 26.
•
to elect a control committee fur the
1938 county conservation program.
local officials announced today.
Retiring county control ,committeemen are Leslie Ellis, chairman;
B. W. Edmonds and W. A.' Patterson, **ha retired in favor -of G. J.
Williams when he announced his
candidacy for County Judge.

made some mistakes. but I wish to
assure you that they were honest
mistakes, and that I will try ever
so much harder to make a better
jailer the next 'four years than I
have made in the past if you will
be so kind as to endorse me for
Jailer of Calloway County:
I thank you, .
C. C. JONES

Confidence

This bank serves and
protects the property of an
ever increasing number of
people in our community.
That's confidence - - and
convincing e-ridence that
people like the way we do
business.

WW1

beii
-;Tabtaifidd•

Or

CONSTIPATED 3D 'EARSr
AIDED BY OLD REMEDY
"For thirty years I had constipation. Souring food from stomach
choked me. Since taking Adlerika
I am a new-person. Constipation is
a thing of the past."—Alice Burns.
Dale, Stubblefield At Co, Druggists,
--in Hazel by Turnbow Drug Co,-

7`
27`
25`
25c

Position for good, reliable
local man who can work
steady
helping manager
take care of our country business. Livestock experience
desirable. Men make $75 a
month at first.. Address box
'7381, care of this paper.
Name
of the'stars from khiOX (St. Luis) struttin'.their stuff at Backusburg. Satur- Address
.
4.gy July 3.
few

Feel free to call on us
with your banking problems
- ?- We'll help you in any
way we possibly can—advice or loans.

Volume CV; No. 25

COUNTY SMOTHERS
IN SUMMER HEAT

Correspondents and local advertisers who get their copy in by Crops
Monday:-

Soil;
Grow
in
Damp
Wheat Crops Are,
Harvesied---

reached Murray
Hot weather
early this week swift on the heels
of June showers, and sweltering
fbwnsmen searched out electric
ans in an e ort to temper the
torrid heat. Throughout the week, fields of
dry wheat fell before binders, and
in some of the 'larger fields combine crews threshed the grain as
it was cut.
Corn and tobacco responded to
the hot sun and moist ground.
Temperatures in the high nineties
_kept farmers under the shade during the stifling noon hour. Open
municipal swimming pools were
crowded with persons seeking relief from feverish winds.
Showers in scattered . localities
throughout the county served to
lessen the discomfort of the heavy
air.only temporarily.

Texan and Family
Visits in Murray

'Georgetown, Texas. accorripanied
_-Iduc.X...tif Taylor
Y
Texas. have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Ike Huey and other relatives
and friends in Murray and Calloway ccnnty during the last week.
Richritcmd to Speak at
This is Mr. Buey's first visit to
First Christian Church Kentucky in 19 years, and is his
wife's> first visit, he having marDi. James- H. Richmond preSi- ried her in Texas.
dent of Murray Clillege, will ors - -Miss Rennie Bucy, a successful
copy the ,nulpit . at the morning business woman in Taylor.- Texas,
worship Service of the First Chris- has been gone from Calloway
tian Church next- Sunday.
Dr. county for 17 years.
Richmond is the teacher of the
The visiting Texans were enMen's Bible. Class of the Church thusiastic over what they termed
and has become renowned for his' the "splendid reception" and the
thought-provoking and interesting "magnificent hospitality" they had
lessons. received since being in Murray
The minister, A, V. Havens, is during the week.
away pursuing post-graduate work
in psychology in,the field of psyGood alfalfa
hay yields this
cluitherapy,-- at the UniVersity of Spring have cause? many Marshall
Kentucky. He will return to his county farmers to plan fall seedpulpit Jul-Y-25,
ings.

* *FHA
Insured Mortgage System

Makes a Home Available in
a Reasonable Way!

.41
Borrow
To Buy or, Build
Now!
Now is the time to buy or build
that home! We'll lend you the
money to do it. Loans up to 80%
of the improved value of your
property. Twenty years to pay in
easy monthly payments that inchide insurance, interest and amortization of principal.

Big Enough to Take Care of You; Small Enough to be Aware of You

SOUND

#er

•

:

STRONG

:

SAFE

1

, Mr. and Mrs. Emmett hue)
, and
daughter,
Miss r Winnie

Bank of Murray-

•

•

HONOR ROLL

In back of any enduring
organization that serves the
public stands confidence—
and where there is confidence'continued growth and
success-are-bound-to-hill5w.

beds in Hardin county, A large
number -of :lime stacks also are

$2.0

T. 0. Turner
Murray Milk Products Co.
Churchill Funeral Home
Murray Auto Parts
Across The River
Doran I
Murray „Laundry
Dr. 0. C. Wells
County Agent's Office
Murray Hatchery
New Concord Milling Co.
Parkers Garage.
Ky.-Tenn.,Light & Power Co.
Coy's Model Cleaners
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
Murray Con, Coal & Ice Co.
Bank of Murray
Calloway Co. Lbr. Co.
Capitol Theatre Cedar Knob News
Farmer-Hart Dress Shop
Ryan's
Economy Feed Store
C. W. Curd, Hazel
C. L. Francis
LaVanite Beauty, Shop
Porter Motor Co.
Peoples Savings Bank
Brook's Chapel
Dexter News
Rev. J. Mack Jenkins
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
Regal Dress Shop
Cole's Camp Ground
--R0utr-6 NEWS —
—
Eagle
"Around Paschall' School"

summer. All mea
ar
n emNTRY VISITORSployed to insure the students or
ENJOY ,WESTERNS
the summer .semester a full semester of thorough instruction, con. Tiaeatre audiences in. Murray and
genial social relationships, and a
Calloway county enjoy musical
most enjoyable and profitable sumccmedies as well, if not better,
mer at Murray State,
than any other type of picture, in
the opinierr -of Clifton Morris. manager of the Capitol Theatre in
Murray.

- Nat- Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

a

- *-CIRCULATIO APRIL 13-2,935, SWORN nr( "
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

•

' According- to Mr. Morris, coinedies such as the Marx Brothers,
Laurel and Hardy,..-etc., seem to attract next to the most interest:
and these are closelY followed by
dramas such as "Romeo - and
Juliet". "They Gave Him a Gun";
-The Soldier and the Lady". _ "A
Tale of Two Cities," and such pictures.
Murder mysteries receive lessapplause from Murray theatregoers than any other type, and
the Western thriller. - though of
some interestoto the ,localite towns-,
On Saturday at 1 o'clock, Coen.- man, 'receives rin,st ' of it§ cherit=,
ran stated, a committee composed plotting from the rural visitor.,
of 22 or more men will meet in
College professors_ like the light
the County Agent's office to draw _musicales as well as the students,up recommendairons concerning stated the manager of the Murray
how next year's agricultural Pro- theatre, and the tired business man
gram shall, be carried on. These receives complete relaxation and
recommendations will be in ffie enjoyment. In the future; sand
form of questionnaires which the Morris, more color pictures will he
'August 7.
committeemen- will fill in and send produced.
The all-color picture
The County is large and it may
Conrhd C. Jones, Calloway coundirectly to Washington. According -A Star is Born", featuring Fredty jailer for the past four years, not be possible to see all of you
to Cochran, the -•aetion aids the eric
March and Janet Gaynor.
to 'personally solicit your vote,
federal authorities in formulating which will aptiear at the local today makes formal announcement and
but if I fail to see anyone after
the policies for the Agricultural theatre soon is an example of the ' of his Candidacy for endorsement
in the August Democratic primary. I have made an honest effort to do
. .
Conservation Program.
type.
During his- tenure of office. Mr.' so, will you' please consider' this
Among
the
actors
or actresses
Saturday- • - afternoon
at
3.13b_
lories-tas-rnadea -courteous. kind- announcement as my personal -apo'clock the county. 4-H Club cptins, most liked by screen devotees' are
endeavoring -to peal, for your vote and influence.
officers
ly.
efficient
cil, composed of club officer, and 'Fred 'Astaire. Ginger Rogers, Clerk
As I have said, I have' probably
everyone
fairly
and alike in
treat
leaders of _Calloway County. Will Gable. Myrna Loy; William
-the-discharge
of
-its44,0+4
'
Jean Harlow: Bab Burns, -Marmeet in the County Agent's office
Mr. Jones was born near Lynn
to discuss and to make definite tha Raye, Bing Crosby, Laurel and
plans--for the 441 Club camp which Hardy, Charles Boyer, Greta Gar- Grove this county. the son of Mr.
: and Mrs. William D. Jones, And is
will be held July 26-30 on the farm bo, Joan CraWfiird.`-ifto' &eh,' Taylor, Frederic
March, Norma a brottler ,. to Dr. C. H. Jones, of
of Irvin Linn near Almo.
Lynn Gum, and E. C. Jones.
Shearer, and others.
ka_.taa- shorts. _people _.go most, Murray insurance _man. At an
for sports, following with car- ealy age his' parents moved ta tile
toons, especially "Pop Eye", with East side of the county, hear Pine
Screen Songs gaining a wide pop- Bluff; where he was reared to
ularity swiftly. Paramount Pic- manhood. He attended rural schools.
torials, Travel Talks, etc.. and The near his home and also the CalloNormal School at
March of Time also interest -their way county
Kirksey.
audiences.
.He has resided in three .sections
of the county and farmed in this
It Pays to Read the ClandHeds
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
county since attaining manhood up
to his election as Jailer, with the
exception of a -short period.
He stands on his record both
as a public official and a citizen.
iv
-hith 9s well' known. Mr. Jones
issues the following statement to
the voters.
To The Voters of Callaway County:
I at this time Wish to announce
my self for endorsement for the
office of Jailer of Calloway COUTsty. I realize that I have probably
macre-some mistakes. but I wish
to assure- yew---thet-- I have done
the very best that I. could under
the crrcumstances. I have tried
hrtreat everyone in my care as I
would have wanted one --of My
family Or an immediate friend la
be treated. - I have tried to haw"
no favorites and treat the high
and the low alike.
I am very grateful_ for the splendid support which you so freely
gave - Me at the polls four years
ago,
have tried to measure up
to that trust which you placed in
me. You know better than anyone
if I have done that if I have done
the 'job 'of Jailer as.
1ttifintlitt ffave
Olen done I sure will afii3reciate
it if you will be so kind as to show
your approval at the polls on

year elsewhere In
$1.50the State of Kentucky.
a year to any addrese
°other than above.
5.

C. Jones Announces
For Endorsement As Jailer

KMOX, St. Louis, Stars at Backusburg
Saturday, July 3
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1.nn a year in Calloway,
$
""Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
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e
when one has only a moment's
the telephone operator who sa l
business to transact but the keyto gether.in unity." Psalms 133:1. seeke, on the other side an aliga
promptly notified the fire departstone to safe driving is a full corn.- ,
Some a the ladies here are pick- tor. It was fierce lookine,
tut:tit and the *We and als-o
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Callow
ay Tune:, and The presension and practice of thy
ing and canning dewberries.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Utley an
Chief Hughes and his staff and
Times-Herald. October 20, 1928.
By
Jo*
rules of courtesy to and regai0
We have had plenty of rain out
Mrs. Wilford Brown is seriously son .L.:e of Paducah. wine Sun
the boys in ,the office who rePublished by the Calloway County Publistbrig
for cthers.
Co.. Inc.
here. The creek has been out of ill. Dr. Coffield of Benton and Dr. day visitors of Mt. Utley's mothei
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
sponded just as promptly.
Give the city officials your co1) N10,1., Fishbein. editor of the
its banks and all over the bottom Hughes of Hardin are attending Mrs. W. Daugherty and family.
operatioa in making Murray a Americ
m
an Medical Journal wgrd.
All read Act 8:38. 39 - 011
Joe T. Lovett
lands twice recently.
her. It is thought that an operas
.
Wish we could 3Wlin a little_ of
Editor •model cily for -driving _and -pea*. to lutus• *flat:Our medic
ineshf
tion
_rjece
end
be
agary.
___
1_1131111s
t.of
no
=anew on-Jose•mg. 'Our reputation to dare-Inn a Profession GC become-a• thi; .raorning's oppressive heat Tor thon creek
who wants the dam.
My apple and plum trees bloomht ible
a;143.Tr
eiy
ggnea
trade.
traai
cansaLt a
We
(
accompl
,
a
imagine
ish ex
Read lb. Classified Colman,
egaenres a little of last January's cooling
Arlie
Jones
and Toy Jones set ed nicely but' the blooms never1 their
breeze.
Then,
their
.next
winter. We'd
tobacco recentlY.
shed. They dried up. I have no
kmiciptu EuTociou fit,
„runil
unless
ot they have our full co- much of a hoot as long as the doebe ready to trade Pack again.
Mr. Daugherty has Ins large fruit and the trees have dead
operation,
tors give him relief from his pains.
4_,Atelik,t_SSOCiAiNDN
leaves sdattered over the lims.
cotton crop worked out.
/ 93 5
Talmage Sims, Robert Burkeen.
J. H. Bailey reported catching
The farmers of .this section are
Saturday. June 19- Ve Wraps of 241 cutwor
Edward Chadwick and Was Jones
ms in seven rows .of pioa
iing
corn,
breakin
g
the
Foreign
soil
Wars concluding their con- corn. --not more than
JoIlL411 i•
were in Murray Saturday.
15 hills long. and planting.
vention at , Mayfield remind the during
Chatterbox, your last-letter was 10 Shows, 7 Rides, 25 Con.
then: visitation to this secEntered at the Postoffice, Murray, Keducky, as second
,
Jotter
that just .18 years ago today tion the latter
-The foundation of God stand- very Interesting
class mail matter
tents, WREC
part
and instructive.
-of May.
The game of facUonal politics as
eth surd." I Tim. 2:19.
'
. he turd, himself up the
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional 'Distric -and
Cedar Crest, I wish yop had two Broadcasts, News Reels will
played
t
Henry
and
in
Kentu
_
cy
a __
and peas*. -al, $t. Nazanre,-Ffiallee,- end aset-iseif
-Mr.-and- Mrs. J. W. Jones visited WWI'S in every
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50. Elsewhe
issue, of the Ledger be made.
re. V2.00.
Ben qrrgari, Calloway county their
son. Euclid Jones and family & Times.
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market every_ where else, was dealt a -few home. Didn't need a - second
represe
ntative
Free Entertainment 9 a. m.,
severe
who
dia-la
blow
st week, and daughter, Mrs. Willie Sims
last week with the an- invitation or any urging oil die
furnished upon application.
and
".that - had gathered much had
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Try Sunburst!

to be

. Object Lesson

When You Use

A modern air-conditioned .ice refrigerator does more than keep
your foods cold.

A FULL CUP OF CREAM IN
EVERY QUART!
You get more health value, more food value and
when
buy' SUNBURST
Milk! The extra
bottle is
guarantee of its richness, of iis nourishment your
and
its wholesomeness.
Grade "A” Pasteurized Milk, Butter,
Cream

overturned

Murray Milk Products

*I*

•

It also keeps them MOIST and FRESH, which is at least
half of the job that a refrigerator should do, and whic
h
only an AIR-CONDITIONED refrigerator CAN do!
ADD/TIONourinctunditioned ice refrigeraGT"Toes
an1ithing that NO other refrigerator can -do - - IT
GIVES-YOU-AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF REAL,
PURE, CLEAR ICE. And by "adequate supply"
we
don't meae- five or six pounds!

—Telephone 191

-Your Safe. Nlilk Dealer-
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I Always PREFER
PARKER BROS. SERVICE!
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If you will give us 10 minutes of your time, we will PROVE
to you that you simply
can't afford to be without a modern air- conditione
d ice refrigerator. Let us give
, . you the real, scientific facts on this subject -- and
it 'Won't be a mere sales talk.
Why not do it today?

LEN

2rIrear Purchase-Service Offer!
We

....,...
--,
, ,
The unquestioned prference of

wzrnen who travel is one of the finest
tributes to the courtesy hospitality,
and luxury of the Wm ten Hotel.

Every roan has circulating ice veer
and electric fort finest offood is •
served in the beautiful coffee shop.
Rotes ore olwcris low. .

250 ROOMS
with i-, -t h
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ii
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HornT.. MEMPHIS
""

offer you a fine new 1937 Air
ioned Ice Refrigerator, and GUARANTEE
to ice it for TWO whole years for the sameCondit
money or less than you would have to pay for
a
1937 electric model, same size, of ANY MAKE. (Without including
costs of repair and operation). Remember, ICE doesn't get "out of order.
"

-

TENNESSEE

Aftcan6MOrend

iwohnsmsnmissiniamannuerwA
It's DEPENDABLE, COURTEOUS
Call Us for Estimates On
..tREASING, REPAIR WORK, BAT1ERY SERVICE, WASHING, BODY AND FENDER
-

-

WORK, ADJUSTMENTS, Etc.

WEGIVE YOU COMPLETE YEAR
AROUND SERVICE!

PARKER BROS. GARAGE

St

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
& .ICE CO.
Phone 64

Phone 64

for ServICE

for ServICE

M. L. WHITNELL, Manager
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Less Monthly Discomfoit

SHOE

YOU CAN AFFORD A

led •ice rehan keep

REPAIRING
Try the new method
VULCO-SOLING

is at least
knd which '4 do!
ritai does

No nails, no stitches

Dutch's Shoe Shop

Under the Johns-Manville
$1,000,000 Fund for Home Improvements

Many women, who forme4y suffered from a weak, run-don condition as a result of poor assimilation of food, say they benefited by
taking CARDUI, a special medicine
for women. They found it helped to
increase the appetite and improve
digestion, thereby bringing them
more strength from their food.
Naturally there Is less discomfort
at monthly periods when the system
has been strengthened and the various functions restored and regulated.
Cardur praised by thousands of women.
Is well worth trying Of course,
if sot
benefited. consult S physician.
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P_aymenis- ror farmers are ma-ire to suit the'
46.140ns of farmer's income instead Of coming due
each month.

we

Come in and let us explain_the simple plan to
jou---cno obligation, of course,.

simply

us give
des talk.

Perhaps you are thinking cif making an
extra room in wasted attic space; remodeling
your bathroom or kitchen; putting on a new
roof. These and hundreds of other practical
Ideas form a vItal part of our service and are
explained and pictured for your convenience
in the
:; AK 101 book shown along side.

-

IANET

operaPlease send (re*
J-M 101 book
and full detalli
Shout the Wooing Guild.

'NAME'

•
CITY_

-

.

quo

STATE

Calloway County Housing Guild
Headquarters at

Callow-ay County Lumber Company
I

WALNUT STREre

:6-1U1M—YOVIrcAlt BIONT_IN

HOME OT THE

irrnt

040(4,

DIANA GIBSQN
DONALD MEEK
PAUL GUILFOYLE
PHILIP HUSTON
FRANK M.THOMAS

FRP DR7r

,

MIMES TRODBLI
JI1MES Dunn
PIITRICIR ELLIS
D••• M•rgs• - A mr4.1 ADwyn
00,000 by Gordon W.I..
A COLLHARIA PICTURF

ADOLPHE ,MENJOU

COLLEGE

Who cares how high the mercury may scar':
heat. You can tlepend on our

INN

FEATURING THE CHICAGO JUBILEE SHOW

17°-0-RA- 0-0-14
t•

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

IN TECHNICOLOR

MURRAY, KY

DEPENDABLE•BUILDING SERVICE
THROUGH HOUSING GUILD MEMBERS

ADOLPH/. M1NJOU
-as the Icing-suffering, patient, sympathetic producer.

GAYNOR MARCH
l• 'A STAR IS BORN"

•••

e64

TVICE

MUM DAYNOR
-as the girl -from
the sticks- who rose
to the dizzy heights
of stardom.

See both sides of movie-making—the hilarious comedy and the jealousy, the gay madness and the bitterness.

SEND COUPON for FREE IDEA BOOK

NTEE
for a

PAL

FREDRIC MARCH
--as the exasperating, lovable, careless, spoiled, leading Hollywood star.

HEADQUARTERS for HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Modern Re

1700 PATHS

This theatre is your haven

•

_

To keep you perferctly -tonifortable,
-
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411,_
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4201,
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mellsalless
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mit I\
rt to Take 22 on
rip To Abilene for
Opener September 24
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Cole's Camp Ground

Not to be Stopped!

Stella Gossip

4. •

Around - Paschall
School .
ipidp

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45,
preaching at IM50 and 7:45 o'clock.
Bible class ter young Impale at
6:45 p. m.
Wednesday: Ladles Bible class
at 2 p. m., prayer meeting at 7:45
p. m.
The subject for discussion at the
morning worship will be the "New
Birth." All people ought to be
vitally interested in the new birth.
Jesus taught the absolute necessity
of it for all who eater the kingdom., If people can not tell what
the "New Birth" is, then they cannot know that they are in the
kingdom. If you are in the kingdom, you known you have been
sliormsagam."
C. L. Francis, minister

Miss Crass Has
Position on Staff
of Training Sehoc

farmers of this section are
- Mr einshal of -thee Anti-Salorm ,
treats busy plowin( tobacco. hoinq
relay was a very warrn dee.
---aSeagsse -of Kenju•ekme-esigaged tits '
and scraping tobacco. Berbut I hope every one enjoyed
attention pf a vast number of
ries are also being canned by
Miss Rosalind Crass, formerly
_
talks Saturday afternoon under
- some of the women of this corn- themselves.
Murray, has accepted the potent
the beautiful shade trees in ths
Mr. and Mrs. One Key and chilof teaching English in the seven.
courthouse yard. Ite gave fa,
and eighth grades pf the 'Trainiz
We are glad to hear J. D. Drink- dren. Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Kuyker.•
.
awful
.
School for the summer term. Mi
veteranl'order after the Hardin-Sinunerts and Dilutes of the
ard is improving and has been dell and son Preston, attended
beer and whisky. Will
game.
Crass is substituting for Miss Cl.
moved from sthe Mason hospital to Sunday church services at North
*gray -State Colvote "dry"? Yes mom!
Fork.
Rimmer, who has a leave of al
The tomplete schedule is:
the home of his sister.
-announced
Mr. and Mrs. Holton Byars visitSeptember. 24-Hardin-Simmons
sence for the summer.
Mrs. Fess Story is also I-reproving
e's I see the sisis
22 men;
Miss Crass received her A.B. d
at Abilene, Tex. (night).
and able. to -situp a few minutes ed - relatities near Salem Saturday
Street park us..
d -student Manage=
gree from Murray and her M.
Qetsette!1=Tenneame Poly at
m_ She has. been confined night and Sunday. They attended
pieces. mem-all
cellege-103115 ,
Murray (night).
from the University of Kenttle)
to .her bed for mate a while with church at Providence Sunday.
marki_41 off
Tex., tor'their enin the summer of '36. She ,w
octeber 8-Ouachita at Argadeltyphoid fever.
.
yellow la Mr, and Mrs. Willie Everette
the Hardin-Simmons
connected with the extension offs
phia. Ark. (night).
Guy Moore's sons- from Detroit visited relatives near Paschall's
week. A pi:
eepternber 24.
October 15-Middle Tennessee at
of Murray State College in 19'J
are visiting hem? folks.
It was not done I
Store Sunday.
ay squad, which will murra might),
'35 and the summer of '36.
Buel McAllen is painting Robert
before they (7_se
'
Miss Lockie Farris and R. B.
ugus
w
eaee. October 23-Mississippi College
Miss crass ts axpecting to retoi
warms ouse
score I
made a
is wee
Rodgers were united in marriage
'ember 21, and will ar- at Murray.(leomecominge
to Bardstown next fall where sl
Mrs. Martha Adams. Miss Nel- recently.
of country auto
'
ere. September 23. A
has been teaching French ar
October 29-Union University el
lie Gingles, and Mrs. Lena Allifolks pay fines.
Mr, and Mrs. Fred Orr attended
it under the Hardin- Dyersburg I night).
What is claimed ill Austraila to English In the city high school fl
son shopped in Penny Saturday.
All of whom '
an orphan children's program Satnts will be held. that
November 5-West Tennessee at were not to blame - a frazzlin bit!
be "the largest dam south of the the past year,
'es Elizabeth Crouse worked a urday night at North F6rk.
ie game will be Played Murray.Luther Pogue will preach et
Jew a
the Murray Hosiery
This will be a very busy week Equator" was recently opened in
ig evening. The Mr- 'November 12-Morehead at Mur- Friendship Sunday
Woodford county farmers a
Mill last wee .
morning at
for the farmers. They are cleaning that Commonwealth, forming- a
val spend the next day ray._
The Crouse boys,have been cut- out their crops. The crqps look reservoir with a capacity of 334 finding distillery slob a good fee
10:45 and at Coldwater at 2:30 p. Lee Macs's latest screen imperson. it the Texas Centennial,
November _ 20-West Kentucky m.-are _you listening?
good at the present since the re- billion gallons, and the water col- where the ration' is balanced,
ation. that of a zealous radio re- ting wheat for several days.
return home. September Teachers at Bowling Green.
lected therein will be used to irriLeonard
Harker's tobacco is egI
ntre
hacitts.
Are they (7) going to build the porter, vshOse broadcasts of news
"from the spot" where it ,happens
'November 26--Wisconsin State
Henderson county 4-H Club bee
Paschall is improving gate large areas in three statesMurray-Coldwater conctete high- have created enmity betweenhim- losking real nice.
New South Wales, Victoria and and girls are finishing a caries
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Adalns had slowly.-Golden Lock.
will travel by special Teachers at Murray.
way this year? No, honey, they self and the newspaper reporters,
of Angus calves.
as their Sunday dinner guests. Mr.
South Australia.
•
Coach Stewart -said
can NOT get right-of-way signed. Is seen in "Behind the Headlines"
In the. RKO Radio picture Diana T. A.-Oliver, Susie and atubie Fay
ars had it that tie:band
A'genes gostire
Gibson plays opposite the fast-talkMal train' would ai.XVMThe rising generation 'will rise ing star, and the plot is enriched Oliver.' Albert Allison, Lena Alliteamt--iime-ssiisa-seellisaaSieks
‘p and laugh-at the mistakes of by the romance between them son. Pars-in Adams and J, L. Ellie would be donee Mem
which persists despite the profess- son 4were, afternoon meats's.
theirs "4-fathers".
Paul Futrell is recovering from
rivalry. At the Capitol Thea- 'Orville. Jenkins .has bought . a
-piece band. "Best In The
and Abner's" ional
Vginne-rs in
a recent illness.
tre
Tuesday
and
Wednesday.
new tractor and wheat binder.
will not be fully orgarend
A 6 oarlock supper was served
Miss Verna M. Goode his ee- name for new restaurant are being
Several persons in this neighbor- at Mrs. A-. -K Jackson's in honor
fame Prof.'Price Doyle intiannounced over radio station. As her Ma and Pa visited IVire Nanturned
her
'tinssummer
to
resume
hood
are
eating
green
beans
from
'et week.
premiums ny Pullen Stinday and attended
of her daughter-in-law, Mrs. R. C.
work at Murray State -Cellege. usual women drew all
their gardens.
oroughbreds, aecording to etes lamele .
except razors and roller _skates. Coldwater church.
Ward.
_fest came to .1)leseaY
Trunme•Oliver
Wild
Roy
Edwards
McBee. shotirdlie-theDeet
Would YthiTita With a 'Mils s Mr and Mrs. Jiin -Mills 'of near
Mr. 'and Mrs. Glyco Wells and
THE MURRAY HATCHERY, formerly. known as
College in February 1927. Where "What
visited
in
Murray
last
week.
'T.
A.
er to represent Murray.
lion Dollars?" contest was won by Wiswell - were guess of Mr. and
little son Gene and Mr. and Mrs.
COLLEGE CREST HATCHERY, will close Saturshe began working in the library
was-there
to
see.
about
Ins
culti'wart thinks that the les
women. Hereafter men ought to Mrs. Connie Mills Sunday.
Harry Jones spent Sunday In Coand also doing some teaching.'
day of this week' until Fall.
vator.
oetition among tWe boys
keep their mouths shut. im.
lumbus.
' Mrs. Ida N. Cochran. I'm glad
Miss Goode left in June_ 1936, to
Last week, while Sweet , Pee
s out Die best in them.
as the beef steak said to the to imy is very mach improved in
Mr. and Mrs. 'Trey Mason visited
was reading the Ledger & Times. Mr. and •Mrs. Oury Dunn last Sun.
'-odd boys think that- attend school at' the. UniVersite of cook,
After this week, no more Baby Chicics will be
health.
Carolina where she has been wtirkher little baby girt vhis_in the yard
able of making ,trie ..
talr. _and _Mrs. Patel Pullen of
day. Mr. Masetn's sititer ig just re,
on
sale.
We also close our feed sale' Saturday,
I'm
figuring
on
going
to
big_
. mw.ray. will.ptav trig on her M. A:.- degree.
Birmingham, Alm_ Miss - Mary Backusburg Homectiming July" 3. playing when all ..at once the little covering from the measles.
1.
June 26.
1 meeting Tennesseets Miss Goode is now teaching in Frances Bazzell of Farmington and And say. Matie. Jim told me to ode decided to pick berries. Not
Mr. and Mrs.- David Sutherland.
one word . did she say but headed spent Sunday in Marshall county
Middle Tennessee the Emelish department and, is 'also
tell you to tell -Prince to have th for 'the berry patch.. After
Sweet osesitieg Mrs. Sutherland's relative.
m, union Insseeese werking in the library.
show ground cleaned em better Pea tied searched.,,the'place over
West Tennessee.
Hello Sweet Pea. I heven't-seen
an _have more benehes, snle iz and bad called her several times
tomtit Swe ni_ It pays to Read the Clasaineds
you pass going to town for some
r•
as about to alarm -the-weigh._
TatlE-46"te" MeV ,eititer be tti-or
a
wish they I?) would make borhood sate -saw the little one.
a very bard worker.-Kill. Dee,
haste and build that dam at Shan- some distance from the >bottae. pick- - • .
•
•
non
on
,
Tennessee,
before
I
rivet:
ing
berries.
"
• -Calleyeay Circuit _Court
:
Betty eegaw,
die. 'Never saw a. dam except the
be going now: but will see
Plaintiff. one me end- Turn Black made you all amen Soon -Sweet Pee.'across
the
Van
Cochran-John
Vs. Judgment
Hemline branch when we were
Imports of wheat flour inter Cuba
Este Crick- and W. P. Dulaney,
during "1936 were at the highest
Defendants boy). Faint there. nova!
Hattie and Wayne sent ffe a level recorded. in the 'past five
By viriue of a. judgment - and
order of sale,of the Calloway Cir- lawnmower. Now I'm on a -sit- years consisting almost exclusively
cuit Court. rendered .at the April down" strike, hands folded. On a of wheat flour originetIng in the
: United Sates.
term thereof, 19437. in tffe above 3-legged. stool, under 'the sugar
cause, for'thepurpose of payment tree.,---4
•'Eagres.
B one county Utopia club boys
tie $53800.'with 6'e interest thereand girls have !teen stuaying landon 'nom -7111s -dirte'untir paid: andseeptng during the spring.
costs herein expended,. shall
;
ceed to offer for sale aS the court
house door in Murray. Kentucky.
Absence
Up in the Morning
to the highest bidder at public auction. -on Monday, the 281,11-.day 01
Prof. CI S. Lowry. head' of the
June. .1937, at 1 o'clock or thereThe refreshing relief so many folk,
-Mum
e-re_ame being comity'Mane-social science department of
say they get by taking BlacksraY
'State
College
has
been
invited
day, upon a credit of six mohths,
Draught for constipation makes
the following described property, -by the phiwerkity of Michigan to them enthusiastic about this famous, pure35 MILES PER MOUE.
ly vegetable I•sattve.
interattend
the
summer
coarse
in
Dual is, stopped cartel'
being and lying in Calloasay CounBlack-Draught puts tie digestive tract
tett en wet peternent. The
national
Law.
which
*ill
be
heti
In
better
condition
to
act
regularly,
every
ty, Kentucky. towit:
established distance required "
day, without your ecr.t.nusIly having to
to stop • car •ith •,erage
It's better to be-sate
It being a part Of the S.W. Qr. June 28-1ee July 21. This IcOurse is take medicine to ram Ic the bowels.
tires at this speed ow dry
Next time, be sure to try
of Sec. 10 T. 3 Its e East begin- made possible by the Carnegie Enthan sorry ever after,
paveaarirr is 33 leer.'
dowment
for
Internatilmal
Peace.
II MILES PER NOON.
rung at me S.E. corner of said
when it costs so little MirTer1T01515e
d-car in p
Mr, Lowry has been. given a
Qr. thence N. sixty-nine and two
merges° have quick-stopping,
feet No Wet pageseext. Tbe
leave
of
absence
from
-the
college
enablished distance required
thirds .69' 2-34 rods thence West
straight stopping Dual 10s.Our
SO stop 5 car veldt aseese
fourteen (14.) ,rods. thence South for the summer and will leave for
tires at ttus speed off dry
change-over plan provides tell
Postmen/ et 110/set.'
sixty-nine and two-thirds 469 2-31 Michigan June 24.
A GOOD LAXATIVE
allowance for the standard
IS MILES PER MOUE.
rods, thence East -fourteen
Oscal 0, ItOnned Car in 115
tires on your new car or for
tt=tt
feet se wet pavement. The
...“1•••••••it
to . the beginning containing six
all unused tire mileage on
established distance required
(6/ acres and -fifteen and one-third
to stop a car with as erase
your present car. Come ml
tires at this speed on dry
415 1-3) reds.
.
• .Pat,q.st as 238far.
Convenient terms, if you wish,
Also another tract being a part
• Travelers Insurance Co.
of the S.E. *Qr. of. Sec. 10 T. 3 R
f igure• for stopping
• •
•
1,..radis ear witti 4-wheal
This old-time band ,is 'guaranteed to be one of the 3 E. beginnig at the S.W. corner of
It's the wrinkle when you apply the brakes
brakes in good condition.
the
said
Qr.
running
East
fourteen
One
of
the
most
profound
organs
of•rnan..is
and-most-versatile in the United StateS. See and
one-half 4441e) rods, thence.
that eliminates skid swerves and tail spins.
the...eye-7a delicately adjusted mechanism that de-hem at the Fourth Annual Old Homecoming at and
North to the Creek. thence with
termines
the
day
and
difference
between
pleasant
the" creek to the line. thence West
bitter night
form-one c41. iudsa'email pus)
oak estiamme-seselissetesety-eritees al
create -vision, hu-tle susfain and- pre- _A
rods and five ta; links to the beserve it is the goal which motivates our effort!
ginning captaining twenty-four...2M
acres.
not
a 'pup sat -with--a bee
Also another tract: Beginning
one
ease...n4a1-35-rty_asix. _11.4fies rods
upon -his nose,,bopiri-glhat
East of the N.W. Corner of _Sec. 15
net be 'Stung,
T 3R. 3 E. thence South thirty
-that-in a reasonable tifrie
'id a half Mete) -rods. thence East
the -bee would .i:ompl:t
eirteen 11.4i rods thence North
rest and would not b.
.rty and a half, (304ei rod
siJaTfuel
as to sting . th,
senee West f surteert 414) rode to
fellow- that. had Tii-Tped
...c place Of beginning containine
Car completely washed
Easier Starting,
Try a set of our Sea-.
ye- and two:third: 42 2-31 acres
him: but I never heard o•
and upholstery vacuum
• Breeze
Also another tract: described .aLonger
- the final .outcome.
cleaned for
.1:(Sess. this being thirty- 430.
Life
eres.,beingehirty t30)- acees cut es
inn worrying .44..itiut'.dsec. 1,5 T. 3 R. 3 East and bounds'.'
You'll like 'em!
follows: beginning -one hundree
,. ply life
Regularly $1.75
.p
L.wthe
itith iii
. . andfuture welfare a.;.
,sty-six 4146) reds- East of th
upon biS-lib'se.
.
'. W. corner of Sec. 13 T. 9 R.
:.d thence West to the big roae
We specialize in polishing' and waxing automobiles. Our equipnil
It is that a lot ul.folks
tr,,_
eout eixtystwo lp) rod-, '•
ment is new and complete. If you will only give us a chance we will
iuth _thirty etscl . - a ha'a
..keti for credit! hs.. tal.en [-rny 4rietCitandi.-,
-show you that we can make your car look like NEW. Our prices are
els. thence East &bent sixty-two;
hich.l....ki,z.,(1.to,,pay for.
to liol-row niu:ey
62..) rode_ thence".91eitgastisirty_
reasonable. '
on, ti:i.-t took J- .1H -the jArf
a hair .30'2) TOthl tO the begin.
ty
.
• ,

Miss, Verna Goode
Returns To'Staff
at Murray.State

Route Six News

HATCHERY WILL CLOSE

hi

•
THE MURRAfilATCHERY

COMMISSIONER'S

- I - ---

SAL E

E SMILING COWBOYS
Station WEBQ with their songs
ckusburg, Saturday, July 3

Prof.-C.S.-Lowry
Granted Leave of
for Term

1

Feeling- Fine!

Official Score

BLACKDRAUGHT

LOOK TO YOUR VISION!

Once Upon a Time
.

• •
1R'O C. WELLS, Optometrist

41

For* less
than lc a day
more you can
have the safety
of Dual 10s!

Get full particulars on our easy payment plan.
Why
get a full set, pay for one, then
each month without any extra cost!

General Batteries
for your car

•
A

ansttel.isle.- 7
2 ye:4r,, -bitleNii;t!. ',hat
h is the poor man's ft:f:IPI,

WOW! LOOK
AT ALL THAT
SPACE -AND
SHELF ROOM!
NO NEED FOR
CROWDING OR
DISH-JUGGLING
HERM

&tart twelve (11)

a

sacred irust

afraid like the pup t,,
I have :44:
even -usi's:. re$: paw or to eeen hirk; and done Mt',
,ng_
but ,I wonder if I will be. stinig.
whini
„
one of thee you know it. and fw
u will sit ti.4 re until. -I- die, and !Olive is to stiffer. iviil :..oti come in and mate
-es- ljustment. eA en in some cases I. would ri
id accept partial payrirrit and ,
if it.silk:aid-A&.L.s-ttualSD'ilstalla
..
.
.
••
.
`.
4
,
'case don't k.eu thi l'I'I in '

URN7ER

YOU'RE RIGPC!
FRIGIDAIRZIS
NEW 9-WAY
ADJUSTABLE
INTER:OR IS
A MIRACLE OF
GREVER STORAGE:AMITY!

one
belonging to the Ca-ley heirs.
T'ne .land conveyed in .this deed
being 44 .acies more or less, Rein-Deed Book 54 page 221
(• llowey
County • Claud Clerks.eices.
Fer the purchase price the pur.
,LISA:r must eicect!te
wilh
deemed 'securities. bear;
'
t srest front the day of e,
. paid, -anttelsaving. the term Si,
fleet of a judgrneht. Bidders will
... prepared to comply promptly
teees -(1ms-se S Herd.
. .

Seat Pads

Only-$1.25

from $3.95 up

.-'''.4Veirtlifacts in every line are Its good as can be found and
-our servictLis the BEST.--Givens--a-trral and -be consinced:'
,
Your patronage will be highly appreciated at the

LAST MAIN STREEE

* 411
'Neal peer. mean. P. tk:D.blood
poreeer•

' NE myue a V NATCIWEIRII
'Sag WNW mow MIMI• 1.5511/44354
,
15511was

SPECIAL
_Friday, Saturday

Super -Service
Whiteway
Station
Service Station

BABY
CHICKS
; all Meanie brook U. IL
tested, elaided
II

Hot Weather?
YES!

1-111SONTAIN APPLIANCE.,CO
ertlIt Fiftl Street

CORNER COLLEGE CAMPUS

Jackson Purchase (hICAL,Inc.
PHONE 2011

Nfirersv, Ky.
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Mgt Joe T. Lovett Forttoe

Phone 33E Please

Crass Has
tion on Staff
Training School
asalind Crass, formerly or
has accepted the position
ig English in the seventh
:It grades ef the Training ✓ the summer term. Miss
;ubstituting for Miss Clara
who has a leave of abthe summer.
rass received her A.B. den Murray and her MA
University of Kentucky
ummer of '36. She .wris
i with the extension office
iy State College in 1934.
he summer of '36.
MU: IS expecting to s chin
town next fall where she
n teaching French and
n the city high school fur
year.

Copy fat this page should be submitted
not later than Tuesday
aftentoon each week.
Groin) linloys Fish Fry
A group of people from the
vicinity of Midway motored to
Pule Bluff Thursday afternoon for
ish supper. Twenty-four pounds
fish were purchased and cook. When supper was over there
were only a few pieces left.
After every one had eaten all
the fish they
"
pitching" sontest was held. This
created lots of interest especially
wizen
Raymond
Parks started
pitching. Needless to say he and
his partner won the championship.
The last and most enjoyable
thing of the evening was the boat
ride in the moonlight. The bin
ferry' drifted down the river, keeping the party on the water an hour
or SO. Games .and singing furnished entertainment while on the
Oscursion.
.
_
Those enjoying the -evening
were: Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Scarbrough and son Frank, Mr. and

II

.rd county farmers are
listillery slob a good feed,
a ration is balanced.
son County 4-H club boys
I are finishing a carload
; calves.

CLOSE

-1)
Mrs. Burie Cochran and sons.
Frank. Ralph and Bobby, Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Tucker and' children,
Dewey. L. B.. and Allie, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Parks.
Honored With Shower
Lin and Mrs. Cecil Outland Were
honored with a kitchen shower
the bride's mother.
Many nice and useful gifts were
received by the honorees.
Delicious refreshments of ic
cream and cake were enjoyed on
the pretty green lawn.
Those present were Mrs. Rachel
Anderson, Mrs. Sallie Peters, Mrs.
Nora Cahoon,- Mrs. Ella Smith,
Mrs. Maud Cahoon, Mrs. Bradford
Linn, Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Cahoon,
Mrs. Clara Fitts, Mrs. Iva Cahoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Outland.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Cahoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Forrest, Miss
Ruthie Lee Spann. Miss Sarah

BEMBERGS
and

.rIllerin known as

will close Satur-

PRINTED CREPES
by Chicics will be
!cl sale' Saturday,

Sizes 20/
1
2 to 50
Prices Reduced on All Stout Dresses

aCHERY

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED TWO
LARGE SHIPMENTS OF
COTTON DRESSES

-- •

1.1

FARMER-HART DRESS SHOP

Adell OuUand, Miss Katie Smith,
Miss E.sther Smith, Miss Eui.1
Johnson, Misses Sue, Thelma and
Dora Jane Cahoon, Miss Mary McKinney, Miss Iva McKinney, Miss
JellnelW
Downs. _Jean__ Cahoon.
Louise. Solierun
Those sending •gifts were Miss
Clara Nelle Johnson, Miss Adell
Boggess. Miss Ruby Dasnell, Miss
Louola Williams, Guy Spann, Ross
Smith, Walter Smith, Tremon Cahoon, Euphrey Cahoon. Mrs. Martha Purdom, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Flauery.
Mrs. Marie Parrish, Mrs. Annie
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lee,
Mrs. Susie McDougal. Mrs. Emma
noberts, Mr. and Mrs. Conrad
Jones. Mrs. Aline Downs, Mrs
Patrie Smith, and
Mrs. Monica
King.

PAGE FIVE

Carr Building Will Be - Opened Monday, June 28
^

Murray's new John W. Carr
Health Building Will be opened /or
classes Monday. June 28 ,according
to an announcement made by
Coach Roy- Stewart, head of the
health department. This delay is
necessary to install equipment and
to condition the swimming pool.
Much interest has been shown
in the new swimming courses,
more than 100 students having enrolled. Many more are expected
to enroll before the opening. Intramural swimming meets will be
held throughout the summer. Boerne and wrestling classes will he
added 10 the phWeal-- educaTion
department during the fall semester, while table tennis, handball,
volleyball, horseshoes and other
activities will be offered this summer.

WPA Education Teachers
Go Picnicking
Calloway county's WPA education in,5tructors, along with State
Supervisor Waylon Rayburn and
local Supervisor Owen Billington,
enjoyed a fish supper and outing
at Pine Bluff on the Tennessee
River Friday afternoon. June 18.
Mrs. W. T. and Mr. Lowell Steele
were in charge of the preparation
of the fish. '
Those attending _were Mr. and
Mrs. Waylon Rayhesn, Mr. and
Mrs. Owen Billington and sets
Oury Glenn, Mr. and Mrs. Wells
Overbey, Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood
Potts. Mts. Marguerite Webb, Mrs.
Atlanta Puckett, Mrs. Mamie B.
Dent.
Miss Dorothy
Shelton. Miss
Maude Woodall,..Miss Lena Gray
Gibbs, Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas. Miss
Mary Lou 'Waggoner, Miss Edna
Blackburn, Miss Laurrne Burton,
Floy Rumfelt, Miss Alice Bea Roberts, Mrs. Mason McKee!, Joe McDaniel, and Faye Outland.
Every county WPA instructor
was present, and several guests.
The group reported an especially
pleasant afternoon and evening.
After the supper, they took a boat
ride- across the river and back.

swimming. No one may enter the
pool without an instructor or authorized lifer guard being present.
7. Students will be required to
dress for swimming in the Health
Building. Lockers are installed
and only one student will be allowed to a locker.
•
8. Sloap and towel will be furnished, and the towels will be laundered daily. No charges are made
for this service.
9. Every Tuesday evening frrm
7:30 to 8:30 will be set aside for tin
"Social Hour". The facilities of the

employmept. :Mr. Jones will only.
remain until school opens, then he
will return and take up his duties
as teacher at Cuba High school.
Mr. Jones taught three very_ suecessfia retools at Edge Hill and
is very popular - in this vicinity.'
Milton Lee Lassiter spent last
week with his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Kemp.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henly of Hobart. Ind., visited the latter's parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Kemp
last week.
Dewberries are fast ripening
now, and this Marks the opening
of the canning season, for most of
us. Berries are very abundant in
this locality.
Several ladies have'
already canned quite a few.
Mrs. Margaret Janes is visiting
her • parents, .Mr. and Mrs. Don

Sunday afternoon callers of Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Lassiter.
. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams and
Mr. Albert Adams attended an annual singing at _Marlin._ _Tenn..
Sunday.
Gene Rogers has a very painful
hand caused from setting tobacco.
The heavy rains of last week
did a lot Of damage to newly
plowed fields. .It washed all the
soil off in places down to the
hard ground. 'Around Bell City
it swept over whole fields, washing away the newly set tobacco.

Wei by essy
-rhoe
hroeraeld
IROINIChl. Beware of 446sethaestitetios. Ife
ired *yeah. Coos 4.40.
Fite OM Nast
PArs

available for this huur. Members band in Detroit soon. of the faculty, their wives, stuMr. and Mrs. Buster Cochran
CO-STARS. Fredric March and
Janet Gaynor, who are co-starring
dents-.,-both boys and girls-may visited Mr. and Mrs. Will Meadin "A Star is Born," David 0. netsuse the pool. Bridge tournaments, ows of Cuba last week end.
nick's technicolor production
at
table lerinis, handball, horseshoes, Eron Flippo, Rose!! Story -Pasthe Capitol Theatre Sunday and
and other activities will be offer- chall, Bud and Charles Kemp were
Monday. It is a glamorous story
The following rules, regulations,
of Hollywood in which Janet rocked. If this "Social Hour" is RICets from extra girl to star over- and information are submitted to cessful, one other ,evening
per
night.
the sttidents as official:
week will be added. The purpose
1. P. E. 122 (swimming) may be of the
feature is to promote a
Mrs. Millard Graham, Mr. and substitutted for 15
.A. 112A, 112B. closer `relationship between
faculty
Mrs. John Graham. Mr. and Mrs. 114A, 114B, 100A, 100B, 10IA. or and students.
.1141 '
/
1 'V/4r, ‘
c<,";
Curt Graham. Mr. and Mrs. Thales 1018.
10. All persons using the pool
csjS
tio
2. P. E. 125 is a recreationsl
Graham, Mrs. Lizzie Hopkins, Mr.
will be required to take a physical
C't3 k
o
and • Mrs. Jesse Wallis, Mr. and, course and
although supervised examination and
present to the <4rN.Aki
t1\
Mrs. Guy Smith, Mr. and Mrs. will be conducted informally. No swimming
§ (9()
instructor evidence ef
C•-•
/AnCrOt...s.
credit is given for this mixed the
Noble Hopkins.
examination. This examinin
//
Mrs. Mettle Overbey, Mr. and course, but one must•-register for tion
may be taken without cost in
/
Mrs. Frank Short, Mr. and Mrs. the - course to enter the pool at the Dr.
Hugh Houston's office in the
Laverne Graham and Doris Ann, time this group meets. A student Liberal
Arts Building from 8 to
Mr. and Mrs. Rey Byers and Betty enrolled in this course is free to
9 a. m.
Sue, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blake- meet the class at his leisure durly, Mr. and MrsAirn Linn. Mr. and ing the time. Scheduled. No standMrs. Henry Cope, Mr. and Mrs. ard stet is required for this course.
3. For all swimming courses . Since the bountiful rains of last
Clay Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Inez
Cope, Mr. and Mrs. Miley Hale, where credit is given the standard week, every thing is growing, inMr. and Mrs. Hugh Campbell, suit is required. If is on sale at cluding weeds and grass. Most, of
the book store and at several stores the farmers are so busy getting
Mrs. Minnie Dishrnan.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Pace and downtown. (Prices: boy's, $1.95; their belated crops planted,• that
they haven't time to cultivate those
son. Ronald Hughes; Mr. assn, Mro girl's $2.00).
4. A fee of $1.00 is placed on all they already have planted. AnRyan Graham and Jerry gun, Mr.
other v.,een of rain like last week
and Mrs. Buel Edmonds, Mr. and swimming courses.
5. A combination lock has been and then;rwill be some fields lost
Mrs. Bouston Miller. Mr. and Mrs.
Will Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Russell adopted and will be required of all in the grass. .
.
Hoyt Jones and Chester (Abe)
Hoffman, Mrs. Sallie, Stronns_Mr. students using lockers In' the
s
.
-Wealth
13
unarms
--This'lodk..iiannt TOM"
Tholes °radiant'
and Mrs. Milton .Walston,
to
lure of The
-Honored
at
the
book
store.
Friends and relatives of Thales
bright lights and headed DetroitMr. Heroin
Byers and
Pat
6. There will be no unsupervised ward last week. Both have secured
Graham met at his home Sunday.
Hughes, Coy Hale, James D. GilJune 20 to celebrate his 501h birthbert, James Blakely, R. W. Blakeday.
ly. Martin Roberts, Ottis Brittian,
G UNIFORM PULL2TS ready to lay early in the fall-thane:,
A very bountiful and delicious
Leonard
Woods. James Stroud,
what every poultryman wants. And that's what you get
dinner was spread at •the noon
Boyd Linn. - Leon Jones.
you feed Purina Grswena, the all-ie.-ears growing feed that con-,j
hour.
-•
Melvin Young, Keys Blakely,
loins Per-a-tene! If you feed your pullata grain or untested mashes
Those present included _Mr. and
Miller
Hopkins, • Paul lispkins,
they take 7 or 8 months to cCme Ono laying. You miss the loll months
Thompson, James Morris
when egg prices ore highest.
Moie than 3,000 people in Murray change
Campbell, Howard D. Campbell,
clothes each day.
Don't take chances this year-start yew: chigks en Startena, grove
Ralph N. Campbell, Earl Dishman.
them on Gr.:arena. You'll have LIa, well-developed pullets in 5:
Miss Mary Katherine Smith, Miss
THOSE WHO LABOR : . .
months, you'll get eggs during the fall months when egg prices are
Virginia ROth -Hopkins, Miss Jauhighest. See as today far a raptly of Santana and Ciroanssa..
THOSE WHO PREACH . . .
nita Cope. Miss Mary Wanda Cope,
•
THOSE OFFICE PEOPLE . .
Miss • Ann Miller. Miss Lunette
Hale, Miss Estelle Hale. Miss PaulTHOSE WHO TEACH . .
ine Hale....
THOSE HOUSEWIVES and
Misr "Rachel Young. Miss No'!
Pace, Miss Dorothy Sue Smith,
THOSE PLAYING CHILDREN. .
Miss Martha Nell Short. Miss Wilmust
have suitable clothes for their daily or oflie Mae Short. Rubye Mae Young,
ficial changes.
Miss Rubene Graham, Mist Mary
PUrisA
Lee Perry, Miss Marie Travis.
Afternoon visitors were Mr. and
CHICK
'We are equipped to keep your clothes clean
Mrs. Artmeus Pace and Mary
and well-pressed and yourself well-groomed.
Belle and Willodean, Gingles Wallis and Lavern Wallis.
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CLEANLINESS is HEALTHFULNESS

•
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Join theOther Half
who come home to
food kept SAFE!

payment plan.
)r one, then
extra cost!

How many times have you come homc from a holiday
or vacation tired out, hungry and thirsty-only to find
not a bite in the house fit to cat and not a cube of ice
for a cool drink? Take a tip from the Other Half who
have automatic electric refrigeration, and don't have
to stock up all over again when they come home. Since
this modern convenience and health protection pays
for itself, why be without it any longer? Let us prove
to you how it saves more than jt costs.
-

SPECIAL
[ay, Saturday
mtpletely washed
pholstery vacuum
d for

$1.25

.gularly $1.75

. Our equipance we will
ur prices are

The Mexican Bean Beetle is appearing in Calloway county in increased numbers. This particular
beetle is not hard to control if
timely and systertiatic spraying or
dusting is done. The important
thing to remember in spraying or
dusting beans is that the poisonous
material tnust be put on the under
side of the leaf. There are several
poisons that are sticcessful in the
control .of Ahis pest_ Magneciiim
arsenate or Calcium arsenate may
be used with excellant tirceeis-al
a spray or as a dust. Spray: Magnesium arsenate. 1 rounded tablespoonful to 1 gallon of water. Dust:
Ma_gnesium. 4•-senate. I poulas;
lime, It pounds, or: Calcium arsenate., 1 pound; dusting sulfur. I
pound, fine lime, 4 pounds.
Since arsenate sprays are in
some degree poison to the human
family a great effort has been,
made to establish sprays that are
not in any way effective to this
family, therefore, 'commercial.'(lusts
with .rotenone or pyrethem as the
killing agency has been entoblished
on the 'markets and are very effective. These maysbo purchased
either as a dust efr as a spray.
Treatment should be repeated a
week to 10-day intervals until all
signs of this insect disappears.

CLEANERS
ECONOMY FEED STORE, Murray
C. W. CURD, Hazel
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springs
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effect
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whole lot
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life for
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known, comfort
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PONTIAC

Several Clark county hog raisers
are planrang to enter the 'Kentucky breeders' class at the 'State
Fair in September.
'

•

c found and
1.

\siimmow.
Johnsor- -Fain Appliance Co.
Frigidai e
Pentec
ost
H. E.
Norge
Westinghouse
R. H. Vandeveldge & Co.
C. T. Rushing
Kelvinator

!way
Station
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
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ADD 15c A DAY TO THE
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LS. Anderson Motor Co.
10,1° North Seventh Street
MaYfiejd, Kentucky
MURRAY DISPLAY ROOMS-Tobacco Barn Sth St., between Maple and Poplar; Ira Morgan
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LYNN GROVE
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The Place of Dairying in Kentucky's
Planned Agriculture

exceist butter, has alspoSt doubled. fertility, is to raise dairy cattle
time this -summer. but if I go, I'll
This revolution in tile American because the feed that is given to
let you know.
diet has •resulted from the dis- dairy cattle produce • higher grade
coveries in Milk of many import- at manure than that from_other Straight through my heart this
I haven't heard hose Rainey LowRobert Hendon, member of the in Kentucky, today. is diirying.
fact today
arit---eTeinenTi
fur the farm animals. The manure from
I don't knew what happened to Ins enjoyed his twa weeks' staV
- Welts Overt:Lei, prominent
Hazel I utuie Farmer chanter. won - "Dairy—products- rd-urfte
-Duty and_Gay
-body With this-great In- rows continna-mucti -httattft
young
—w-hieb -By truth's own hand is driven:
my last Weeks letter which I left with his brothers
first in an essay contest sponsoredi States are, fur the most part con- crease in consumption and the is the chief
in Detroit, but am sure they made Murray' attorney and a leading
element of plant feed. God never takes anything away
on
the
Brandon
character'
route
for
in
by the Dairy Products Association sumed entirely within the . bouir- many new discoveries of the value and also
Monday's
the
Anti-Saloon
something
But
.else is given.
it pleasant for him.
•Itsit man bas dairy cattle
stearie-Plare, -The- WiSon'er at
of Kentucky. The theme of his t denies of this country, and our
mail, but anyway I'll try again.
'
of milk, the dairy business will no he will soon form the habit of No matter if the crushing blow
the
Friends of Mr. Warren Cook of Bars
:
%inning essay was "The Place of
_seriously' ill Sundairying Pruduela.0are doubt become • the moat prefitabls sewing as much land as possible May for the moment down me,
We've been having timely show- Akron. Ohio will be interested in
afternoon,
day
Dairying In Kentucky's Planned relatively small._ The increase In enterprise on the farm, not only in clover or other
June 20, just after
legumes which Still back of it waits love, I know, ers over here so tho there's a lit- hearing of his recent marriage to
playing his part in the drama at
Agriculture."
Mr. Hendon mils purchasing power of consumers in in Kentucky but in the United will protect the land from erusum With some new gift to crown me. tle "crab grass" mixed in, there's an Akron girl.
Atm. He caste home with a
awarded '$25.00 as ,14 inner of first prospect for 1937. therefore is a Slates as well.
•,
an abundance of cabbage, beans
as well as furnish him feed and
Mr. Clarence Vincent makes two fever reading of 104.
place. The essay follows.
Hello! Here I come with a few and potatoes, and "berry pickin'
favorable sign for the dairy indur"An average adult will consume enrich the soil.
now. Tues'trips
weekly
here
by
notes from Cedar Knob. The nice time's". jest' around the corner.
Although friends urged him not
THE PLACE, OF DAIRYING IN
about fifteen hundred pounds of
"Tnere are many advantages of
day he's the iceman, and WednesBro. Pogue began the revival at
KEN'TCKY'S PLANNED
to doips performance in the play
"In. the year of 1937 the number feed in a year, of which one-fourth dairying but among these are a rain of Friday afternoon was depeddler.
the
day
the church of Christ near here last
at Lynn Grove Sunday night, he
AG RICrLTURE
CS cows - winked tarrnt is ex- will be --rmik or its products. for Uify few things that some people lightfully received.
Well, news must be brief this managed to reach the
"In an earnest endeavor to de- . pected to decrease nearly 25.000.- as I have said before the con- dislike about it.
Miss Pernte Mae 'Simmons, who Wednesday night. Bro. John Wystage just as
faculties
thinking
week
since
my
termine the importance of dairy- 000 or more than any year since sumption is increasing rapidly.
has been very ill with poison oak, lie Outland has been conducting
the curtain rose and went througj
"One is that it requires Ions
usual
as
lisle
dud.
are
a
ing in Kentucky's planned agri- 1931? This decrease will give the
a daily devotion Bible school at
is improving.
his lines with a fever of 102.
"With the number of cows de- hours
of work. One way of lookWednesday night Mr, and Mrs.
culture, Perhaps first, an explana- dk•rry farmer a chance to sell his creasing and the consumption of
On Monday, he was unable to
Rob Duncan had a fine mule to the Baptist church, assisted by
ing at this is that it gives long
Lan uf the calk-wet chnuid ba
prochket$
teachers, Mrs. Clyde Spiceland LloydSpiceland with Mr.. and attend to his official duties' down
iniIk increasing the
die last Friday.
Spiegana went to town.—TusT now he is recovering
Today. in KenrUcky the producti,.n , ."A golden
Johnnie Simmons claimed that Miss Louise Crutcher, Mrs.- Maystream flows each day of the United States is calling for throughout the year. The other
of agricultural products is regulat- to the-,Americ
nard Cathey, and others. Thurs- Dover to see Shirley Temple in splendidly.
an farmers from -the more and better dairymen with way to look at this statement it he was indeed tired Saturday
ed according to consumption and production of their
night. What did he do? Oh, he day afternoon the school was en- "Poor Little Rich Girl" and the
heavy producing htirds.
that we 'are supposed to work for
sows.
use. Formerly', the farming class.. "The consumption
placed sticks for his beans and tertained and served refz•eshments, Chatterbox almost stole the show
-Kentucky. and especially Callo- our
Vaccination has checked the an of milk and its
living and that the working
this feature being sponsored by by falling in a dead faint ,in the pearance of hog
unlike their industrial.neighbors, products brings
cholera in several
each day three and way county. is in a Place where classes of America have a greater even at quitting time, lacked four
door
of
theatre.
the
had
Yes,
to
Mrs.
was unorganized and lacked ample , a half million
Linus and Mrs. Lloyd SpiceKentucky counties.
dollars to the dairy dairying is coming to the top, for per cent of honest, patriotic citi- rows being through.
carried
be
doctor
to
for
a.
first
the
representation in the form of farm farmers of this nation..
, Mrs. Theta Wachetel, Mrs. Ethel land. Yes, Baptists are big heart_
Out of the in the last few years the hay zens than any
_
ether
class of
leaders to champion the farmer's four endDuge .of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. ed—they, just let Methodists is on time in her life. She -always was
Chiropractic: The science that
it- half million farmers _crop saf Callaway county has /
people. '
•
a great hand for excitement! But
everything but the -supper".
interest and see that be received.--of America. sixNoah
creaged
makes
Maynard
people well and
two
-thousand
and
children
acres.
of
and
hundred and five
"Another thing that has been Cedar Knob and
she's pretty determined too, for
happy.
• an even break along Wette-other-)rthousand depend
Miss Eva Mae
Several attended church at
upon dairying for the wheat crop, which is the chief held against dairying
she got gack in time to see the last
is that in Williams of Hazel Route 2, spent
labor classes. Today, farmers ars their sole or chief
feed for coWs has increased twenty
Crockett's Creek second Sunday.
DR.
W.
C. OAKLEY
source of ir-.
the
last
few years there have been Sunday at Centerville.
acts—Chatterbex.
cooperating with agricultural lead- ,1 come.
nine thousand bushels.' The tobacThe Chatterbox met an old acChiropractor
losses from diseases such as tuberen._ and experts so as to derive the. "This. is
Pop
co
cruP
Eye.
which
I
like
ifas
your
been
letter
very
the
Chief
quaintance of the 1924 Murray Col809 West Main
Murray
sufficient giroiM that
Money crups .of Calloway county is culosis and other well known dis- much so please don't fail to write. lege days in the pastor's
full benefit from the. improvee'cfairying - is a popular.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
wife,
as well as.
Murray: Mon., Wed. & Fri. P. M.
types of farniiffg and farm man- . a profitable. tource
now decreasing and letting dairy-% eases. • At the present time and in I - like to hear from all my old Mrs. Lawrence. from Lynn Grove.
Benton: Tues.. Thurs. & Sat.
of income.
the future, there are not and will friendsiMr. and
ing come to the top.
agement which these leaders advo;. Within a generation_
Mrs. John Thompthe per capita
14sten, you people who are Innot
be
any
great
losses
because
of,
"It takes only. about seventy
este.
son missed getting some of the
consumption of fluid milk his in:
terested in that girl who stood so
seven dollars to feed .a cow each these diseases as tr7e government good fish that Mrs. 'lldary McClure
"An important branch of agricul• creased one third. an
that of the
long at Model. I have never heard
as
taken
a
part
in
checking
them
ture, as -well as a vital' industry, products manufactured
brought me Sunday.)
from.• milk. year. A farm in Calloway" county by vaccination and
the result yet, tho folks say she
by getting rid
can produce eighty six per cent of
Little Miss Mary Ceil Simmers
doesn't stand now, but some time
At The Time of Need—Within Your Means
of
the
diseased
cattle.
1
th feed that is given to a cow
and brother E. H. enjoyed their
hope to stop 'arid get the inside
There are many aavantages and car ride with Lonnie Hill and
each year. This makes-the owner's
facts for you.
feed come cheaper because he can profits awaiting the dairy farmers daughter last Saturday afternoor.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Kirks are
mix his Med from the grain'grown of Calloway county because we
Several persons from this vicinhave a city of about three to four ity enjoyed the biy ice cream din- expected home for this week end.
on his farm.
"In return for this feed a cow thousand people. Of course, these ner at Mrs. Fannie Wisehart's lad They intend to take back with
them on the salesman route their
PHONE 195 • AMBULANT SERVICE -NURRALKY
will produce about twelve tons of people most have milk products. Sunday.
manure each year. This valued at We. also, have a milk plant which
I wonder if Mrs. Sarah Thomp- small brother and nephew Masters
Mrs. Boyd - Gilbert, Lady Assistant
two dollars per ton, - will bring a will take up all the surplus milk, son has learned of my illness? I Robert and Jackie SPiscland_ Thett
farmer, annually, twenty four dol- if any, and manufacture it into wish she would cane over and promised me I could go along to
Only
Lady Undertaker in Calloway County
see the mountain scenery somelars. She will produce an abund- other products.
visit me.
ance - of milk and butter which is
Hello, Mr. and Mrs. Pete WiseThis is another thing that
the ',
chief -feed of the American courdIree7the -dairy industry,
hart, come 'over again some illirtuF
diet.
Soil Conservation Program". Which and let's have another talk about
"It 'costs about sixteen cents to is 'paying people to, plant more the good old Ledger & Times.
produce a pound- of bUttef. in re-,, hay, pasture. etc.. and cut dovin
Those that were at,. the bedside
on
turn 'for- which ohe will receive tobacco. As t.hinie said before
the of Mrs. Kittie Simmons this week
twenty five or thirty cents. This pasture and hay, crops of Cello- were Mrs. Viola Hogue, Mrs. Daisy
shows that milk preeincts are a wax countx_have increased
great- Williams, Miss Eva Mae Williams,
good source of income.
Mrs. Mary s McClure, Miss Susan
ly.
"It' has been'shown fh the recent
"There is alwaft a time 'in- one's Lax, "Aunt Lue" Housden. Miss
Years that as -.the Wages Of;the life when he must decided
what Pat Weatherspoon. Mrs. Vella Lax
laboring manincreases. the prices his life's occupation is to
be. So and daughter Bettie Jo, Mrs. Lena
of'milk products go up. Since th.:.• if you are planning to
stay on the re'rierson and daughter !reclean
depression, as yop may. already farm and till- the soil,
Mrs. Sim why not go Miss Mary _Mitchell.
know, the wages of the working into a profitable, encouraging
busi- moms is slowly improving.
man has increased, thus enablin
Mrs. Revs Hatsfield is on the
ness like_clairving. There is not a
the families of the laborer to use better and more profitable business sick list: •
more milk products, and a:s more for one who wishes to live
I have found out that inflamon the
preson.s use milk, there is a great- farms' of the United
States' and atory rtieurnastim is very painful':
er need Tor 'dairymen.,
I wish .1 could get well so I could
especially Kentucky.
.
"It the quality of milk products
"And now as I come to the con- go to Murray and meet with Pep
You will fihd him on duty at our store' daily—
was improved, there wauld be a clusion. I wish to say
•that dairy- Eye, Eagle, Sweet Pea and all the
ti
a.
m. till 6 p. m. Saturdays until 9 p. m., and
better market for. these products, ing is-and should be placed
"Mrs.." rest of the, correspondents.
Sunday mornings till 11. - Ready, able and qualiOnly wheat from the bent fields in• Kentucky
as the- method of production and In Kentucky's planned 'agriCulture
Will see you later.—Ky. Bell.
fied to fill your needs in the auto line. •
and .America is used by. us in producing th'e high
care giveh to the products from because, of the Sew disadvantag
el
the cow determine the financial and of 'the many advantages
quality flour which has always been oui pleasure
and
return from_ the products. There- profitable returns which
, to have available for ):ou.
have
.I.c!reuthere_is fao -reason—why- the -heretofore -stated'
EXCLUSIVE -FLOUR and VITA PURE MEAL
people of Calloway county and of
Kentucky cannot produce good
and FEEDS
Three thousand sheep have been
milk products that will bring top insured 14 the new association
WEST OF LERMAN'S ON MAIN STREET
in
IF YOU RAISE YOUR WHEAT, DO YOUR
prices.
Robertson county.
W////oWAV•v////////////i/oW//////s9WASOZWAWAW/A
"*Probably there is no farmer
•
MILLING, AT
/
1
4
144%**/ ///
17AWAVAWAIW44/4.46WAVAINAW/AlAWAWIZ
the United States that -would not
like to have a rich, productive
farm. One of the best ways to
keep or to
a farm rich in

1

Cedar Knob News

1Nlurray Attorney
. faken Ill at Play
-

Across the River

•

COMPLETE RELIABLE SERVICE

GILBERT DORON CIL INC
FUNERAL
NONE

Murray Auto Parts
Announces the Addition of

CARLIE B PUCKETT
To their sales force

Only the Best Goes Into the Making of

Not if
in
-Calloway-county sUp.
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

•

• The NEW CONCORD - MILLING CO.
•
THE LAKELANti—SISTERS,WSW-S-iiEW STARS,—
AT BACKUSBURG, SATURDAY, JULY 3

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

we'
mot'
e 11 1

for Less Money on Your ge,
iat.OLE
1937 Vacation- cit
- 8p li
GO IN

N

Fl•ar.. take your vacation-by motor,
car! Take it in the car that will givg. you
a ..cornpiele vacation front- -worry and high
coats-a new Chevrolet!
• You'll travel more safely in a Chevrolet,
for it's the only loss-priced' car that combines F11411 features as Perfected Hydraulic
Brakes, a New All-Silent, All-Steel Body
and Shisisproof Steering'.
You'll travel more comfortably, too, for
only Chevrolet brings you the Improved
Gliding knee-Action Bide' at Chevrolet's'
low prices.
And you'll also triis el more economically,
for Chevrolet's New Ifigh-Compression
N'alve-ia-llead Engine is unusually thrifty
with gas and oil.
Decide now to ha.ç more pleasure for
less money on . your-4937 yacation-go in
n Chevrolet!
Tbe Lakeland Sisters.. Mary and Ann, comparatise neiscomers to the Grand Old
()pry. are rapidly
gaining popularity and favor in' the eves of the thou•ands of loyal fan, %Ito have
listened to this prograni
for so many Years.

•A nee- 4st.sn and %hatAprcm/
,
MI 01
Warw.*

.1M

ON

Megarr

The girls. %%hose home is In- Eisen. Michigan, began their radio career at WJMS,
fronts ood, Mich. From
there the, orsaLto Vlinneapolls, and from there to Detroit. in 1935. Nor_ are thee.
lacking_ in stage_ experience, having pissed with a 'bit,vindeville shv &Al a feature act all ever -She country.

The

Lakeratut oysters 4rit9 -aeisear

in Person -at Back-ashore OM- Mitineeorning- ore Satusdiry,

2:

waded*
!CHEVROLET

(:_ttkvg(ii.ET st(rmit

Mary anil 'Aturi'came to WS:M arond the first of the year. 1927. After a successful
audition. they
became full fledged members of the Grand Ole Opry cast, and' made.their first uppearance
on January 9th
Almost Immediately requests for personal appearadces were received by the What Artinta_serv
iee, and
so the "Singing Cough-Is" were obliged' to take 'to the road again. They mile a very pleasing appearance
ea She stage in their vivid eiiwirtri aerlourtrimients with the'? Hawaiian and Spanish guitars, and their ring
ant User A:Laces.

D. Lame

*Us, vow pane.

DIVISION
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:THE ONLY COMPLETE CAR-PR!

D -SO LOW

PORTER M9TQR CO.

--

West MapIe Street

•

Phone 97 -

••••

Murt-itty, Kentucky

•
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